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INTRODUCTION.

" Without revolution, the fundamental pi-inciple?: on
wliieli Society is at any given time founded, cannot
suddenly be demolished. The development, how-
ever, ot social reason, if it proceed quietly and peace-

ably, is seen setting out from a certain fixed point,

and struggling through many changes of fortune, to

I'each <'i goal which, even to society itself, is seldom
clearly defined. It is always by ideas that every

age of human progress is characterised : their de-

velopment is the work of centuries, but their

gradual visible representation or bodying forth, is the

first sign that they are clearly understood atul cheer-

fully recognised. As soon as any single idea is thus

recognised, mankind involuntarily proceed to the

elaboration and embodyment of a new idea, generally

in direct opposition to the former, and strong from
this very opposition. But the old idea having arrived at

maturity, being neither able to retrace its steps nor to

mount still higher, exacts a cessation of progress ; and
herein lies the germ of its incipient weakness, as

opposed to the advancing new idea, by which it is

gradually pressed back from its eminence, until it

vanishes at length in exhausted and powerless inanity."
" This, then, is the eternal attraction presented to

our view, on an attentive observation of past and pre-

sent time. Humanity is ceaselessly striving to unfold

itself, to acquire a form, and to perpetuate this form
when acquired, but still ever aims at new youth, and
new birth, and untried development ; even as the

individual man, when his career is well-nigh ended,

longs to live over again his youth, his manhood, and
his old age. Without this powerful agency, the life

of the human race would ossify ; the reason of one
age would remain the reason of all succeeding ages,

and the stagnancy of intellectual existence would fill,

the observer, nay, even mankind itself with disgust.

With if, however, the intellectual faculties undergo a'

constant attrition, and elicit the sparks of eternal fire

which warm, and, from time to time, even heat, the

remotest regions of humanity. This it is in which we
recognise the unity of the human collective intelli-

gence ; and they are little better than mad, who seek

to calumniate and impede this tendency, for experience

has she\vn the dreadful penalty incurred by those who



have imagined tiiat by opposing they could annihilate,

or even subdue a law of natine. It exists,—and
its existence mid agency are bounded only by the exis-

tence of the human race, and by the intellectual God-
bestowed powers of man."
Such are the sentiments of a celebrated German

Liberal, Henry Heixe. Would that in England we
had more to write and speak thus. But there are per-

haps but few in any country at the present day, who
possess strength of mind sufficient to raise them from
the confined atmosphere of party politics into the purer

firmament from which they might behold mankind,
although composed of individuals, in the majority of

instances, apparently unconnected with each other,

yet acting with one common purpose and responding

to the same key-notes of feeling, as though one com-
mon intelligence animated the whole. Our field of

vision is too confined ; we are bewildered, and not
enlightened by what we see,—for we observe a part

only, and decide upon that part as if it were the whole.
It is not yet recognised, that individuals, and classes, '

and nations, move in their respective orbits, as unerr-

ingly as do the material globes in space ; and that the

idea of chance and uncertainty in any part of nature is

but the chimera of ignorant self satisfaction ; indi-

vidual man is a little world within himself ; he acts

and thinks in obedience to laws over which he has no
control, but he himself is but a fractional part of the

universal system of humanity, which, in its turn, is

ceaselessly struggling to attain that of which it has but
a half-consciousness. Individuals may cease from vir-

tue, classes may become corrupt, nations may degener-

ate, but mankind never returns towards the point from
which it started, and it is only by regarding the crimes

of individuals, the corruption ot classes, and the de-

generacy of nations, as the necessary instruments of

human progress, as beneficent contributions to the

.aggregate of human happiness, that we can truly ap-

preciate the wonderful scheme in which we are living,

and, to a great extent, unconscious actors.

In the following Letters, I have endeavoured, as far

as possible, to regard the subject in this universal

point of view, and to avoid a too frequent reference to

temporary and party interests, so that the question
may be discussed calmly and without prejudice ; for

here neither the favour of the great and powerful can
be courted, nor the applause ot the many be expected.

January 1, 1839. W. T. W.



ARISTOCRACY

LETTER 1.

It is commonly believed that pain and misery are, in

different degrees, the lot of man in this world ; the

pleasure we enjoy is transitory; the pain we suffer, or

imagine we are to suffer, is ever before us. The world
is a vale of tears in which the pleasures are but delu-

sive shadows and the sufferings alone are real ; it is

vain and even impious to fight against the inscrutable

decrees of Providence, which, doubtless for the wisest

purposes, has ordained that on account of one man's
sin, suffering, crime, and death shall be the lot of all.

But although the prospect held out by the present ex-

istence be gloomy and uninviting, we look forward
with hope all the intenser, to that happy region beyond
the grave, where the rose never withers, where the

sun ever sheds its glory on sinless and happy cieatures,

and where the praises of the Almighty are the eternal

and glorious theme of never d^fing harpings and halle-

lujahs.

Such is the prevailing theory concerning human life

;

and being, as too many theories are, founded on an
observation of facts, but without a rigid scrutiny into

the connexion of cause and effect, it remains in most
instances but a theory, without influencing either the

feelings or the conduct. Those who see any chance
of happiness in the present lite, are too much occupied
by hopes and fears concerning their temporal affairs,

to cast a thought either on the promised bliss or on
the threatened misery of eternity; and it is very cer-

tain that those who in their occupations and their en-

joyments cannot look beyond the present moment,
cannot be influenced by the interests of eternity. The
weary traveller in the desert will stop to pluck a flower

and enjoy the sweets of the rare oasis, even though he
be hastening to the distant " land where the oran^^e and
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the citron blooms." To those then, who are, or who
may be happy, the thought of heaven is but as a day-

dream, a pretty speculation for a vacant hour, but soon

forgotten in the busy vortex of worldly anxieties. But
every superstition has its time or rather its sphere of

utility ; and the superstition (for it deserves no better

name) concerning the connexion between our present

and our future existence, is no exception to the general

rule. It is to the miserable, the despised, and the op-

pressed that heaven is indeed a reality. Unless hope
can find rest in a happy futurity, what can the pre-

sent be to him whose very existence is bound up in

his hopes ; to the victim of man's oppression, to the

hungry, to the destitute, to the persecuted; to such,

the sincere and earnest belief in a land of bliss, "where
the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are

at rest," is meat, and clothing, and consolation. As
long as the present is bright the future is disregarded ;

it is when storms darken the horizon, that the troubled

spirit seeks to penetrate the gloom, and to imagine be-

yond the horizon of vision, a region bathed in the sun-

shine of peace and joy, all the more lovely, perhaps,

that it is but imagined. Well therefore tor their tem-
porary interests have the powerful, the rich, the en-

joyers of present happiness, done, in keeping alive and
stimulating to the utmost, those hopes and those de-

sires which point to a land where pleasure shall not

be a delusion, and where pain shall be unknown ; well

has the rich man done, while consuming and squander-

ing luxuries bought by the toil and watered by the

tears of thousands, the victims of his covetousness, in

teaching them a religion of submission to the powers
that be, and of hope in the enjoyments that will be ;

well has the tyrant done, while wringing the last far-

thing from humble industry, while coining the very
bones and sinews of his fellow-creatures, in enforcing

through the medium of a paid priesthood, the divine

right of rulers to govern and the obligation of the ruled

to suffer wrong. But the time is rapidly passing away
when delusion can availin supporting oppression ; and
oppression can only be maintained by delusion ; it must
therefore cease for ever as soon as its only prop falls

to the ground. Ignorance is the key-stone of the arch

of tyranny ; take out the key-stone, and the arch fall

in ruins at your feet. Therefore it is that the oppres-

sor hates knowledge with a deadly hatred ; therefore

it is, that he seeks to associate ignorance and content-



meiit in the minds of his victims ; therefore it is that,

priests (for they too are tyrants, or else the tools and

paid emissaries of tyrants) hurl their anathemas against

all enlightenment, and seek to persuade men, that all

needful knowledge is contained in a collection ot

writings produced in times of the grossest ignorance

and superstition ; therefore it is, that those wise and

good men who have devoted their energies to enlarg-

ing the domains of truth, and who have sought to make
others participate in the fruits of their pleasant labours,

have been crushed or fettered in their efforts, by the

powerful, the rich, and above all, by the pious.

Whilst the desire of enlightenment shone brightly in-

deed, but yet in few hearts its refulgence could be

concealed if it could not be destroyed, but now that the

]ove of truth is beginning to burn in millions ofhuman
hearts, the tiats of the tyrant and the denunciations of

the bigot will be as powerless to effect their unholy

purpose, as to quench the glory of the noon-day sun.

Other and better hope than that of heaven is rising

above the horizon of the millions who have hitherto

hoped nothing from the present life. It is now begin-

ning to be perceived that man's ignorance, and not

God's vengeance, is the cause of human misery ; and

that the traditionary tales of priests are but convenient

excuses for the infliction of indefinite suffering on the

many, and for the enjoyment of exclusive priveleges

by the few. It will now no longer answer the pur-

pose of the spoiler to point to future happiness as a

compensation for present misery, for it is at length dis-

covered that he has no controul over that future ; no

one will now willingly suffer himself to be robbed of

present happiness which is the right of all alike", in

the hope of obtaining from man, that redress which is

in the hands of God alone ; and no one \m\\ any longer

accuse God or his evil destiny of inflicting those_ suf-

ferings which are either the result of his own igno-

rance or of man's injustice.

But we -will suppose for a moment, that the world

in which we live is intended by an all-wise and bene-

volent God, to be nothing better than a vale of tears,

that some portion of suflFering is as much inevitable as

existence itself, and that true happiness can only be

enjoyed by anticipation. But when did God ordain

that the few should be comparatively happy and the

majority inevitably miserable? Where is the divine

law that eternally separates men into rich and poor ?
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Where the revelation which makes man the servant

and the slave of man ? If miseiy be the lot of the

human race, let all bear an equal share of the burden

;

or else let those who wish to be exempted, shew cause

why they should be so favoured. Man, it is said, must
earn his bread by the sweat of his brow ; if it be so,

do you toil since you say it is necessary ; let not the

ground which is cursed for the sake of the first trans-

gressor, bring a blessing to you, and a double curse to

your fellow-creature : do not double the weight on
your brother's shoulder, in order that you may escap

imtouched. By what right, human or divine, do you,

the rich and the powerful, force others to hew your

wood and draw your water ? by what right do you live

at ease, fed by the toil of others, if, as you say, toil be
the lot of all i How dare you assert that this arrange-

ment is of God and therefore necessary, when you
yourselves know that the Creator has made no dis-

tinction between man and man? If you are suscepti-

ble of pain, equally so are every one of your fellow-

creatures ; if you can desire and enj.oy happiness, so

too can they ; and if, as is asserted, all come equally

the divine displeasure for sins which they have not
committed, it must be God's intention that all should
suffer an equal punishment. The defender of the ex-

isting institutions of society, therefore, is even accord-

ing to his own principles, either acting contrary to, and
annulling the fiat of the Almighty, or else convicting

his Creator of favouritism and injustice, and enjoying
in his own person the fruits of that injustice.

But we have argued long enough on a supposition

which is abhorrent alike to reason and to common
sense. It is sufficient that even on that supposition,

human equality must still have been the Divine will.

Let us now see whether we cannot find a rational

cause for all the miseries under which mankind have,

groaned ; for surely no one who makes the slightest

use of his reasoning faculties will be so hardy P3 to

assert, that the cause which the Bible assigns, is at all

adequate to produce so extensive an effect. In con-
sequence of Adam's sin, God became very angry, and
not satisfied with wreaking his vengeance on the
transgressor, corrupted the nature of all the de-
scendants of that transgressor, made them incapable
of any good, and then punished them still further, for

that very incapability and its consequences. Does-
this look like wisdom, like justice, like benevolence 'i
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To apply such epithets to such conduct is a prostitU'

tion oflanguage.
If God is benevolent, He cannot inflict pain for its

own sake, He must be utterly incapable of the vin-

dictive feelings so commonly and thoughtlessly as-

cribed to Him. Pain, then, is an instrument for the

realization of happiness ; but it requires some know-
ledge of the constitution of the human frame, to un-
derstand this. Let us examine the purpose ot phy-
sical pain, and analogy will enable us to trace the

beneficial workings of all evil.

The mechanism of the human frame is made up of
various minor and partially independent mechanisms,
which are united into one system by means of the nei-

vous apparatus. Each of these mechanisms performs
a separate function ; the heart propels, the lungs pre-

pare the blood, the alimentary canal converts the nu-
triment into a homogeneous substance, the liver se-

cretes bile, and so on with the rest. Each of these,

while pet forming their appropriate duties, has also

another object in the animal economy, namely, the

production of immediate pleasure. For the attain-

ment of this purpose, each is connected, by means of
the nervous system, with the brain or seat of sensa-

tion. It may be asked how it is known that this is

actually the case, since the pleasure so derived must
in most instances be unconscious. It is answered,
that every part of the body is, with exceptions which
do not at all affect the present question, endowed with
sensation, and that experiment has proved that the

medium of communicating this sensation is the ner-

vous system. Now if the nerves communicate sensa-

tion at one time, they will do so at all times ; if this

sensation were painful, we should instantly be aware
of its existence ; but, since we are not so aware, it

must be pleasurable. The delightful feelings of con-
valescence, even leaving entirely out of view the men-
tal pleasure enjoyed, must have been experienced by
almost every one. Now what is the reason of this

phenomena ? If the proper performance of the bodily
functions gave no pleasure, the mere cessation of pain

could in no way be made to account for it ; for in that

case there would be no positive pleasure, but only the

absence of pain, which is nothing. But it is imme-
diately accounted for, when we know that every mo-
ment ot healthful existence is a moment of great

though unconscious pleasure ; convalescence is a re-
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tiiin to that stale, and the contrast between the pain

of sickness and the pleasure of health renders us for

a time sensible of the actual existence of the latter.

This subject is too extensive and too important to be

done justice to incidentally, but what I now wish to

establish is, that pleasure to an indefinite amount may
and does exist where the individual enjoying it is un-

aware of its presence. If, then, it may exist without

his knowledge, it may also be diminished without his

knowledge. Now if there were no token to give

warning of this diminution, it might proceed so far as

to reduce the sum of unconscious happiness almost to

a nullity, without exciting suspicion or suggesting

precaution. And this actually does take place to

some extent in diseases of debility, which are almost

unattended by pain. If the body be weakened we
know that it cannot perform its functions with the

requisite vigour, and consequently cannot enjoy the

same amount of pleasure ; but if pain be absent this

loss is not perceived. Yet could the individual so

weakened, be suddenly reinstated in his former health,

he would immediately be made sensible both of his

past deprivation and of his present gain. Pain, then,

may be defined to be, the warning which points out

that the physical condition of the suffering individual,

has from some cause or other suffered deterioration

and is incapable of furnishing the degree of uncon-

scious pleasure of which his nature renders him capable.

Whenever, therefore, the body has been exposed to

influences which impede or destroy its natural action,

pain is the benevolent contrivance for making us aware
of the fact, and for stimulating us, by removing the

cause^ t5 return to a state of nature and ofenjoyment.
W. T. W.
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LETTER 2.

Last week I pointed out the purpose which physical

pain fulfils in the animal economy. Since it is neither

a gratuitous infliction, nor necessary in any single

operation of organized and sentient matter, it follows

that its existence proves a departure from the natural

conditions of animal life. Were it true that pain is

a property, not an accident of our nature, and had
that pain been inflicted as a punishment for the trans-

gression of our first parents, not only would the hu-

man body been made up of, or at any rate contained,

mechanisms whose natural functions would have been
the realization of pain, but all would have suffered

alike : the first, because no other plan would ensure

the punishment; the second, because the same amount
of sin being common to all, there could have been no
possible reason for the slightest distinction. But this,

we know not to be the case. No single contrivance

can be pointed out in the animal economy, whose
function is the production of pain. The digestion of

food, the action ot the lungs, the circulation of the

blood, muscular action, intellectual exertion, in short

every operation that can be named, is highly pleasura-

ble ; and this, in giatuitous addition to the primary use

which each operation subserves. But there are con-

ditions to the attainment of the end contemplated in

the structure of every mechanism. The purpose for

which a time-piece is constructed is, to give warning
of the lapse of time; now the wheels of the time-piece

may be made ofjust the proper metal, and maybe put

together in the best manner possible, but imless a

motive power be superadded, the whole contrivance

is useless ; for want of a necessary condition it does

not answer its intended purpose. So, we may easily

imagine a human being whose organization is in every

respect perfect, that is, capable under certain circum-

stances of enjoying unalloyed happiness ; but the very

fact that certain circumstances aie necessarv to make
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him happy, proves that there arc others which will

infallibly render him miserable. The greatest perfec-

tion of organization is of no avail, unless it be placed
in a sphere of action fitted to call forth its powers and
satisfy its wants. The stomach may be perfectly ca-

pable of digestion, hut if it be not supplied with food,

or if exercised upon that which is improper, it soon
loses its power ; the eye may be perfectly capable of
seeing, but it directed for any length of time to the
noon-day sun, blindness is the inevitable consequence.
And, with regard to the uniformity of suffering which
we should expect were the punishment for trans-

gression imputed equally to all, it is evident to the
least observing that directly the contrary is the fact.

While some pass through life almost without knowing
what pain is, others are in a constant state of suffer-

ing ; and between these extremes, there are as many
degrees as there are individuals of the human race

Now it is certain that as far as regards mere physical
condition, every one who is originally endowed with
a sound constitution has the altel-native of health or
sickness, pleasure or pain, completely in his own
keeping ; and if he be not so favourably endowed, it

is equally certain that one or more of the natural laws
must have been infringed by those from whom he has
received his being. It is, therefore, plain, that phy-
sical evil is the consequence of aberration from nature,
and that in order to be free from suffering and to enjoy
the happiness which, however unknown to ourselves,

is a necessary concomitant of that freedom, all that is

necessary is, to place ourselves in those circumstances
which are in accordance with our bodily constitution.

There is but one fact that I am aware of, which even
apparently contradicts this view of the utility and
even necessity of the susceptibility to pain. I mean
the pains of child-birth. But I confess I do not see
how even this fact can be made to answer the purpose
of those who assert that all pain is a punishment de-
served and inflicted in consequence of a transgression

common to all ; for here again, if all are equally sin-

ful, all ought to suffer equally ; there should be no
possibility of escaping the full punishment. But this

is not the case ; some suffer much, some hardly at

all. In the present state of civilized society, how-
ever, even those who escape with the smallest amount
of suflfering, are no fair criterions of what would take
place were the laws of our being thoroughly known
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and universally obeyed. On this point I am happy to
be able to quote the words of an eminent physiologist,

in confirmation of my opinion. Lawrence, in his

work on the " Physiology, Zoology, and Natural His-
tory of Man," thus expresses himself :

—" The very
easy labours of Negresses, native Americans, and
other women of the savage state, have often been no-
ticed by travellers. This point is not explicable by
any prerogative of physical formation ; for the pelvis

is rather smaller in these dark coloured races than in

the European and other white people. Simple diet,

constant and laborious exertion, give to these children

of nature a hardiness of constitution, and exempt
them from most of the ills which afflict the indolent
and luxurious females of civilized societies. In the
latter, however, the hard-working women ofthe lower
classes in the country, often suffer as little from child-

birth as those of any other race. Analagous dif-

fe rences from the like causes may be seen in the animal
kingdom. Cows kept in towns, and other animals de-

prived of healthful exercise, and accustomed to un-
natural food attd habits, often have difficult labours
and suffer much in parturition." This is nothing
more than might reasonably be anticipated. No one
can be aware how horribly unnatural is both the edu-
cation and the way of life, of females in civilized so-

ciety, and at the same time wonder that suffering,

misery, and premature death are the consequences.
Debarred from every exercise which can in any way
strengthen and exhilarate the frame, restrained in the
expression of the most innocent feelings ; cased in the

unrelenting whalebone, which cramps and disfigures

their tender frames; passing their time in a round of
insipid and irksome nothings ; all their lives the mar-
tyrs of convention and false delicacy : not permitted
to think far less to act but as it pleases their lords

and masters ; what wonder that the circulation of the
blood is languid ? What wonder that a really healthy
female is as great a rarity in certain stations as is a
happy slave ? What wonder that consumption brings

the amiable and the lovely to an untimely grave, and
that the offices which nature requires, instead of be-
ing a blessing, become a terror and a curse ? If man
would but search out, and when discovered, obey the
laws of his Maker with regard to man himself, as

diligently as he does those relating to the rest of na-

tuie, we should then, and then only, be justified ia
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attributing vindictive feelings to the Author of our
being, if obedience to his laws actually did produce
pain instead of pleasure. But it is absurd to lay to

the charge of the Deity those sufferings which we
entail upon ourselves by the direct infringement of
his commands ; to accuse him of vengeance, when it

is in fact we ourselves who are justly liable to the

charge of supineness and ingratitude.

Such being the case with regard to physical evil, it

is reasonable to suppose that the same rule will hold

good with regard to intellectual evil. And so in fact

we find it. Bodily pain, we have seen, is intended as

a warning that the laws of our constitution have been
transgressed, and that consequently our susceptibility

to pleasurable sensations has been diminished. So, if

the laws of mind are transgressed, there will always
be found to ensue, both a diminished capability of in-

dividual and general progress, and an amount of crime

and misery proportioned to the magnitude of the trans-

gression. Let us now view Aristocracy (takir? the

word in its largest sense) in this iight. The most
convenient way of proceeding in this investigation,

appears to be, first, to enquire what natural law is

infringed by social inequality ; secondly, what is the

punishment invariably inflicted consequent on this in-

fringement ; and, thirdly, what is the kind, and what
the amount of happiness, which is hindered from
coming into existence by this inequality, putting out

of consideration the positive misery it occasions.

First, then, what is the natural law which social

inequality infringes. God is the Lord of the universe ;

according to his absolute will and pleasure, is every
thing that exists regulated, and contained within

its proper bounds. His power is unceasingly em-
ployed in propelling and preserving in theii orbits,

myriads of worlds ; His power is the moving spring

of all animal life and of every intellectual conception ;

not a zephyr ripples the surface of the lake, not a

whirlwind agitates the waters of the deep, but God is

moving and directing there ; not a frown disfigures the

human countenance, not a smile renders it lovely, but
God is there both in the frown and in the smile : in

short, where is He not, and what is He not ? He is

every where and every thing, the soul, the presiding

intelligence of the universe. Why is He Omnipotent?
Because He is Omniscient. There can be but one
Being all powerful, because there can be but one All-
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wise. Again, man rules with absolute sway over the

inferior animals, he sacrifices tliein to his necessities,

and renders them subservient to his pleasures? Why
is this ? IJecause his mind is superior to theirs; be-

cause he is capable of reflection, generalization, and
analysis, to which they are utter strangers, and be-

cause continual progress is a necessary condition of

his being, while they aie, and always will remain, the

same as on the first day of their creation. Hence, in

exercising a despotic sway over the brute creation, we
not only do not infringe but we act in direct accord-

ance with a universal law impressed by the Deity

upon his creation. But no similar plea can be put

forth by any human being as an excuse for the assump-
tion of authority over his fellow-creatures. It is not

more certain that all have muscles, nerves, bones,

and blood ; digestive apparatus, lungs, heart, organs

of secretion and excretion, than that all are endowed
with the power, of observing external objects ; of

hearing, of smelling, of tasting ; than that all possess

faculties of reason ; than that all have an innate love

of truth : than that all are capable of being disagree-

ably affected by the contemplation of misery and
agi-eeably by that of happiness ; than that all are ca-

pable of feeling and inspiring affection ; than, in short,

that all are precisely similar in every essential circum-

stance. Now if all are by nature equal, every social

arrangement which tends to repress or destroy this

equality, which fosters the assumption by human
beings of the slightest superiority over their fellow-

creatures, is as clearly a breach of a Divine command,
as if that command had been graven on the two tables

of stone, and ushered into the world from the summit
of Sinai amid the sound of the trumpet and the roar

of thunder.

Secondly.—What is the punishment invariably con-

sequent on the infringement of this Law?
In precisely the same way as we trace all disease

to the breach of the physical laws, so do we trace all

crime first to ignoiance and then to that arch rebellion

of man against the clearly expressed will of his Maker,
social inequality. In every human society that can be
named, has the spirit of Aristocracy exercised its

blighting influence ; in every society of which we have
had any record, crime has been the unvarying and
necessary consequence ; the amount ot misery being
always proportioned to the extent which the originating
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evil has reached. Man is iiiitit to possess power over

man ; and this very circumstanre is a striking proof of

the wisdom and benevolence of the Creator, for under

any circumstances the rulers must be in the minority

;

and if man, as a being, had been fit to be trusted with

power, he would have been an instance of want of

adaptation between the creature and the circumstance,

nowhere to be met with in the whole range of ani-

mated existence. The human being possessed of des-

potic power, is a greater curse to himself and to his

race than is the most desolating famine or the most
contagious plague. There is no enormity which he is

incapable of committing, no suffering so great as to

satiate his ceaseless craving after cruelty and blood ;

the shrieks of thousands and tens of thousands are in

his ear the sweetest music ; the tears ofthe widow and
orphan are his delight; he sports with human life and
human feelings as if they were baubles created solely

for his amusement ; war is his pastime, extermination

his business. The history of all despots and of all

despotisms is substantially the same ; one unvarying
round of wholesale crime, disgusting sensuality, and
degrading notoriety—falsely called glory. Look at

Alexander wading through oceans of innocent blood
to the conquest of the world, and weeping for another
world to make miserable. What did he care for the

vast amount of happiness he had destroyed, for the

cities he had enslaved or given over to the ruthless

pillage of his infuriated followers ? What to him
were these trifling considerations that they should
debar him from being esteemed by contemporary and
after ages, the conqueror of the world and the grand
butcher of his race ? " Look at Nero poisoning Bri-

tannicus, murdering his mother, and the husband of
the woman he wished to violate : passing the night

in the streets with a rabble of unbridled youths, fight-

ing, robbing, and killing , sacrificing to his fury his

own wife Octavia, Burrhus, Seneca, Lucan, Petro-

nius, and his mistress Poppea; setting fire to the four

corners of Rome, and then ascending an elevated towei
to enjoy the terrible sight at his ease, with the wish
that he could see the whole world on fire ; covering the

Christians with wax and other combustibles, and
burning them by night that they might serve for lamps

;

laying a plan to murder all the governors of provinces,

all the generals of the army, all the exiles, and all the

Gauls in Rome ; to poison the whole Senate at their
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meal ; to burn Rome a second lime, and at the same
moment turn the wild beasts reserved for the shows,
into the streets, to prevent the people from extin-

guishing the fire." Look at the dominion of the In-

quisition, the most iron despotism that ever existed,

and therefore the most intensiily cruel ; innocent per-
sons seized on no pretext whatever except the arbi-

trary will of the Inquisitors ; excluded for years, and
often for life, from the light of day and from the still

holier light of social intercourse ; exposed to the most
horrid .toitures; their very bones crushed ; their liml)s

mangled and torn asunder ; starved to death in sub-
terranean vaults, or burnt at the stake in the yearly

festival which, although a disgrace to humanity, was
deemed an acceptable service to God. Such proceed-
ings are peculiar to no age, to no clime, and to no re-

ligious persuasion ; the Greek, the Roman, the Ma-
homedan, the Christian, the savage Indian, all furnish

an abundance of melancholy confirmations of the truth

that power, however obtained, or by whomsoever
exercised, always has been, always is, and always will

be abused.

Now there are many persons who argue from the
hitherto constant presence of misery and crime, that
they must always continue to exist. Such a conclu-
sion manifests both a limited power of observation
and a total misdirection of reason If, in judging of
human conduct, we leave out of consideration the cir-

cumstances in which the agent has been placed, we are
about as wise as the physician who should neglect to

enquire into the wav of life of his patient. The boc'v

is adapted to a certain sphere of action, and, removed
from this sphere, either cannot perform its functions,

or cannot perform them well. The human frame is

formed to stand in healthful relation with atmospheric
air, with the light of the sun, with a certain range of
temperature, with certain kinds of nutriment ; and
being so formed, necessarily becomes deranged or to-

tally unfit for action on the abstraction of these cir-

cumstances. So it is with the mind, which being crea-

ted with a view to being placed in a certain intellec-

tual atmosphere, to being cheered by a certain intel-

lectual light, and to being fed by a certain intellectual

nutriment, can either not exist or not be healthy when
transplanted into unnatural and incongruous circum-
stances. An egregious error is then committed, when
we accuse human nature itself of that depravity which

c
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is altogether superinduced by our own ignorance of

the sphere in which it is fitted to act with advantage.

No one expects a human being to live long under

water. Why ? Because his respiratory apparatus is

adapted to another element. Why then do we expect

perfection or any degree of goodness in the possessor

of unlimited power ? The mind is then just as much
out of its element as is the body in water, and we
should be guilty of no greater injustice in accusing the

oirowning man of crime, than we are in execrating the

Tyrant himself for even his greatest cruelties. His

mind is absolutely drowned and overwhelmed by the

tide of adverse circumstances. The possession of

power corrupts the best natures. It is related of Ro-
bespierre, that in his youth, rather than condemn a

fellow- creature ro death he resigned his office of judge ;

yet se.3 the change which circumstances wrought in

Lis original disposition. Had he never possessed his

immense power over the lives and fortunes of his fel-

low beings, he might have lived and died a respected,

amiable, and happy member of society. What a com-
mon feeling is that complaisant self-gratulation at our

own comparative goodness, on contemplating the mis-

deeds of others ; we are all but too apt to address our-

selves in the language of the Pharisee, " I thank thee,

O God, that Thou hast not made me as other men."
Let us be humble, distrustful of our own strength, and
charitable in judging the conduct of others : nine hun-
dred and ninety-nine out of every thousand, if placed

in the circumstances of Nero, would have acted as he
did. But if we take precaution to prevent the liability

to fire in a city, how much more on our guard ought

we to be, not to allow the raging fire of despotism to

glow in any human heart ; how carefully ought we to

fence round the rights and prerogatives of universal

humanity, and, by depriving all of the power, to de-

stroy at the same time both the temptation and the

desire to do ill.

W. T. W.
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LETTER 3.

Unlimited power centred in one person is the ex-
treme iniringement of the natural law of human equa-
lity, and history teaches us, that it produces a greater
amount of suffering than is possible under any other
form of government. We have now to examine the
results of the aristocratic form, in which, either a
number of individuals monopolize the management of
State affairs, or else if the mass of the people have
virtually some controul over the doings of their supe-
riors, they have yet none constitutionally. Of the
former kind were the Republics of Greece and Rome.
For they commit a great, and as far as the truth of
their political speculations is concerned, a fatal error,
who argue upon the expediency or inexpediency of
the democratic form of government, from the actual
working of these so-called Republics. The great ma-
jority of the working classes were slaves, either the
property of the State or of individuals, so that, in
point of fact, to increase the popular tendencies of the
republic was but enlarging the privileges of the few.
The free population were comparatively enlightened,
and, as a necessary consequence, jealous of every ap-
pearance of danger to their own liberties, ever on the
watch against the encroachments of arbitrary power,
and intolerant, perhaps, even to a fault, of decided
superiority in their fellow citizens. But both reason
and experience demonstrate that the preservation of
a strict guard over our own liberties, and an utter con-
tempt of the rights of others, are not only perfectly
compatible, but often associated. Ceitainly, before
we can wish others to be free," we must be so our-
selves, and there are no tyrants so tyrannical as slaves ;

but it by no means follows, that being free we should
desire others to share with ourselves the blessings of
liberty. This was eminently the case Avith the free
citizens of Greece and Rome ; and thehistory of these
fitates is a standing memorial of the evils consequent
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on the breaking down of those barriers which Nature
has raised as a protection Jigainst tyrainiy and misrule.

The Helots (or Spartan slave population,) were sub-

jected to the most iron servitude, and the most galling

contumely. They were considered the property of

the State, and were by it leased, as it were, to indi-

viduals ; they were bound to the soil ; even the State

did not claim the power of selling them out ot the

country ; the tasks they were obliged to perform, bur-

densome as they were intrinsically, were yet light and
easy to endure, when compared with the spirit in

which they were regarded and the treatment they re-

ceived. They were branded with ineffaceable dis-

honour : no Helot might sing a Spartan song ; if he
but touched, except in the way of his labour, what
belonged to a Spartan, it was profaned. The Ephors,
guardians of freedom though they were, are reported

to have made solemn declaration of war against the

Helots, when entering on the duties of their office :

and Plutarch informs us of an institution almost too
infamous to be credited, did we not know to what
lengths human nature will proceed when under the

corrupting influence of irresponsible power;— the

iryptia, namely, an annual ambuscade of Sp.irtan

youths who dispersed themselves throughout the coun-
try armed with daggers, and, by night, murdered
whomsoever of the Helots they could meet. " There
is no record of crime more thrilling than that dark

and terrible passage in Thucydides which relates how
two thousand Helots, the best and bravest of their

tribe, were selected as for reward and freedom—how
tliey were le<l to the temples in thanksgiving to the

gods—and how they disappeared—their fate notorious

—the manner, a mystery."

They would not have been men, who could have
endured such treatment without feeling the degrada-

tion, the insult, and the cruelty, in their inmost souls ;.

for there is that in every human being, which indig-

nantly resents every invasion of human rights ; the

holy flame of liberty, which may be smothered indeed

for a time, but can never be utterly quenched. He
may be enslaved and degraded, he may be kept in

poverty and ignorance, but no human power can ex-

tinguish the instinctive idea of right which Nature has

implanted in his breast : he may be compelled to toil

whilst writhing under the infliction of the lash, and
the yet bitterei infliction of human taunts; his con-
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Tieccion with human hearts and human sympathies
may be ruthlessly severed ; he may be chained in iron

tetters ; imprisoned in dark and desolate dungeons

:

but, unless you have some magical intluence over his

mind, while he lives he will thirst for freedom, will

hate, bitterly hate the oppressor, and eagerly seize the

tirst opportunity to revenge the oppression. So it

was with the unhappy Helots. The State was in per-

i)etual danger from their spirit of insubordination ; she

had a foe within her territories, within her very capi-

tal, more to be dreaded, and far more sanguinary when
momentarily triumphant than the fiercest foreign ad-

versaries. Every single fieeman had thousands of his

fellow creatures and fellow countrymen longing to

shed his life's-blood, lamenting over his prosperity,

rejoicing in his calamity. The consciousness of this,

and the dread of insurrection, rendered the slave-

owners doubly vigilant and doubly cruel, and as aeon-
sequence rendered the slave doubly an.xious for li-

berty, and, unable to attain it, doubly ferocious. The
following narration is one of the many awful warnings
which should deter those whom the lust of power im-
pels to make a trade of human beings, exemplifying as

it so forcibly does, the punishment which sooner or

later must fall on the perpetrators of cruelty and in-

justice :

—

In the year before Christ, 464, " an earthquake,

unprecedented in its violence, occurred in Sparta : in

many places throughout Laconia, the rocky soil was
rent asunder. From Mount Taygetus, which over-
hung the city, and on which the women of Lacedoe-
mon were wont to hold their bacchanalian orgies, huge
fragments rolled into the suburbs. The greater por-

tion of the city was absolutely overthrown; and it is

said that only five houses wholly escaped the shock.

This terrible calamity did not cease suddenly as it

came ; its concussions were repeated ; it buried alike

men and treasure : could we credit Diodorus, no less

than twenty thousand persons perished in the shock.
Thus depopulated, impoverished and distressed,—the

enemies whom the cruelty of Sparta nursed within
her bosom, resolved to seize the moment to execute
their vengeance, and consummate their destruction.

Under Pausanias, we have seen before, that the He-
lots were already ripe for revolt. The death of that
fierce conspirator checked, but did not crush, their

desire of freedom. Now was the moment, when
c 2
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Sparta lay in ruins,—now was the moment to realize,-

tlieir dreams. From field to field, from village to vil-

lage, the news of the earthquake became the watcii-

word of revolt. Uprose the Helots— they armed
themselves, they poured on—a wild and gathering ami
relentless multitude, resolved to slay by the wrath of
man, all whom that of nature had spared. The earth-

quake that levelled Sparta rent her chains ; nor did

the shock create one ciiasm so dark and wide as that

between the master and the slave. It is one of the
suhlimest and most awful spectacles in history—that

city in ruins— the earth still trembling—the grim and
dauntless soldiery collected amidst piles of death and
ruin ; and in such a time, and such a scene, the mul-
titude sensible not of danger but of wrong, and rising

not to succour, but to revenge: all that should have
disarmed a feebler enmity, giving fire to their's; the
dreadest calamity their blessing—dismay their hope ;

it was as if the Great Mother herself had summoned
her children to vindicate the long abused, the all in-

alienable heritage derived from her ; and the stir of
tlie angry elements was but the announcement of ari

armed and solemn union between Nature and the Op-
pressed."

Similarly situated was the democratic principle in

the repubhc of Rome, and similar were the results.

The patrician, as well as the plebeian, could talk

loudly as well as contend boldly for what he termed
his rights; but woe to the unhappy slave who should
dare to put in his claim, as a human being, to those
same privileges which he beheld so eagerly defended
by his superiors. To plead the cause of democracy,
as it was then understood, there was a Cains and a
Tiberius Gracchus ; to stand up for the supremacy of
the wealthy and the noble, a Coriolanus; hue who,
in this scene of tumult and strife, cast a thouhgt on
the humbled and suffering slave, except to spurn at

and spit upon him ? None ! Mute was the voice
that should have vindicated the rights of universal
humanity, blank was the page of the historian which
should have held up to pity the sufferings of the op-
pressed, and to execration the hard-heartedness of the
oppressor ; and faction proudly reared her head ainl

reigned triumphant, where libei ty could at best be
but an empty name or a party M'atchword. But it

blood calls for blood, no less surely does tyranny sti-

mulate into unnatural and baneful activity the very
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_
Iiassioiis ill which it originates : the tyrant can never
be sate but by coiitimially drawing tighter the chords
«)t l)ondage

; the slave, in order to be free, will never
hesitate, on the first opportunitv, to drink his oppres-
sor's blood, and will find it the' sweetest draught he
ever quafTed. Behold then, again, the dreadful pe-
n.dty ever rigorously exacted for the invasion of a
sacred right, for the destruction of that inalienable
equnlity which is written on every one of God's rea-
sonable creatures. We admire aiid venerate the noble
cathedral, the work of human artificers, with its lofty
towers, its elaborate workmanship, its massive gran-
deur, we see in it the witness and the record of times
long past, we invest it with a halo of poetry and ro-
mance almost too lofty to be expressed by language,
and we execrate the incendiary who mutilates its per-
fection, or who lays it in ruins at our feet. We de-
light in the contemplation of Nature, ever new and
ever beautiful as she is,—the river gliding peacefully
through smiling valleys rendered at the same time
fruitful and lovely by its waters, or dashing with foam
and spray over the rocks which impede, or the falls
which accelerate its progress,— the ripening corn
swayed to and fro by summer breezes, and ripening
under the summer sun, tit emblem of peace and
i)lenty,—the flocks and herds feeding tranquilly in the
pastures, reclining in the shade of some wide-spread-
ing tree, or standing knee deep in the limpid brook,
as if at the same time engaged in deep thought, and
enjoying complete happiness,—the feathered tribes
hopping from spray to spray, and making the air glad
With their songs,_all that we behold, we admire and
we love, and in proportion to our admiration and our
love, is the horror and the detestation we feel, when
man lays waste with sacrilegious hand what the Crea-
tor has so well and so bountifullv ordained. But it

the edifice built by human hands" be subhme, if the
face of Nature be lovely, God-created as it is. how
much more sublime, how much more beautiful is hu-
iiiun nature, how much more to be loved and admired,
how much more to be protected from harm, and to be
cherished into maturity. He who destroys the finest
work of art, he who defaces the most beautiful natu-
ral landscape, destroys and defaces what may, and cer-
tainly will, be reproduced at a future period ; but he
who deforms the fair proportions of the human soul,
who produces hatred where there should be love^ re-
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venge where there should be gratitude, who turns the

milk of human kindness into gall, who destroys hu-
man sympathies and uproots human affections, is in-

strumental in bringing about that evil which can never
be repaired, in destroying that happiness which can
never be recovered ; he it is who must be branded
with eternal infamy, by all who see what man is ca-

pable of performing, and who know that every single

action and every thought, whether it be of love or of
hatred, or of revenge or of gratitude, stands recorded
in the book of eternity, never, never to be effaced,

and producing its natural and inevitable effect either

for weal or for woe, for ever and ever. In such minds
let all institutions be doomed to utter annihilation,

which set man at war with man, which sever the ties

of the great human brotherhood, and destroy the hap-
piness which alone renders life desirable and worthy
to be preserved. Let us read the page of history, not
thoughtlessly and for mere amusement, but with deep
reflection, for instruction and amendment: let us not
admire indiscriminately or blame without knowing
why ; when we read of nation lifting up sword against

nation, of sieges, of slaughters, and conquests, when
we see the powerful oppressing, the tyrant revelling

in sensuality and in human gore, the mass of mankind
despised, trampled upon, and considered simply as

the tools of ambition, the stepping-stones to fame, let

us beware how we accuse human nature of the evils

which artifice, not nature, has produced and diligently

fostered. For even in the dark catalogue of crimes
which history records, there are scattered here and
there cheering proofs of what man, individually, caii

be, and, therefore, of what universally he ivill be,

when man himself shall be studied and understood
even as the minutest parts of external nature now are.

Where we behold hatred, there let us be sure has
been injustice ; where revenge, there as certainly,

cruelty. And even if history read us no other lesson,

this, from its incalculable) importance to the welfare
of the human race, might well content us ; that man
is not formed to be the property or even the servant
of man, and that where this natural, and there-
fore eternal law is broken, there crime and suffering

does, and must inevitably ensue ; and, on the other
hand, that crime and suffering can alone be caused by
this infringement of God's first and highest will with
regard to man. No single divine law can be disobeyed
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with iinpiiiiity, but I fear that we have yet to learn,

that as man is God's noblest work, so the setting at

nought of the principles on which he lives and moves
aiul has his being, is the necessary and only possible

cause of human crime and human wretchedness.
W. T. W.

LETTER 4.

Before the first French Revolution, the great ma-
jority of the people were little raised above the con-

dition of slaves. In the midst of a so-called civilized

country, in one especially where Christian prelates

and Christian priests abounded and flourished, many a

cruel and exclusive feudal institution continued in

pristine vigour. The lower ordeis were considered

as an infeiior order of beings, and were treated ac-

cordingly ; it was they whose toil provided the luxu-

ries, and sustained the distinctions of the nobles, those

Corinthian capitals which contribute far more to

crush, than to adorn society ; it was they, too, on
whom fell the burden of supporting out of their scanty

earnings, the whole public revenue. For the aristo-

cracy and the clergy, with that inconceivable impu-

dence which almost unfailingly accompanies unlimited

power, refused to contribute their share towards

maintaining that social order, of which they monopo-
lized all the benefits. The French revolution has

been, and still is much misunderstood, both as regards

the agencies which brought it about, and the objects

to which it tended. The vulgar notion in this country

is, that what is termed the philosophy or the infidelity

ot the eighteenth century, produced, or at any rate

had a large share in producing, those political convul-

sions which for a time overthrew both the aristocracy

and the throne. But what then produced the in-

fidelity ? Was it not the consciousness that the be-

liefs then existent were unworthy of respect, were
worthless, were long since withered, and to all useful
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purposes dead ? What produced the casting off of

ancient forms of government, even before the new,
under which men were to live and act, had been de-

termined or even so much as thought on, but the

burning conviction that any other, were it even the

pristine savage state, would be preferable to that

which elevated a few frail and sinful human beings,

almost into the position of demi-gods, while it ground
down millions as remorselessly as if they were but

grains of corn between two mill-stones? The fact is.

Infidelity or no Infidelity, Atheism or Christianity,

these maybe endured, nay even admired, in their turn

;

but who ever saw a nation in want of food, which
did not make some endeavours, whether in the right

or in the wrong direction, to rid themselves of the

tyrannical few, who to serve their own short sighted

purposes have made God's smiling and plenteous
world a barren and a dreary waste ? Infidelity ! No ;—give men sufficient food, and all the philosophers
and encyclopaedias in the world may preach what doc-
trines they please concerning the Deity and a future
state, without producing the slightest effect on the
political feelings and desires of the people. What do
the starving and the naked, care for your dogmas,
your creeds, your mysteries, or your " vain repeti-

tions ;" even your promised Elysium at length ceases
to animate and to delight him, for he either rejects it

in disgust as an artful lie, fabricated to mould him to
your selfish ends, or if he believes it, naturally enough
asks why, because his future is to be happy, his pre-
sent should be miserable ? The sceptical philosophers
of the eighteenth century were the organs, not the
teachers of the oppressed millions; the feelings of out-
raged humanity were there, ready for utterance, and
when did a nation all but unanimous, fail to declare
to the world through the vehicle of genius, its suf-

ferings and its will ? Yes, tyranny, aristocracy, and
their concomitants, oppression and starvation, not
scepticism or even Atheism, brought on that noble
outbreak, for such it must ever be held, that sublime
act of a nation which had long petitioned and com-
plained in vain, and which for centuries despised and
trodden under foot by hypocritical and profligate mo-
narchs, and by their fawning yet hard-hearted court-
minions, at length rose in its might and its vengeance,
to read to after ages the lesson that man, that iiuman
nature, can not be degraded with impunity ; that the
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throne is no greater security to the monarch, if it bv
not based on justice and benevolence, than is a straw
to the drowning man ; that the vain distinctions ol

the aristocrat and his boundless possessions, if he em-
ploy them not for the good of his race, shall be wafted
from him as chaff before the wind, and that no human
being can suffer injury at the hand of man, but that

the deed shall be requited on him or on his posterity

tenfold. What an outer}' has been raised against

those who shed the blood of a monarch and of a few
thousands of his assistant oppressors ; but who heard
the voice of lamentation over the inillions, toiling

wearily and hopelessly through all the highways and
byeways of French existence ? Who grieved over
their calamities? Who cursed their tyrants? No
one ; and toiling, starving, suffering, and insulted they
might have continued to this day, could their lords

and masters have set some bounds to their rapacity

and their cruelty ; no one would have pitied them ;

no one would have dared to plead their cause ; none
would have called the King to account for his extor-

tionate rapacity, or the Noble for his heartless oppres-

sion ; and the blessed light of Heaven might still have
revealed to the unthinking world, a land endowed
with every natural attribute calculated to make a peo-

ple happy, yet where, through human misgovernment,
the glittering palace mocked the crumbling hovel,

where titled profligacy stood in hideous contrast with
sordid poverty, and where God's noblest work was
made a thing to be contemned, mocked at, and crushed.

Behold the following picture, drawn by the hand of a

master, and own that the eternal truth inculcated by
the revolution was cheaply purchased by the guilty

blood which then flowed in torrents over the land,

and that if the punishment was grievous, so also had
been the sin and the crime :

—

•' Such are the shepherds of the flock : and now how fares

it with the flock ? With the flock, as is inevitable, it fares

ill and ever worse. They are not tended, they are only re-

gularly shorn. They are sent for to do statute-labour, to

pay statute-taxes ; to fatten battle-fields (named bed of

honour) with their bodies, in quarrels which are not theirs;

their hand and toil is in every possession of man ; but for

themselves they have little or no possession. Untaught,
uncomforted, unfed ; to pine daily in thick obscuration, in

squalid destitution and (ybstruction : this is the lot of the

millions. In Brittany, they once rose in revolt at the first
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introduction of pendulum clocks ; thinking it had something
to do with the Gahelle. Paris requires to be cleared out

periodically by the police; and the horde of hunger-stricken

vagabonds sent wandering again over a space—for a time.
' During one such periodical clearance,' says Lacretelle, ' in

May, ] 750, the pohce had presumed withal to carry off

some reputable people's children, in the hope of extorting

ransoms for them. The mothers fill the public places with
cries of despair ; crowds gather—get excited ; so many
women in distraction run about exaggerating the alarm : an
absurd and horrid fable rises among the people ; it is said

that the doctors have ordered a Great Person to take baths
of young human blood for the restoration of his own, all

spoiled by debaucheries. Some of the rioters,' adds Lacre-
telle, quite coolly, 'were hanged on the following days:'

the police went on. () ye poor naked wretches ! and this

then is your inarticulate cry to heaven, as of a dumb tor-

tured animal, crying from uttermost depths of pain and de-

basement ? Do these azure skies, like a dead chrystalline

vault, only reverberate the echo of it on you ? Kespond to

it only by ' hanging on the following days ?' Not so : not

for ever ! Ye are heard in heaven. Also the answer will

come,—in a horror of great darkness, and shakings of the

world, and a cup of trembling which all the nations shall

drink.'"

Such are the doings, more or less, of every aristo-

cracy, and such always has been and always will be
the punishment. But before we close this part of the
argument, let us sec what aristocracy has done for our
country—for Britain, the great and the free, the ad-

miration and the envy of the world. Our government
is essentially aristocratic, that is, it is carried on by,

and therefore for the exclusive benefit of a class.

True, the form is popular, though even that is not
radically democratic ; but what is the spirit ? Who
govern ? Who make the laws? The rich, the rich-

est only, and therefore the very few. The nominal elec-

tors are themselves but a small portion of the connnu-
nity ; but how many even of these dare to vote in ac-

cordance with their own opinions ? It is notorious,

that money and intimidation, that is promises of tern,

porary plenty to the poor, and threats of more lasting

ruin to those in better circumstances, carry the day.

Popular representation, as it stands at present, is a
mockery, a farce, which deludes one party, and en-
riches the other. The House of Commons, so called,

is not the house of the people, but the house of the
aristocracy, where traiterous plots are laid and brought
to maturity, against the liberties and property of those
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wlio foolishly imagine th;.'m3elve> represented there.

Now, there are persons in our countiy, according to

whom the British constitution is the model of excel-

lence, who are continually asserting that we are a free,

a happy, and a moral people, and that those who see

and wish to see remedied, the slightest abuse in this

wondrous structure, must necessarily be alike enemies
of God and man. Who are these noisy special plea-

ders? Do they constitute the mass ol the people ? Or
are they not rather a very small class, who being
themsels'es perfectly satisfied with their condition, care

but little how uncomfortable is that of their fellow-

citizens ? They are the wealthy landowners with
their long rent-rolls ; the plethoric bishops, the drowsy
deans, the full-blown clerical sinecuiists comfortably
sipping their port and their claret, faeding on the fat

of the land, and shearing with orthodox priestly exact-

itude the flocks committed, by the tender mercies of

Mother Church, to their charge. These gentleme..

do undoubtedly thrive apace on the diet provided for

them by a liberal, and to them, most amiable, consti-

tution. This no one denies. But the question is,

are constitutions framed, that landowners alone should

be at ease, that priests alone should luxuriate? Is it

a small matter that all this while, the millions are

starving, ignorant, and degraded ; is it nothing, that

for every new church that is built, two new gaols

rear their hateful heads ? Is it nothing that destitu-

tion and crime increase daily with frightful rapidity ?

Is it nothing, that at this very moment we are threa-

tened with famine and convulsion, in consequence of

those insane and iniquitous laws, which, framed on a

short-sighted policy tor the enrichment of the few,

will, if unrepealed, before long end in the ruin of all?

Is it nothing, that, burdened with a debt of

£8(X),000,000, our expenditure should nevertheless be

so lavish, so utterly extravagant, that any one not
conversant with our obligations to the national cre-

ditor, would imagine 'that our difficulty lay rather in

superfluity than in want ?

Turn it how you will, our aristocracy are slave-

masters, our working classes slaves. " Slaves" it may
be said, " are they not honestly paid for their labour ?

Are they not free to work or not to work ?" Yes
truly ! to work or to starve, or to be imprisoned, or

to be transported, or to be hung? These pleasant

alternatives are all in their choice. But I ask, where
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is the difference between that work which barely to

sustain life, must be unremitting and more than bodily

powers can endure, and the compulsory toil of the

slave? Or if the working classes are not slaves, if

the aristocracy are not slave-drivers, what is the mean-
ing of that objection to the education of the people,

that knowledge would render them lazy and unwilling

to pel form their allotted tasks ? Knowledge is good
for the few, but mischievous and dangerous in the

hands of the many. Mischievous to whom? danger-

ous to whom ? To the people ? Not at all, but to

the aristocracy. Why ? because that very aristocracy

is founded on the ignorance of the people. There-

fore, do the higher classes hate the spread of know-
ledge ; for the ignorance ot the people answers the

same purpose to them, as does the whip and the tread

mill, to the planter. Are not the working classes of

this country, then, slaves ? certainly they are, and
slaves they will remain, until they rouse themselves
from their lethargy and resolve to be free j for here,

to resolve is, to he.

What is the purpose which the throne fulfils in the
constitutional economy ? For what are we now pay-

ing to a young girl who does nothing, and who can
do nothing either for good or for ill, always excepting

her extravagant cost, £100,000 yearly, if it be
not that the younger scions of aristocratic families

may nestle and find goodly shelter amid the branches
of this spreading tree ? For what other purpose do
we maintain, in time of profound peace, a standing
army sufficient to overrun the world ? Where else

tends our church estabhshment, whose leading prin-

ciple (dearer even than the thirty-nine articles) is, the

less work the higher pay ? Why is our bread twice,

three times as dear as it need be ? Why are we
obliged to pay a high price for bad timber, when the
best can be had far cheaper ? Why are science and
art shackled and impeded by insane duties and excise

laws ? Why is commerce endangered, and banking
credit impaired ? Why, in short, are the people
wretched and the aristocracy although wallowing in

wealth and luxury, yet contemptible and contemned ?

The answer is short. Where the few govern, the few
misgovern, having in view their own apparent interests,

not the welfare of the whole communitv-
W. T. W.
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LETTER 5.

Hitherto we have looked at Aristocracy, in that

point of view which represents it as causing positive

misery ; we have seen the aggressions of the strong,

the sufferings of the weak : we have seen human be-

ings, no way superior to the rest of their race, obeyed,

nay, almost adored as gods ; despots amusing them-

selves with the infliction of pain, both bodily and men-

tal ; conquerors chaining to their car of conquest and

false glory, and leading to famine, wounds, crime, and

death, millions of their ignorant and unresisting vic-

tims ; we have seen this fair world laid waste ; flou-

rishing and happy nations utterly exterminated, and

human nature debased and perverted, then insulted

and vili&ed. We have seen, and we do now see,

aristocracies, or classes of men, banded together for

the attainment of their selfish, and in the end, self-

destructive, purposes, perverting their superior know-
ledge into an engine of oppression, disregarding the

rights of humanity, making unjust laws in order to

perpetuate the bondage of their race, and to secure for

themselves the exclusive benefits of existence ; teach-

ing religions whose precepts they set at nought by

their acts, but whose dogmas, worthless and sterile

as they ever must be, they employ to terrify reason

and to insure submission ; we have seen, and we do

now see, the mass of mankind grovelling in the mire

of gross ignorance, superstition, and prejudice, wear-

ing out their wretched lives in ceaseless drudgery,

which yet hardly suffices to supply the very first wants

of our nature ; the few, living luxuriously and osten-

tatiously upon the fruits of labour not their own ; we
have seen these domineering few, when they have dis-

covered that their poorer brethren are beginning, how-
ever dimly, to appreciate the extent of their degrada-

tion, leading them out to other lands, to strew the

battle-field with their bones, and by creating an in-

human hatred of foreign nations, to induce temporary
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oblivion of domestic griefs. We have seen, in sliort,

that where man possesses power over man, there do
oppression and hatred and crime invariably exist ; and,

knowing that man is formed to be virtuous and happy,

we have drawn the conclusion, that in creating man,
God never intended him to possess this power.

But now we will suppose that man might be so

formed as to be able to exercise irresponsible power
with some degree of disci etion ; that he might enjoy

external and adventitious circumstances, without, as

he now uniformly does, pushing these prerogatives so

far, that in the end they become intolerable. We may
for instance, by a stretch of the imagination, suppose

a nation where a privileged class is, by the consent of

the community, entrusted with the power cf framing

the laws, of enforcing their execution, and of taking

the lead in warlike enterprises, whether for defence

or attack ; and where, so far from abusing the confi-

dence thus reposed in them, they should employ it to

the best of their ability for the public good. Now I

do not mean to suppose that such a privileged class

would voluntarily accelerate the advent of that time,

when all might be capable of an equal share in the go-

vernment, and thus be aiding in their own apparent

degradation. We must take it for granted that in a

. community so governed, there shall still exist the dis-

tinction of producers and non-producers, of rich and
poor, of titled and obscure, but the remarkable point

in our Utopia would be, that the rights of industry

would be respected, that commerce would be free,

that poor-laws would be unneeded, that justice would
be open equally to all, that there would be no perse-

cution for opinions, however startling, or however un-

customary they might be, that there would be no talk

of oifering people the option between starvation and
r'rime, or expatriation ; that in short, though there

would not be equality, there would yet be liberty,

though there would not be superfluity, there w^ould

yet be enough for all. If aristocracies could keep
themselves within some such reasonable' boujuls, they

would neither have demagogues nor revolutions to

fear, for it is remarkable how long a people will suffer

absolute misery, before they entertain the idea of tak-

ing the law into their own hands, and the case I have
put precludes any great or unnatural amount of suffer-

ing. Generally speaking, as long as a people is well

fed, it is contented, and among such a people the voice
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of the agitator might resound, and yet produce no
greater effect than would the most powerful vibration

in a vacuum. Thus, and thus only, might the dis~

tinctions which we now see in the social system be-

come permanent, for it is not with the view ofennobling
their nature and becoming capable of higher happi-

ness, that the lower classes rise against their lulers,

but in the hope of casting off these burdens which,

constantly increasing, become at length intolerable

;

if, then, no such burdens had ever been imposed, they

would certainly never have been discontented with

their lot, through the medium of mere speculative

notions concerning human right and human destina-

tion.

But would this state of things have been desirable ?

Would it have conduced to the highest ultimate hap-

piness of mankind ? Decidedly it would not. In the

actual progress of events we see at every step, how
that which to the unreflecting presents itself as un-

mixed evil, becomes, when viewed in relation to the

universal scheme of Providence, the necessary means
of attaining unmixed good. Thus without that ten-

dency to tyranny, in connexion with irresponsible

power, which is an inherent principle in the human
mind, there could be no such thing as progress beyond
a certain extremely humble degree of cultivation. As
this assertion may be disputed, I shall explain my
meaning somewhat at more length.

Paradoxical as it may appear, man is incapable,

merely from his own sensations, of determining on the

amount of happiness which he enjoys. But it only

appears paradoxical, because we are apt to take a

wrong view of what constitutes happiness. What we
commonly term happiness, is, properly speaking, not

the amount which we actually enjoy at any given time,

for that is mostly unconscious, but that feeling (joy it

may be termed) produced either by the contrast be-

tween pain and pleasure, or between a less and a

greater sum of pleasure. One who has been long

confined on a sick bed, and secluded from the light of

day, is conscious, perhaps, of a greater degree of

pleasure on the occasion of his first walk abroad amid
the beauties of nature, than during a period when he
has been enjoying full health, and it is certain that

when the novelty of his situation wears off, he mil
lose that consciousness, which, being the product of

contrast, cannot be permanent ; but equally certain

D 2
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that, cetera paribus, the pleasure will still be there,

however little he may be aware of it. There arc few

persons so uncultivated as not to feel a thrill of rap-

ture on coming suddenly upon a fine landscape after

having been wearied for a length of time by monoto-

nous scenery, yet here again, as in all like instances,

the actual pleasure experienced in the mind would

have been the same precisely, had no such contrast oc-

curred ; the effect of this contrast being merely to

bring out into relief, to render sensible, that which,

without it, would still have existed, although without

the consciousness of the individual. Keeping in view

this note-worthy fact, we shall readily perceive the

unreasonableness, the absuidity of those who are con-

tinually pouring forth complaints of this life, as a

" valley of the shadow of death," and who appear to

see no inconsistency in expecting, that it should be a

continual scene of what they are pleased to term hap-

piness, which is in fact knowledge of happiness ; and

not reflecting that such can only be purchased by pain.

He is happiest who kiiows not his happiness, and

that is at best a mixed cup, which offers allurements

to the taste. And from this same fact, we learn ano-

ther, namely, that content does not denote the highest

possible happiness, nor docs discontent point necessa-

rily to misery. The pig in his stye, give him but

plenty of straw for bedding, and of swill for food, is

the picture of content ; so are the flocks and herds

grazing on a summer's day in fertile pastures ; so arc

the feathered tribes in the season of love and

song; so, too, is the bee flitting from flower to flower

and gathering sweets from all ; so, in short, is all ani-

mated nature, if we exclude man, the lord and master

of all ; but who shall venture to assert that his happi-

ness does not surpass their's, as does the splendour ofthe

noonday sun or the smallest star that lights the vault

of Heaven ? The same argument applies with equal

force, to the differences of cap.ability observable among
men. The enjoyments of one class may be restricted

to those which, for want of a better term, we must
term sensual, to the prop.igation of the race, to eating

and drinking; they may even be extended to those oi'

family affection and frieiulship ; such may be contented

with their lot, for knowing no higher, they imagine

that there is none. But oh ! who would not prefer

the high destiny of genius, inheriting its perhaps neces-

sary anxictici^, vexations, and trials, but enjoying its
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noble ami lotty pleasures? Who would not iliiuk to the

dregs the bitter cup of the world'sjealousy and hatred,

as the purchase price of the subliuie enjoyments of a

Milton, rather than lead a life of vegetative content,

gliding drowsily down the eventless current of time ?

Who would not expend some trouble, and risk some
danger, in order to gain the eminence from which he
may contemplate the world of moral and intellectual

grandeur illinnined by the eternal sun of truth, rather

than creep along the plain, safely and at ease, with
prejudice for his guide and custom for his beacon?
They are assuredly no friends of their race, who point

to a life of content as the highest good ; who in de-

claiming against the failings ot genius, would be under-
stood as including its enjoyments in their censure, who
deter others from searching after the promised land,

by holding forth on the dangers and the terrors of the

wilderness. Let us consider the condition of an in-

dividual member of the community whose existence

we have supposed possible. If he belong to the poorer
or labouring class, he will be well housed indeed, well

clothed, well fed, he will perform his allotted tasks

without niui muring, will in short be content, what the

world in its w'isdom would call happy, may even be
envied by those above him, by the titled and the rich :

but he is a man, and therefore intemled for a higher

purpose than the satisfaction of mere animal wants,

than the enjoyment of mere animal gratifications. He
IS a human being, and therefore has slumbering within

him, energies which were given liim to work out a

high destiny ; powers which God who bestowed them
never intended to remain unexerted; afiections which
have objects in his own race and in external natui'e,

fitted to call forth and to strengthen them, and which
therefore must be exercised, must be strengthened.

He is but halt a man who has never known what it is

to search for truth through good and through evil re-

port, as the miner for iiniold treasures in the midst of

darkness and vapour; w\\v has never felt his heart

expand, as he witnesses the processes of human
happiness, not alone interested ui the welfare of his

kindred or of his country, but enlightened by that love

for man «.s man, which looks beyond the ties of blood

or of patriotism, and setting at nought the factitious

distinctions of caste or of creed, sees in every human
being a dear brother and fellow-traveller on the high-

road of eternity. He is but half a man, contented
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and even envied as he may be, who has rover dwelt

with rapture on the poet's page, who has never at

some moment of his life been himself a poef, not a

stringer together of jingling rhymes or not oven a

poet before the world's gaze, but a poet in his own
bosom.infeelingandin enthusiasm, one who looks upon

the face of nature and reads there the loftiest poetry,

who sees in the being of every fellow-creature, no

matter how degraded or how criminal, materials for

high contemplation and fervent hope. He is but half

a man, whose inmost soul never gave back the echo

to the voice of music, that noblest of God's gifts to

man ; whose sorrows have never been soothed nor

his joys enhanced by the delicious language of melody

and harmony, who has never communed, through this

heavenly medium, with the master-minds of other

times, who by every fresh bequest of their thoughts

and their feelings, have made existence more worthy

to be prized, and exertion more certain to be rewarded.

Of these pleasures, the poor can never taste ; or, if

there be exceptions, they are few indeed. Of all this

happiness, which as human beings they might have

been rendered capable, the great majority of the lower

orders in every country and under the most favourable

circumstances, are debarred the experience. Day after

day they plod their toilsome march through that natu-

rally pleasant vale which human ignorance and human
perverseness have too often rendered gloomy and tear-

ful. Food and clothing are almost their sole objects;

well, even if they get these ; well, if they are not

either suffered to starve, unobserved and unpitied, or

hurried into crime by want and despair, and then given

up to the vengeance of the law, for what the law

could, and ought to, have prevented.

If the individual whom we consider, belong to the

higher orders, what will necessarily be his charac-

teristics ? He is rich in money, rich in honour, rich

in titles, has ample leisure for the cultivation of his

mind, and for employing it, when cultivated, in im-

proving the condition, and in lightening the burdens

of his less fortunate brethren. Will he put his ad-

vantages to good account ? Will he revere what is

truly noble, will he admire what is beautiful ; will his

heart respond to the poet's inspiration ; will his

thoughts move in unison with the strains of eloquent

music ? So it never has been, and so it never caHbe.

Where riches, where titles, where mere external good.
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wliL'ie these aie the (lualities which distinguish man
tVoii) man, whicii make one courted and ahnost adored,
the other despised and trampled upon, there will these

paltry and utterly contemptible considerations occupy
undivided attention, there will the lich and the so-

called noble, be proud of their riches and their nobility,

and regard mental cultivation as derogatory to their

dignity : science and art may be followed for fashion's

sake, but in such soil they will never take root and
flourish. Lords may preside at scientific meetings,
they may scribble in annuals, they may even translate

German poetry, and they may rule omnipotent in the
opera house and the concert-room ; but their hearts
will be in the betting-room, on the race-course, in the
fox-hunt, on the moors, even in midnight brawls
and after-dinner sallies ; and where the heart is there
will the treasure be also. Therefore, where aristo-

cracy exists, there be sure man has not yet attained
his true station ; multitudes are wretched ; none are

happy ; gold and titles are the centre of attraction for

all, but when these are attained, the reputed happy
are actually but little in advance of those who bow
down to wood and stone of their own carving, as to
the representation of universal Deity.

W. T. W.

LETTER 6.

It is not then desirable that there should be no op-
pression, as long as there exists a single remnant of
social inequality ; when all are equal, then there can
be no oppression. It may be asked here, how, if suf-

fering be a necessary condition of human progress at

one time, it can be hoped that the human race shall

advance morally and intellectually when there shall

be little or no suffering? An adequate answer to this

question is of the highest importance to the proper
understanding of the subject on which we are at pre-

sent engaged.

In seeking for evidences of a Supreme Being, as

well as in vindicating His benevolence and wisdom.
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philosophers have hitherto almost exclusively directed

their attention, to what may be termed the lower de-

partments of material agency ; to considerations of

soil, of climate, to the change of the seasons, to the

wonders of the vegetable creation, to the mere me-
chanism of the inferior animals and even of man him-

self, to the sciences of astronomy, chemistry, geology,

to vegetable and animal physiology, to every subject,

in short, and to every science, but that which is the

highest of all, and to which all are, or ought to be,

subordinate ; that, namely, which treats of the hu-

man mind and its various modes of action under ever

varying circumstances. The human mind is the

highest consequence of the highest known organiza-

tion of matter ; if, therefore, other consequences of

organization afford to the attentive observer, proofs

of some one universal principle ruling all things for

good, no matter how we call it, nature. Providence,

or God, how much more must this, to which all other

organization is subordinate, in all its manifestations,

afford an infinity of the strongest ot such proofs. If

the view from the summit of Snowden be extended

and magnificent, .how much more so must be that

from the highest point of the Alps or the Andes ? If

a Bridgewater treatise has been written on the human
hand, what genius however exalted could exhaust,

what volume however large could contain, the won-
derful evidences of benevolent design furnished by

the constitution and actual workings of the human
mind ? But we cannot expect either instruction or

improvement from this inquiry, as long as the opinion

of the world is ruled by those who, admitting that

nature is lovely, yet hold that man is vile ; who seek

to demonstrate by a comparatively weak argument

what they demolish by the strongest. The strength

of the natural theologian lies in his ability to prove

that nature agrees with herself, that she is not wise

in one particular and foolish in another, here benevo-

lent and there cruel, now pregnant with meaning and
now inane and profitless. If external nature could be
convicted of such doings—if the sceptic could adduce

such arguments in support ot his scepticism, what
would natural theology be, but an idle dream, a useless

expenditure of observation and thought ? This is

acknowledged by all. But what a narrow view of

nature is that which excludes her highest operation,

which loses itself in admiration of the foundation, and
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neglects or directly calumniates the superstructure.

—

We think we have done a great thing when we have
demonstrated order and design in the physical uni-

verse, when we have shown that every grain of sand,

as well as every world, occupies its proper place, and
could occupy no other ; that all things, whether
great or small, visible or invisible, agree and work to-

gether for one common good ; and so we have ; but a

greater yet remains. It must be shewn that if nature

is beautiful, man is beauty ; if the external world is

sublime, the world ot humanity is sublimity itself.

—

We read of the the time when even this smiling world

lay rude and unformed, in the bosom of chaos ; but

do we for that reason think less highly of the Divine
benignity ? We have seen mankind in a condition

M'ell-nigh as chaotic as that of the unformed world

when the spirit of God moved on the face of the

waters ; but are we on that account to deny that man
can ever become wise and good and happy ? We
have seen the thunder-storm laying waste the toil of

the sower, and blasting the hopes of the reaper ; we
we have seen war, and famine, and pestilence, spread-

ing their giant arms over the whole earth; we have
seen the prisoner weeping the bitter tears of hopeless

captivity in his lonely cell ; the oppressor ravaging the

fair garden of human hopes and affections; we have

seen the strong laid low in the very hour of their

strength ; the light of beauty quenched when it was
most beautiful ; but are we thence to conclude that

such things must ever be, that they are the gratuitous

inflictions of vengeance, or that they are not destined

to be instrumental in bringing about in the fulness of

time some great and enduring good ? If so, of what
avail are our religion and our faith ; what then do we
mean, when we declare our conviction, that the God
of our worship is the God of love, and that all which
He performs is kind and merciful and just ? In plain

truth, it is much to be wished, that a portion at least

of that consistency and rationality which is manifested

on the subject of natural science, could be infused

into the speculations concerning Providence and hu-

man destiny. If an investigator discovers a pheno-
menon for which he cannot account, or which appears

to him to be more productive of evil than of good, he
does not set it down as the work of chance or of

malevolence. Why not ? Because wherever the de-

sign of any part of the creation has been discovered.
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jt lias been seen to be wholly good, liowcver ap-

pearances, or in other words, our own ignorance, may
at first have induced us to doubt. Tlie induction is

so large, the conclusion so legitimate, that where a

new fact seems to militate against it, we do not give

up the conclusion as false, but, on the contrary, wait

in full hope and confidence for the evidence which
shall place the now contradictory, in the same rank

with the confirmatory, facts. Why do we not think

and act thus wisely with regard to human nature ?

When we witness the existence of evil, why do we
not deplore the ignorance which prevents our seeing

it as a Tiecessary good, instead of branding as a mass

of corruption any single thing which exists, which
must therefore be God's woik, and, since God's, su-

premely excellent ? Why are we so cautious in one

direction, and so rash, so thoughtlessly presumptuous

in another ? We dare not decide on the properties

and uses ofthe meanest plant without years of patient

investigation and calm reflection ; yet any one, how-
ever uncultivated, imagines himself competent to

come to an ofF-hand decision on the properties and
destinies of man, and to condemn as utterly worthless

the whole nature of a being, whom he has never

thought worthy of a moment's study. We trace the

eifects visible in the external world to their causes ;

we praise or we blame human actions without so much
as knowing their causes, or even fully their tendencies.

And yet every human act, like every natural pheno-

menon, must have its cause, and must also in its ulti-

mate tendency be good. In short, if we have any leal

faith in the wisdom, any vital trust in the goodness of

God, I see not how we can resist the conviction, that

moral evil is only evil relatively to our limited appre-

hensions, and not intrinsically or in its own nature.

This is a very different faith from the theological

faith ; it is founded on, and cannot exist without rea-

son, but it goes beyond reason itself : it is not a belief

in what is incredible because it is incredible, in what
is unreasonable because it is unreasonable ; but it is

the belief in that which we cannot as yet fully com-
prehend, although reason demonstrates it must be so ;

and the firm conviction that an increase of knowledge
Avill ultimately destroy every difficulty, and clear up
every mystery. He who, by an enlightened investi-

gation of nature in many of her operations, has per-

suaded himself that all those operations tend to good,
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tnay not perhaps immediately discern the actual bene-
fits of the earthquake or of the thiindcr-storm while
he sees and deplores their supposed mischiefs, but he
is not so far a slave of his senses, as to affirm tliat

either of these natural actions forms au exception to
the general plan and tendency of the universe : so,

even if we have carried our researches no liigher than
the material world, where all is unity and harmonv
and beauty, we shall not by any means be justified, iii

allowing the mere tact that tyranny, crimej and suffer-

ing, do actually exist in the moial world, to induce the
belief that the very machinery of human nature is

radically corrupt ; for the same God who created the
universe, created man also ; if then the one be fault-
less, so also must the other be ; and if we cannot un-
derstand hoir this is, we may be sure that we know
inlinitely more of the one than we (Jo of the other.

This ii^an investigation on which volumes might be
writen, and one, too, or I am much mistaken, on which
volumes will be written. Here, however, I must rest

satisfied with indicating a few subjects for contempla-
tion as connected with Aristocracy.

When a nation has once emerged from a state ot
barbarism, that is, as soon as the attention of the in-

habitants is turned off from hunting and fishing and
predatory excursions on foreign tribes, and directed to
the cultivation of the ground and the first rudiments
of manufacture and commerce, then, whenever war
occurs, it must be attributed solely to the ambition or
the policy of the imlividual or of the i'ew, to whoiii
the reins of government are in that state entrusted.
For nothing can be more opposed both to the inclina-
tion and to the interest of the farmer or of the mer-
chant, than that bloody trade which tends to destroy
their profits either directly, by the ravages of a hostile
force, or indirectly, by the taxes rendered necessary by
the cost of the contest. Besides, the rewards which
ambition seeks must always be confined to the few.
The sovereign leads his subjects to battle, and if he
returns a conqueror, his donrinions are extended, his
fame is spread abroad, and he tias perhaps gained the
immortality which has been one of the motives to his
exploits. But what have the individuals composing
his army gained? Gain to them is out of the ques-
tion except by means of plunder, arul that can never
permanently benefit them ; but their loss, under tlie

most favourable circumstances, is equally certain. lu-
E
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stead of peacefully tilling the earth and enjoying the

pleasures of domestic life, they are marching and

counter-marching in a foreign land, fighting in ano-

ther's quarrels, and dying in another's cause. Hope
tells them no flattering tale of renown and immortality;

their names are obscure,—and obscure they must re-

main ; and too happy will they be if they can return

alive from a scene where their own inclinations would
never have carried them, and where they have reaped

nothing but hunger, wounds, and reproach. Without
Aristocracy, then, there would have been no wars.

But we see that there liuvc been wars, and although

we may not at present discover all their heneticial ef-

sects, yet if we have a vital faith in the goodness of

God, we must feel certain, that they are actually pro-

ductive of great and enduring good. But here, if we
rightly use our reason, we shall not need to draw so

largely upon our faith. In fact, war nuist be consi -

dered as one great agent in the civilization of mankind.

In the account contained in the Old Testament, of

the wars of the Israelites in Canaan, and of the exter-

mination of the idolatrous inhabitants, we see plainly

enough, how apparent evil is employed in bringing

about permanent good. Not that we are to imagine

that God, as the story goes, directly enjoined on the

Israelites or on their leaders, the course of conduct He
wished them to pursue ; for their proceedings are per-

fectly comprehensible on natural principles, and all

history teaches that the Supreme Being works his

will, not by its open declaration to men, hut thiough
human affections, desires, and even misdeeds. The
extermination of the American Indians by the Spa-
niards on precisely the same avowed motive, is too

good a counterpart of the occupation of Canaan, to

allow us to believe, that the one was brought about
by natural, the other by supernatural agency. Here
then the good is manifest. A people enjoying a re-

ligion comparatively rational, replaced one which was
sunk in all the debasing superstition and profligacy

ever attendant on Idolatry, or the rule of priestcraft

in its worst forms; and, in the midst of Paganism,
kept alive the true faith, and prepared the way for the
advent of that reformer who, indirectly if not directly,

was destined to spread civilization and pt'ace through-
out the world.

To come to later times. Wl»ere in the scale of ci-

vilization would our own favoured isle have stood,
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had not the unjustifiable ambition ot the Romans, of

the Saxons, of the Danes, and lastly of the Normans,

prompted these nations to satisfy their love of power

and of fame, by foreign domination and by the exploits

of war? The mere straggle for freedom, calls forth

the energies and raises the ideas of a people ;
in such

a struggle, bringing into active requisition and ginng

ample scope for, the highest talents, some master

mind is almost sure to arise, and to become either the

liberator, the teacher, or the lawgiver of his fellow-

countrymen, wlio have thenceforward a standard of

excellence to which to aspire, and to which, therefore,

they must in time approximate. Such a master mind

was our great Alfred, from whom we date the begin-

ning of our greatness in time of war, and of our ws-

dom in time of peace. But if no hostile armies had

landed on our shores, if no ambitious general had

sought to subdue that to which he had no right, could

Alfred have existed ? Everyone will unhesitatingly

answer no ; for that never comes into existence, for

which there is no use ; and where there is no oppres-

sion, there the mighty arm of the liberator is uimeeded.

Let it not be said that this latter were the more de-

sirable supposition; foi freedom from oppression is

not all that is needed to make man happy ; it is not

liberty alone, great and highly to be prized as it un-

doubtedly is, that can enable him to fulfil his high des-

tiny ; and the warrior born of troubled times does but

little for his race, if he be not also a teacher and a

Again, no one at the present day, seeks to defend

the ostensible motives or the actual deeds of the cru-

saders. They were the victims of superstition

and of priestly delusion ; their aim, to obtain pos-

session of the holy sepulchre, perhaps to subdue

the East. They did not obtain their object, but what

they did obtain vras far more worthy of enlightened

aspiration, and productive of paramount good. They

returned defeated, but bringing back civilization lu

their train; they caused temporary misery, but were

the means of bringing about lasting happiness; they

went out to lav others low, they came back exalted

and to exalt ; 'they sought to destroy, they actually

did save.
. , , r v i

The civil wars between the rival houses ot York

and Lancaster drenched the land with blood, but they

ilestroyed the power of the aristocracy and gave it to
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the King, This was a great good, for it is easier to

deal with one great oppressoi' than with a thousand
petty tyrants.

The late European war was brought about by the
ambition of individuals and of small classes; it pro-
<lnced incalculable misery, but it planted the tree of
liberty on the soil of every nation that felt its ravages,
and so firmly, that to uproot it, is now beyond the
power of leagued despots. Our national debt, our
starvation, our crime, are in a great measure the fruits

of that war, but, such being its effects, it has made
those think who never thought before; the Reform
Bill was one of its fruits; the People's Charter will

be another, but the enlightenment of the people will

be its highest. It was a war undertaken against libei-

ty, but it has made the cause of liberty to advance as
it never advanced before.

Another concomitant of Aristocracy, or of unequal
power, is oppression. Oppression is bad, but it also
is the cause of good. Had kings been always honest
in their dealings, as honest, that is, as kings can be
expected to be ; had Aristocracies never been gratui-
tously cruel or inordinately rapacious, mankind could
never have advanced in civilization beyond a certain
point ; th.e odious distinctions of caste must have been
permanent : kings would have reigned supreme, nobles
would have lived luxuriously upon the toil of others ;

and the majority would never have been raised much
above the condition of kindly treated beasts of burden.
The history of all nations proves this. The condition
of the people has been raised, not by theoiies concern-
ing liberty, or by any ideal aspirations after excellence
yet unattained, but involuntarily as it were, and
through the short-sighted policy of the rulers. If the
powerful could but restrain themselves within decent
bounds, powerful they might remain to the end ot
time ; and, in the early stages of a nation's progress,
even when the insolence of the governors surpasses
the power of endurance of the governed, these latter

are so far from seeing anything essentially wrong in

the form of government itself, that they lay the whole
blame on individuals, and content themselves with
changing or punishing the latter, while they ignorantlv
retain the former. And it requires a long seiies of
such aggressions to inculcate the lesson that the cure
for such evils must be sought in the opposite process,
namely, the alteration of the system and the acquittal
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of the individual. Here again we tind higher benefits

resulting frona the tyranny inseparable from power,
than the mere change effected in the form of govern-
ment. Every national convulsion produces great men,
who, while they are organs of the national mind and
annunciators of the national will, have yet higher func-

tions than even these ; who see beyond the feelings

and the exigencies of their own generation, and are

destined to be the teachers, the civilizers, and the

models of ages yet unborn. Such a man was Luther ;

such was Milton ; such was Washington. These men
are not dead ; they can never die ; they are living and
acting in the hearts of millions of human beings ; and
millions shall yet own with joy the debt of gratitude

for past, present, and future good to be derived from
the martyrs and the prophets of their race. If all can-

not express their thanks so eloquently, yet all who are

capable of feeling as men ought to feel, will respond
a deep Amen to the following sentiment of a trug

poet :

—

" An offering to the shrine of Power
Our hands shall never bring

—

A garland on the car of Pomp
Our hands shall never fling

—

Applauding in the Conqueror's path
Our voices ne'er shall be ;

But we have hearts to honour those

Who bade the world go free."*

Now I wish to call attention to a point which has

never been sufficiently adverted to, even if it has been
noticed. We have seen that tyranny and war have
been employed by Providence in order to advance the
human race in civilization and happiness. Does it

therefore follow, that these means will always be ne-
cessary for the same end ? Certainly it does not. In
the first stages of human progress, compulsion is re-

quired to stimulate those powers which at another
time will act of their own free will, and themselves
produce the desire for continued progression. When
once reason, no matter how, shall have become the

moving spring of nations, as it now sometimes is of
individuals, then no external impulse mil be needed
to bring about that which must be brought about, if

the promise held out by the noble mechanism of the

human mind, be not a delusion and a dream, if man is

to become what God has engraven on his forehead,

* Robert Nicoll.

E 2
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that he shall become universally, as he has sometinje>

individually, free, and wise, and happy. As long

then as any human heing shall have the desire to de-

face by wiiolesale, the image of his maker, as long as

man has the power to oppress, and the folly to suffer

oppression, so long will it be manifest that neither waj

nor oppression have fully worked out their appointed
mission upon the earth, so long will it be as manifest

from the thoughts and the dealings of men as if di-

rectly declared by the voice of God, that the time is

not yet come when evil is eschewed because it is

evil or good followed for its own sake. But, in those

times when nation shall no longer lift up sword against

nation, when men shall be in reality what now they
hardly are in name, friends and brothers, then they
will not, as now, need to be driven blindly and un-
consciously to their owni good , misery will no longer

be necessary to the production of happiness, and the

J)lessings of liberty will be learned and acknowledged
through another and a better medium than the cruelty

of the tyrant. Have we not here, then, a nobler proof
of benevolent design than any that can be derived from
the organization if non-sentient or of sentient and un-
reasonable matter ? Pain and misery are the fruits of

ignorance, but they are also the instruments of its de-

struction : and the more widely knowledge is spread
abroad, the less need is there of these evils, in order

to ensure its further growth. For ignorance is tem-
porary and self-destructive ; but knowledge, when
once it has taken root, continues to extend its bles-

sings to the farthest horizeii, until all the world re-

joices in them, and smiles again.

W. T. W.
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LETTER 7.

Inskpauable from the distinction of power is the dis-

tinction of title. They are both, in fact, founded on
the same feelings and the same prejudices. He who
is deemed worthy of being invested with any exten-
sive power over his fellow men, is necessarily by that

very investiture pointed out as no ordinary mortal.

In virtue of his office, or of his privilege, he obtains

some distinctive title, such as Empero.', or King, or

Duke ; and his person is viewed with a kind of reli-

gious awe, as inviolable, and his authority as divinely

derived, although but humanly upheld. In process of
time, the reverence originally bestowed upon intrinsic

merit, attaches to the office itself, and is reflected upon
him who tills it, however incon<(f)etent or however
wicked he may be. This is proved by the history of
kingcraft in all ages. For one monarch who has been
a blessing, a hundred have been a curse to mankind ;

aTid yet the knee of the sycophant has bent as readily,

the voice of the flatterer has spoken as soothingly to

the tool and the tyrant as to the \vise and the just. If

it had not been so, hereditary monarchy could never
have existed, for neither talent nor virtue are here-
ditary ; nor could it have existed, it men had not been
kept in the most rigorous intellectual bondage, for

then it would have been seen that the mere being
born to power, does not, and never can bestow moral
or intellectual aptitude, but that, on the contrary, ta-

lent shines more often and more brightly under the
humble roofs of the poor than in the splendid halls of
the monarch. And, in the progress ot civilization,

even when the prerogatives which formerly sur-

rounded^and adoined the throne, have been succes-

sively dcmolisiied l)y a process, which in the end leaves

the sovereign wholly divested of power either for

good or lor ill, an unresisting puppet in the hands of
his ministers w of the nation, with no other duties

than giving his assent to I'arliamentary documents,
reading to the representatives of his people, certain
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meaningless aggregations of words denominated,
" speeches from the throne," and enjoying to the best

of his power, an enormous salary gathered together

from the earnings of better men than he, still, even

when things are in this state, is the kingly office

deemed something sacred and mysterious, still is the

royal person honoured and worshipped, to all out-

ward appearance at least, with the servile homage of

the bended knee and the flattering tales of courtly

tongues. The same course has been run by the minor
distinctions of nominal rank. At first they were the

symbols of something which had a real existence ; but
time has swept away the reality, and left the symbol
to support itself as it best may. There was a time

when dukes and barons, and such gentry, were princes

as powerful in their sphere as the monarch on his

throne, when multitudes of human beings owned their

sway, and, right or wrong, were ever ready to fight

their battles against every foe. These titles, then,

meant something in those palmy days of despotic

power. But what do they mean now, when every

one, high as well as low, is free to follow the bent of

his inclinations, uncontrolled either by king or baron ?

This were a different problem to solve, unless indeed

the solution were to indicate the utter and unspeak-

able folly at the present day, of all titular dis-

tinction. But we may see in more things than one,

the difference between the barons of old, and the lords

and lordlirigs of now. What was it which formerly

pointed out individuals as the fitting recipients of

broad domains and numerous serfs ? The bold and
unflinching heart, the strong and untiring arm ; the

valour which rushed to the battle front, the vigour

which made that valour felt ; no effeminate fopling

could hope to succeed in this lottery, for here the

battle was to the strong, and the race to the swift.

For what qualities of body or of mind are individuals

now elevated to the peeiage ? This again is a ques-

tion difficult to be answered ; so many and so contra-

dictory are the replies that migl)t be given ; but one
thing is certain, that real merit is seldom or never

thus crowned, for those in power are blind to every

thing but office and pay ; and again, because genius is

its own and highest reward, and therefore spurns with

contempt at that which cannot brighten, but iniyht

dim its lustre. Again, the condition on which the

barons held their grants and titles was, that on every
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occasion, when so required, they should bring their

coiiipleinent of men to swell the armies of their prince,

and should do homage to him as their liege and sove-
reign lord. The king ot our day neither needs the
tirst, for he has a standing army paid out of the pockets
of the people, nor requires the second, except per-
haps at the coronation mummeries which, by this

time, are beginning to disgust even the most servile

and the most unreflecting. In fact, a peer at the pre-

sent day is a flagrant anomaly in the social system, a
being with great and dangerous privileges, but without
any corresponding duties. Formerly, if the baron did

not perform his part of the compact, the king felt

himself entitled to revoke his grant, and to bestow it

on some one who would better deserve his favour.

But now there is either no compact at all, or if there

be, it is rather implied than openly and distinctly de-
tailed ; and even in this case the breach of it can no
way be punished. Thus we see that nothing can be
greater than the alteration which has taken place in

the condition and prospects of the hereditary peerage
of this country, since the time when land and serfs

were the reward of merit, which, although not of the
highest order, could yet neither be contemned nor
dispensed with in safety.

Let us examine the foundation on which the dis-

tinction of title rests. This can be no other than
opinion^the opinion ultimately of the majority

Alexander gained for himself the distinctive appella-

tion, " the Great," because he distinguished himself
in war and conquest, and because the mass of man-
kind have hitherto agreed to consider the achieve-

ments ot the warrior as the highest manifestations of
human talent. Aristides was called " the Just," for

the very good reason that his fellow citizens thought
his actions entitled him to that honourable distinction.

In neither instance is there anything unreasonable, if

the thing to be admired be once agreed upon. If the
world applaud the deeds of warlike prowess, or ap-

[)reciate the beauty of righteousness in word and in

act, there can be no imaginable reason why it should
not bestow its applause upon those who perform the
former and illustrate the latter. But then it is neces-

sary that the title should be bestowed in consequence
of merit, not the merit attributed as the consequence
of the title. If I see a man performing an action

which I admire, or pursuing a course of conduct which
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commands my respect, or manifesting abilities which
call forth my reverence, I may if I please couple with

his name, any title which I think most expressive of

my feelings with regard to him ; but to respect, to

admire, and to reverence a man, for no better reason

than because a King or a Prime Minister has thought
tit to call him Duke, Marquis, or Earl, does appear to

me, to be an insult to common sense and an outrage
on our common humanity. It is not, even, as if he
came to me recommended by the praise of the wise
and the good, for then he might have some claim

upon my respect, even though his actual qualities and
deeds were to me unknown. But what does " Duke,"
what does " Marquis," what does " Earl" mean, that

I should abase myself before those who are thus called,

as if they were superior to myself and to the rest of

the world? One day, a man is plain Mr., the next
he is a Lord. Has his composition altered in the

meanwhile, or is he still made of flesh and blood like

other mortals ? St. Paul tells us that there is one
glory of the Sun, and another glory of the Moon : is

there one glory of a Squire and another of a Lord ?

There certainly must be some mysterious virtue in

the ministerial tiat which effects so instantaneous and
wonderful a transformation. Yet the change is not
corporeal, for Lords are, to all outward appearance,
much as other men ; nor spiritual unless it be a change
of retrogression, which some, who are cynically dis-

posed, may be so spiteful as to assert. Is this mys-
tery then inexplicable ? Is it to remain a mystery,
the more unfathomable the better, like the doctrine of
the Holy Trinity ? The plain truth is (and there is

no use mincing the matter) that in many things, the
majority of mankind are great fools ; and this is one
of the many. There seems to be a tacit agreement
entered into, that whomsoever the King or the Mi-
nister delights to honour, the people shall do their

best to honour too. The understood premiss here is,

that the King's judgment is better than that of any or
all of his subjects. Now only mark the absurdity of
this. To judge worthily of the merit of others is

one of the highest prerogatives of genius. Supposing,
then, that the confidence of the people is in this matter
(of discovering merit) justly and reasonably reposed
in their chief magistrate, does it not follow that if they
have shown so much wisdom in discovering his fitness,

they might also be entrusted with the decision of
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minor cases. lie who is capable ot finding out merit

in every depaitment of intellectual culture wherever it

may lie concealed, must surely be the wisest man of

the community; but the community, it it can single

him out from amongst a throng of competitors must

be wiser still, and therefore hasVife need to delegate

its authority. But on the supposition that no such act

of choice is made and ratified by the people, then they

leave it to chance, to decide whether he whom they

entrust with the power of conferring honour where
honour is due, shall be the wisest or the most foolish

of men. This is like taking a servant on the recom-

mendation of one, of whom we know not whether

he is an honest man or a rogue. Even on the most
favourable hypothesis, however, it should be remem-
bered that the judgment of one individual can never

be a landmark for that of another. The wisest err in

their decisions as well as the most foolish, and it is

but fair that each should enjoy the reward of his own
wisdom as well as suflJ'er the penalty for his own errors.

But further, this exquisitely absurd system of here-

ditary titles, does not even profess to have the reward

of merit for its object, or at best it crowns none but

the inferior degrees of talent ; so that titles are never

bestowed where, supposing such follies could move
the really great, they are best deserved ; but the title

is conferred, and honour is expected to follow as a

necessary consequence. And, as if all this were not

folly enough, we make the titles hereditary, and to

complete the climax, the eldest son inherits them ; as

it Nature acknowledged anything so base as Aristo-

cracy, or so unjust as the law of primogeniture ! But
Natiiie revenges herself of every such insult which is

put upon her, by degrading those whom man vainly

strives to raise, just in proportion to the injustice of

the attempted elevation. The ass is a very respecta-

ble animal, but if (as it is reported he did once upon

a time) he aspires to act the lion's part, he reaps

nothing but contempt and reproach. So, a good sort

of man, but nothing out of the common way, if either

his own ambition, or the accident of birth, have placed

him in a sphere for which he is not fitted, renders

himself the object of that disgrace which the world

ever inflicts on those who have falsified its predictions,

or disappointed its hopes. If we could see that Na-

ture confined her favours to particular classes, or that

she was as partial as parents and legislators, then
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might we applaud tlie wisdom of tliose, wlio strive to

keep up an appearance of superiority which has loTig

ceased to exist in reality ; then might we glory in that

system which takes for granted that virtue and wis-

dom are necessarily hereditary, and that the first-born

monopolizes the excellence and genius of the family.

But fortunately for the human race, Nature no where
plays the foolish tricks we too often thoughtlessly

asciibe to her; and, if we would but listen to her
voice as readily as we now do to the suggestions of
feeling and prejudice, we should hear her declaring in

accents too distinct to be misunderstood, and too elo-

quent to be forgotten, that all men are equal, and that

where appeaiances for a time contradict her, not to

her contrivance but to man's ignorance is the anomaly
to be ascribed.

Were human nature honoured and cherished es it

should, and sometime will be, since it is the highest
work of Supreme Intelligence, the rational and un-
biassed observer would be spared two painful kinds ol

spectacle. The first, that of a human being, ignorant
and neglectful of the high privileges ot his nature,

leaving behind him as imworthy of notice the only
substantial and enduring good, self-improvement and
self-respect, and panting after the worthless and fleet-

ing bubble of external aggrandizement and the world's
applause: the secoiul, that of thousands and thou-
sands basely consenting to step off the vantage ground
of their comman humanity, and to measure themselves
and others, not by their talents or their moral worth,
but by their titles and their wealth, consenting to

honour and well nigh to worship the few whom a King
has emiobled, and daring to despise the many on
whom God has set his etertialseal. For all are equally
noble, and nothing but the grossest ignorance, could
make fhem leave the reality to hunt after the shadow,
the vain and deluding shadow. W. T. VV.
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LETTER

In this country we arc far enough from possessing

that equality of rights for which I have been pleading

;

and even in the United States, which have made so

gigantic a stride before all other nations, in good go-

vernment, political equality is not yet obtained. The
theory is acknowledged indeed, but not fairly carried

into practice. It is amusing to hear the talk of our
Conservatives concerning the American government.
" See," say they, " how ill universal suffrage works ;

the Americans not only permit the existence of

slavery within their territories, but \vill not even suffer

the subject to be discussed." A fme specimen of

Conservative logic this ! As far as I understand the

term, universal suffrage means the power of every
member of the community arrived at a certain age, to

give his vote in the choice of representatives in the

National Council ; and yet in America, millions of

human beings are by law excluded from this privilege.

When the slaves are emancipated, and permitted all

the privileges of free citizens, then, and not till then,

will it be time to enquire how universal suffrage

works. We see here how tenaciously man clings to

power, and how long he is in learning that he is unfit

for its exercise. If the experiment in America should

fail, it will not be because the theory of equality has

been too rigidly put into practice, but because some
of the old leaven of Aristocracy is still producing its

baneful effects, where the slightest vestige of it should

have been carefully guarded against. However, un-

fair as the experiment is, none but those blinded by
prejudice can deny, that it has hitherto succeeded be-

yond expectation. To account for this, it is often

said that America is a new country, and that hence we
are not warranted in drawing from its prosperity any
inferences favourable to its form of government. Its

chief advantage I take to be this, that there is no
danger of over population, since, however fast the

F
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people may multiply, there will be for many a year

ample room for fresh numbers. But look at Russia ;

is that over populated ? And yet how different the

physical condition of the two nations. If the Rus-

sians were transferred to America, and the Americans

to Russia, would not the former, it they maintained

their despotic form of government, still be miserable

and degraded slaves ? Would not the latter still be

"free and enlightened" citizens? Assuredly they

would, for the greatest advantages of climate and of

situation are of but little avail to that people which

.does not enjoy the blessings of good government, in

other words, perfect internal as well as external free-

dom.
But political equality is not everything. It is but

the means to an end, and that end, inttUectual equa-

lity. Doubtless it may appear as absurd to many at

the present day, to talk of this species of equality, as

it would have done to Henry VIII. or Queen Eliza-

beth to have spoken of an equality of political rights.

But the one has been realized ; why should not the

other? Nothing proves more lamentably the utter

want of reflection to which the majority of mankind
have been accustomed, than the fact that each gene-

ration fancies it has reached the highest point of per-

fection, and that the institutions and modes of thought

now prevalent, must remain unchanged and unchange-

able. We readily look back on the past with pity and

contempt, but we ourselves are our own future, and

our hopes are but the mirror of our prejudices. If we
would but reason, we should presently be made
ashamed of this folly ; for what is there in our own
times which indicates that civilization has at length

come to a stand ? How do we arrive at the convic-

tion, that the wave of enlightenment, after washing

away the fabrics of former times, shall turn back and

leave our own untouched? Let us abandon so foolish

a notion, and apply all our energies to the furtherance

of that which cannot be resisted ; let us consider every

improvement but as a pledge of still further advance,

every good but as a means to some still higher good.

And" the comprehension of this subject is important,

in order that we may not be disappointed it those re-

forms to which we are now looking forward, should

not bring with them all the good that we expect.

Political equality is a great good. Let us unite our

best energies to obtain it. But we should beware
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that wc be not ck-ceived by the hope, that this aione
can effect our salvation. Every one may possess a
vote ; but as long as a few only are instructed, and
the many are ignorant, so long will the few monopo-
lize the power, and the many be their subservient and
degraded tools. The mark that we must press for-

ward to is not political emancipation alone, for that
alone is nothing ; but intellectual emancipation. All
must possess equal advantages for cultivating their fa-

culties, and for appreciating, and reaping benefit from,
the storehouse of natural beauty and human wisdom.
In such a state of things, it is true, many might lament
the necessary non-existence of genius, that is of strik-

ing superiority ; but this, so far from being a real

ground of complaint, would rather be a cause for con-
gratulation. We must consider that all merit is rela-

tive. In a community of savages, the ordinary me-
chanic of civilized societies would appear a prodigy of
genius; in a nation of Sbakspeares, Shakspeare him-
self would be no genius ; are we to admit, then, that
the former would be more advantageously situated,

more enviable, than the latter ? If all men in this

country were to know as much of astronomy as Sir

John Herschel, this gentleman would not enjoy his

present elevated rank as a man of science, but is that
any argument against such a state of things ? As well
might it be asserted that only a few should be well
fed or well dressed, in order to maintain the human
race in physical comfort. But I am not aware that
any one enjoys his dinner less because his neighbour
has a good one as well as himself ; so, if intellectual

pursuits are in their own nature productive of plea-

sure, the enjoyment derived from them can certainly

not be diminished by sharing them equally with others.

The pre-eminent advantage of the man of genius is,

not that he is regarded with respect and admiration
by his fellow-creatures, but that he contains %vithiii

himself higher means of happiness than are possessed
by them. If all, then, were like him, although there
would then be no apparent genius, yet the happiness
of the community would be increased to an incalcula-

ble extent. Where, then, is the rationality of those
who are continually complaining that there are no
such men as Shakspeare, Milton, or Bacon, now?
The question is, not what is one man out of a million,

but what are the million ? It would be but poor con-
solation to a company of starving wretches to show
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them a city feast, where portly Aldermen are filling

themselves with good things. And, in the same man-
ner, but little is said for the happiness of that nation

which produces but a few who are capable of enjoy-

ing the intellectual banquet, while all the rest are ig-

norant and degraded, or looking on in envy and ad-

miration. In so far as the sight of good, painfully

contrasted with the consciousness of our own wants,
incites us to exertion and self-improvement, it is good ;

but when we have arrived at that state in which im-

provement is as much a want of our nature, as are

food and drink, then the contrast is no longer

needed, and consequently becomes unmixed evil.

This is a law both of physical and of intellectual

progression. We often hear the inequality of condi-

tion with regard to external enjoyments, and the gra-

dations of rank as they now exist, defended on the

ground that they afford motives to exertion, and that

if they were done away with, man would fold his

hands behind him, and presently relapse into the ori-

ginal savage state. This is as much as saying that

everything which man strives most earnestly for, has
nothing attractive in its own nature; that wealth
brings with it no comforts, knowledge no happiness ;

but that the only object for which man lives, is, to

excel others in as many things as he can. This is but
a melancholy picture of human nature, it must be
owned ;—but a poor warrant for the hope that any
considerable number of the human race can ever be
happy. And, in what a miserable condition it places

those who have attained the envied pre-eminence

;

for they can no longer have any motive for exertion ;

the rich have obtained their riches, only that they may
be objects of the vulgar admiration and envy; their

only pleasure lies in the consciousness of their supe-

riority ; the good things they possess are nothing in

themselves, and only to be valued as long as others

have them not. Knowledge is only to be prized, as

long as the many are ignorant ; and the only reward
worth struggling for, is, the applause of cotemporaries
or the reverence of posterity. They who think and
reason thus, know but little of the human mind and
of the numberless fountains of enjoyment which aie

continually springing there. They would degrade
the happiness of the philosopher, ot the poet, of the

artist, to a level with that of the mountebank per-

forming his feats before a gaping and admiring audi-
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ence. They would persuade us that God intended

man to be ever searching for a happiness which must
necessarily be unattainable ; they would have us be-

lieve, in short, that the great majority of the human
race comes into existence for no other purpose, than

to serve as a foil for the remaining few. Philosophy

which comes to such conclusions may safely be dis-

carded as very shallow philosophy indeed. Such as

it is, however, we see its melancholy effects upon the

human being, even in the early stages of existence

—

The child is told that if it learns its lesson well, it

shall have a half-holiday, or a piece of plum-cake, or

a prize to distinguish it from its fellow pupils. Thus
intellectual exertion, which should be its own reward,

becomes hateful, and the hour of play, the plum-cake,

or the prize, are the real objects of hope and motives

to industry. Any thing more debasing and nnnatural

can hardly be conceived. The same system is con-

tinued through life. People cultivate their minds
that they may become rich ; they write books, they

make speeches, they study the tine arts, not for the

rewards which their several pursuits naturally bring

in their train, but that they may be spoken of by men,
that they may be courted and caressed by the rich

and the titled, and looked up to with wonder and awe
by the " profane vulgar." This is all deeply to be
deplored ; it is unnatural, and therefore cannot con-

tinue. Gold is only valuable as long as it is scarce ;

is knowledge, then, no better than gold, that it too

should lose its value by a wider diffusion? It may
lose its " value in exchange," nay it must do so, if it

be easily and universally accessible ; and perhaps this

may be the reason why we hear so many objections to

the breaking up of this most mischievous of all mono-
polies ; but " its value in use" it can never lose, for

this is dependent on the amount of happiness it pro-

duces ; and ceteris paribus, his happiness must always

be the greatest whose mind is most cultivated. The
assertion, therefore, that if there were no inequality,

there would be no motive to exertion, is a most per-

nicious fallacy, whose origin can be no other than

gross ignorance of the real springs of human action,

and of the rewards of intellectual labour. It is much
the same as saying that no one would eat, unless he

saw thousands starving around him ; that no one would
be well clothed, unless his fellow-creatures were
naked or in rags ; that no one would covet fine houses,

F 2
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unless the many dwelt in vvretclied hovels; it is the

same as saying that the presence of the blind, is abso-

lutely necessary to the enjoyment of a fine landscape ;

of the deaf, to the appreciation of music ; or of the

stupid, to the understanding ot just reasoning. It is

true, indeed, that many, and many, do go through

life as living illustrations of this palpably absurd prin-

ciple. Many study, only that they may acquire fame ;

many pretend to admire the beauties of nature, only

that they may obtain the reputation of being consi-

dered persons of taste ; many make collections of

choice paintings, only that it may be said, " have you
seen his splendid picture gallery ?" many frequent

operas and concert rooms, only for the fashionablcness

of the thing ; but, let us not on that account assert

that such motives are the highest which can influence

human conduct. In the same manner, many pretend

to admire virtue, only for the reputation to be acquired

thereby ; but if virtue had no beauty of itself, it could

never be a source of reputation to those admiring or

practising it. If intellectual culture were not in its

own nature desirable, and productive of enduring hap-

piness, it could never have elevated in the esteem of

the world, those who possess it in a super-eminent

degree. The time, it is to be hoped, is now rapidly

approaching, when every thing will be discussed and
sought after on its own intrinsic merits, and not on its

contingent and accidental advantages. It is to be
hoped that the time will come, when the child will

learn his lesson, induced by the pleasure of the study
itself, and not by the hope of the promised sweet-
meat, or the promised holiday. It is to be hoped that

human beings arrived at maturity, will be wise enough
to seek their own highest happiness, even although
there should be none happier than they, and that there

will no longer be any need to keep the human race

wallowing in the mite of starvation and ignorance, in

order that all may appreciate the blessings of plenty
and of knowledge, while a few only can enjoy them.
It is to be hoped, in short, that the world will no
longer suffer itself to be gulled by the vile sophistries

of despots and Aristocracies, pointing as they do to

their own supremacy and to the degradation and en-
slavement of mankind, as to the ite plus ultra of poli-

tical wisdom and the highest aim of man's existence
upon earth ; aiul that the truth will at length be dis-

covered, that whatever happiness one human being
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can enjoy, that can all enjoy with him ; and that if

some portion of misery be inseparable from humanity
here, that can be no reason why some should bear

more than their share, while others go free.

On entering upon this subject, I said that I under-

stood the word Aristocracy in its largest sense, as

signifying the assumption of superiority by one human
being over another. I should, therefore, be leaving

unfulfilled an important part of my promise, were I

not to make some mention of Aristocracy under its

most hideous aspect; the Aristocracy of priestcrajl.

I confine myself here, to the priests of what is termed
the Christian religion. I will take for granted all the

marvellous stories they tell us, as part and parcel of

this religion, I will take for granted that the founder

of their faith was and is the Son of God ; that he
was born of a virgin: that angels celebrated his birth;

that a star pointed out to certain wise men, the place

where they might find him ; that he made the blind

to see, and the lame to walk ; that he drove out devils

from those possessed, and raised the dead to life again

;

that he himself rose the third day after his death, as-

cended into heaven, and now sitteth at the right hand
of God ; all this, I assume, for the present, as true.

I grant also, that before the invention of printing, it

was necessary that certain men should be set apart to

declare to mankind the "glad tidings," But then,

how happened it, that as soon as Christianity became
the established faith, and the Christian priests came
into the enjoyment of the good things of this world,

these very messengers did all in their power to keep

the people ignorant of the "glad tidings" they were
appointed to spread abroad ? How happened it that

the books which contained these " glad tidings," were
proscribed under the heaviest penalties, and that all

discussion and difference of opinion was punished as

the height of criminality? How happened it, that

after the priests had had their own way for upwards
of a thousand years, the flocks committed to their

charge, knew about as much of the contents of the

New Testament, as if Christ had never existed? If

the people had been contented to put up with such

treatment, it would have been long enough before the

priests would have given them any better ; but the

people said, " we will read the Bible," and the priests

dared not, could not refuse. But at the present day,

priestly im[)udence is, if possible, more monstrous
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still ; for it is contrasted with the spread of enlighten-

ment. In their own book they can show no warrant
for their existence as a separate order ; and yet they
consign to eternal damnation, all who refuse to sup-
port them. There they stand, a monument and a
memorial of by-gone and ignorant times, while all

around them is progressing and improving , and yet
they say, " come to us and learn, for we alone can
impart true knowledge ; we are the ambassadors of
Christ, Jind whoever refuses to hear us, refuses to hear
him." Where are their credentials? Where are
their signs and their tokens, that men should believe

and submit? They cannot produce them, and they
resort to threats; their existence is an outrage on rea-

son and common sense ; and on reason and com-
mon sense they wage the most deadly warfare.

—

They scoff at all knowledge but that which is

to be found in the Bible, a book which is open
to others as well as to themselves, but which
they pretend they alone can interpret and explain.

—

They pretend indeed, but in default of proof, every
one has an undoubted right to put forth the same
claims. Since then, this their arrogant assumption is

nothing but a lie, without even plausibility for its

support ; since all men have an equal power, and
therefore an equal right to interpret the Scriptures
for themselves, what further pretence can the priests

put forward as a plea for their existence? What
knowledge can they impart that is not accessible to

others as well as to themselves? Now, only mark
the cunning of these men. They kuow that it is out
of their power to give leal instruction; they, there-

fore divide knowledge into worldly and spiritual.-—
The former, they hate and oppose, well knowing that
it will be their destruction ; the latter, they assert is

their own exclusive property; and therefore, they
claim to be liberally rewarded for doling it out to their

ignorant " brethren." It need hardly be said that

this is another lie. There is but one kind of know-
ledge,—the knowledge of God's works ; and what-
ever distinguishes itself from, or opposes itself to,

this, is not knowledge, but delusion and folly. The
adherents of the priests, therefore, give up the sub-
stance, and grasp at a shadow.

There is another way in which priests take advan-
tage of, instead of dispelling, the ignorances and the

prejudices of men. Not a child can be fitted with a
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name, but priests must be there, to go through their

absurd mummeries ; not a marriage can take place,

but priests must be there to make it holy ; not a corpse

can be consigned to the earth, but priests must pro-

fane the stillness of the grave, by the perpetration of

their antiquated folhes. In birth and in death, in joy

and in sorrow, men are taxed to support these ignorant

and hypocritical impostors. They make themselves

necessary to the very prejudices they should destroy.

They give themselves out to be ambassadors of Christ,

with power to pardon sin and to absolve from its

effects. They promise eternal pleasure which they

cannot prove, and threaten eternal misery which rea-

son utterly repudiates. They assert that prayer is in-

dispensible, but that they alone can pray with effect

;

that thanksgiving is required, but that their's alone is

acceptable ; that praise is gratifying, but that their's

alone ascends to the throne of God.
But the worst attribute of priests is their hatred of

freedom in whatever form it may manifest itself. They
have ever been the sworn allies of secular tyranny,

the assistant robbers and oppressors of mankind.

Freedom of discussion they cannot endure ; when
their power was at its highest, dreadful were the af-

flictions which they heaped upon those who dared to

contradict them ; and now that it is rapidly on the

wane, they still do their worst to enslave the human
mind and to fetter reason. This proves their con-

sciousness that their pretensions are utterly unfounded,

and that the day of freedom will be the day of their

own downfall. There is not one in a thousand of

them that can prove even the fundamental doctrines

of their religion, and yet they expect men to bow to

their decrees with the same readiness as to internal

conviction. How long will men suffer themselves to

be gulled by these shallow impostors? How long

will they be in learning, that no one has a right to say

to his brother,—" this shalt thou believe, and this re-

ject?" When will it be acknowledged that he, and

he only is guilty ofinfidelity, who, through the fear of

human censure, or the hope of worldly emoluments,

<lenies the convictions of his own mind ; and that

therefore the priests who are bribed, and their adhe-

rents who are terrified into belief, are the greatest in-

fidels, and the most worthy of the censure and the

pity of those who appreciate and rightly use their ex-

perience and their reason ? Priests, like secular ty-
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rants and aristocracies, are only powerful as long as

mankind is willing to submit to their sway, as long as

men fail to perceive, that every human being is a sanc-

tuary built up and consecrated by the power of

almighty love, and that they who violate or suffer to

be violated this holy of holies, are guilty of high trea-

son against the God whom, with their lips, they pro-

fess so deeply to revere. He who denies the rights

of man, is but a hypocrite when he pretends to pecu-
liar reverence for God; for they who make a jest and
a reproach of God's highest work, prove themselves

ignorant of his noblest attributes.

W. T. W.
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INTRODUCTION.

The true philanthropist is he who labours to give the

people, not food, but the knowledge which will enable them
to secure it in abundance for themselves and for their child-

ren ; and no one saves, prolongs, or blesses human life, like

him who instructs the people in their own interests.

—

Dr.
Southwood Smith.

The following Essays may be regarded as a Text
which will naturally suggest the consideration of

many and momentous topics. It touches on the

laws of thought, the laws of morality, and the laws

of political economy : not, however, as professing

to unfold these laws, but as indicating the direc-

tion in which they ought to be explored. Let this

object be kept distinctly in view; let not those

parts which may at first sight appear obscure, be
therefore deemed incomprehensible ; let not a po-

sition which may startle from its novelty, be on
that account rejected as chimerical. Let it be
recollected that in order to decide rightly on a
given proposition, it is requisite to scrutinize as

well the facts as the reasons on which it is founded :

and that in the neglect of such scrutiny, assent is

equally impotent to establish, as denial is to in-

validate its truth.

On examining the moral and physical condition

of this countr}^ (highly favoured though it be in

many respects) it is impossible to deny the ex-

istence of a large amount of poverty and vice ;

equally impossible is it to close our eyes against

the efforts which arc making to diminish the one,



and to alleviate the other. Doubtless then the

amount of both is reduced by these efforts of bene-

volence, with each passing day. This conclusion

is by no means necessarily correct : experience

unfolds no tale more mournful than that of the

failure of mistaken philanthropy, the page of his-

tory teems with the record of such failures. Are
we then to abandon, as chimerical, all hope of im-

provement, and unmoved to contemplate the suf-

fering of the sinning, and the sinned against ?

No ; rather let the discovery of past errors tend

to stimulate our zeal in exploring hidden truths.

Let us, however, while we observe and reason,

beware that we seek not to force our own convic-

tions upon others ; while we claim the free exer-

cise of our own minds, let us not doom those of

others to slavery, since all have an interest in the

subject matter of our speculations, let none be ex-

cluded from the discussion. " In the multitude of

counsellors there is wisdom." When all shall have
become competent to form an enlightened judg-

ment on their own true interests, then shall we see

the collective good of the community better cared

for, than it can be, under a system which renders

the welfare of every class dependant on the de-

crees of one. To an improved and universal edu-
cation, which shall consist in the harmonious de-

velopment of every faculty, are the hopes of the

enlightened philanthropist turned, as furnishing

the only adequate remedy, the only radical cure

for vice, and its attendant misery. With regard

to the attempts which have been made to alleviate

poverty and its numerous ills, the means pursued
have, until within a few years, while professing to

relieve, actually created misery. Before the Re-
formation, while monastic establishments of enor-

mous wealth still existed in this country, it was
regarded as forming a part of the religious duties

of the inmates, to bestow alms and food on every
needy suppliant. The consequence resulting from
this custom was, that the country surrounding the

convent, became infested by beggars. When, by



a tyrannical but salutary edict, Henry the Eighth

divided among his rapacious courtiers the rich do-

mains of the monks, numbers of idle beggars, re-

duced by imperious necessity to the alternative of

starvation or work, wisely chose the latter. In

the reign of Elizabeth, a Poor Law was passed for

the relief of those who were unable to obtain em-
ployment ; a measure well adapted to the circum-

stances of the period, but grossly perverted in the

administration of after times. These abuses

(arising from a spurious charity, which robs the

industrious to support the idle) became at length

an oppressive national burden, a grievance found

to be no longer endurable ; the law of Elizabeth

was in consequence repealed, and the present

enacted ; a measure impregnable in principle, how-
ever great may be its faults of detail.

Differing somewhat in kind, though not in prin-

ciple from the charity which under the Old Poor
Law, laid on rates so heavy as to threaten at no

distant period the annihilation of the fund whence
they were paid, are those institutions which ap-

peal to the voluntary benevolence of the rich

—

All institutions of which the benefit may be reaped

by those who contribute not to their support, tend

to create and to strengthen habits of improvidence ;

to allure by a premium to expend their scanty

means on debasing sensual indulgences. The
sums given for these institutions, are not merely

wasted, gone for ever, but are in fact so much
subtracted from the capital which, as the reward of

productive labour, supplies the industrious man
with the means of supporting his own sick, aged,

and infirm. Can there be a more biting satire

than the fact so often boastingly stated by the di-

rectors of institutions of this description, " that

notwithstanding the large increase of subscriptions,

the number of applicants for relief continues to

augment in a far greater ratio." Turn the state-

ment into a general law, and the reason becomes
evident why institutions which had their origin in

an infant stage of society and of intellect, deserve.
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in ail advancetl state, the unifurm ceprobation of
every reasoning man.

One other mode of charity requires notice

The newspapers at Christmas teem with eulogiums
on the generosity of those who treat the poor to a
roasted ox, a fat sheep, or who distribute coals,

blankets, and other necessaries of life. The true

point of view in which to regard these donations

is that of peace offerings made by the higher or-

ders in consideration of the disproportionate taxa-

tion of the lower. A heavy tax is laid upon corn,

those for whose benefit it is imposed, make the oc-

casional sacrifice of a few loaves : the roasted ox
is the burnt offering for the impost on foreign

meat. Such is the pernicious system under which
injustice contrives to acquire the credit of liberality.

Although much tem])orary and partial misery would
result from the sudden cessation of these donations,

yet it would prove ultimately beneficial, by tending-

to awaken the minds of the labouring classes to a , aA

sense of their errors and their wrongs. Aban-
doning charity, then, as alike mischievous and un-

just, let the higher orders raise the labouring

classes by good education and equal laws ; let the

labouring classes no longer cherish the hope that

by resorting to charity, still less to violence, they
can ever improve their condition. Let them
search out the causes of their povertj', investigate

the means of removing the evil, think and reason,,

and thus prepare to act on conviction. Then will

they no longer present the humiliating spectacle of

men fighting against their own interest, and of

their own free will aiding and abetting the cause
of their enemies.



SELF-DEPENDENCE.

A reward offered to indolence, impoverishes the state and
corrupts the people.

—

Bentlunn.

There is no deficiency of charity towards the poor of this

country, but there is a total absence of justice in regard to

them ; and if the justice which is wanting prevailed, the

charity that exists would not have the same occasions for its

exercise. AVe level the poor to the dust by our general po-

licy, and then take infinite credit to ourselves for raising

them up again with the grace of charity.

—

Fonhlanqiie.

Self-depemlence may be regarded under two as-

pects; namely, independence of circumstance, and
independence of opinion. By independence of cir-

cumstance, I mean that degree of courage and self-

respect which induces any man or class of men, firmly

to refuse the slightest gratuitous assistance ; to look
upon self-exertion as the rock on which all success

and all happiness must be founded. I say, to refuse

all gratuitous assistance, because by the very act of

living together in society, by the division ot labour

which thence ensues, and by the reciprocal lightening

of burdens, men rendei to each other a very consider-

able, and as civilization advances, a continually in-

creasing amount of assistance. But on the reciprocity

of these benefits depends their value: when they aie

gratuitous, where the one party does not return good
bestowed by an equal amount of the same or of some
other good, then injustice is, and must be perpetuated,
and insolence fostered. It is not, however, of this

social assistance that I wish now to speak, but
rather of e.xtra social, if I may employ the term, and
superinduced assistance, superinduced by the errors

which ignorance of the eternal piinciples of justice



and morality, and of the necessary conditions of hn-

man progress, has twined round the fabric of society.

By independence of opinion, I mean that faith in

principles, which is neither shaken nor modified by
the degree of respect or disrespect with which the

entertainer of those principles is regarded by the world

in general ; the erection of a moral and intellectual

standard of right and wrong, by which to test every

thought, every action ; and the denial theoretically

and practically, of the right of any one, however great

his talents oi high his fame, to dictate to, and enforce

upon others, his own opinions, or it may be, his own
prejudices.

First, of independence of circumstance, oi as it

may be termed, physical independence.

How much soever men may differ in the degree of

talent bestowed upon them by their Maker, however
they may vary in mental, as in corporeal capabilities

;

still, the elements of human nature are in all ages and
in all climes the same, are iridependent of distinction

of rank, and neither to be taken away, added to, nor

modified either by circumstances, or by the will of

man. In this sense it is that all men are equal, and
that all mankind constitute one great brotherhood.

—

In this sense it is that the haughty despot, who, ac-

cording to his own will and pleasure, degrades and
destroys his fellow creatures, is in the sight of God,
no more than equal to those whom in the insolence of

his power he wantonly tramples upon, and despises,

as beings of a race inferior to himself.

The slave who, in America, the boasted land of

democracy and freedom, toils under a burning sun, at

the command of an unfeeling task-master, or writhes

under the infliction of the lash, is formed to tread the

earth with a step as firm, a mien as erect and inde-

pendent, to enjoy existence as intensely, as the proud-

est of his white brethren. But why multiply illus-

trations, which to be complete, must extend to every
difference of rank and climate ? My object is to im-
press upon my readers, the brotherhood of the human
race, the natural equality of all its members: this is the
first truth set forth in the Bible with regard to man ;

" God said, let us make man in our image." Is argu-

ment required to prove, that since all are formed ac-

cording to one standard, all hold the same rank in the

eye of the Creator, however they may vary in their

comparative approach to that standard ? This being
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the rase, the principles which should guide every man
in the fuitilmetit of his mission, must be uiiiversiiland

unchangeable, however their application may be mo-
dified by the circumstances in which he is placed, and
by the degree of culture, moral, intellectual, and phy-

sical to which he has attaitied.

The first duty of man is to provide the means of

sustaining existence. Plain and self-evident as this

proposition may be, its spirit is by no means univer-

sally acted upon. But too many are to be found in

every rank who lack the self-respect which would
teach them that the grand principle of individual and
general progress is based on self-exertion and self-

dependence ; but too many are content to enact the

part of the slothful servant, to suffer their talents to

slumber unemployed and unimproved, and to allow

others to provide the means of maintaining an exis-

tence thus rendered alike useless and dishonourable.

If these drones, these cumberers of the ground, would
but for a moment open their eyes and consider the

conditions on which they live and move and have their

being; if they would rouse themselves and commune
with their own hearts, they would see, and seeing

lament, the glorious privilege they have been neglect-

ing and trampling under foot ; they would see, that

gifted with powers capable, not only of supplying

their physical wants, but of leading also to indefinite

intellectual improvement, they have neglected to make
use of their powers, and that, by this supineness, they

have directly impugned the wisdom and goodness of

the Giver of those noble talents.

Toil is the lot of man ; and where individuals en-

deavour to infringe this general law. there do such in-

dividuals disobey the express injunction ofthe Creator,

both in his word and in bis works. Nature might
have been so constituted, as not to have rendered this

toil necessary ; the fields might have yielded their

abundance without the aid of the ploughman and the

sower ; habitations of nature's own construction

might have stood ready for their human inmates

;

every kind of convenience, every luxury might have
sprung up spontaneously ; and man might thus have
passed through life, a being rather acted upon, than

acting : all this might have been, for God is omnipo-
tent. But He has not seen fit so to order it ; He has

allotted to man a higher and nobler destiny, that of

working out his own happiness, his own salvation ;
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of perfecting his being, and fitting liimself for tlip

eternal life, of which this world is only the first stage.

The necessity for labonr in order to the procnring

the necessaries of life, being tlien a nniversal law, it

cannot be violated without producing injustice, and
consequently inflicting siiflferiiig proportionate to the

extent of the injustice. When man is supported by
man, a twofold injury ensues; injury to the supporter,

and injury to the supported ; this k^nd of miscalled

charity being thus, in its very essence , opposed to the

holy quality of mercy, which is twice blessed, " bles-

sing him that gives and him that takes." The injury

sustained by him who either of his own free will, or

npon compulsion, affords his fellow men assistance,

however slight, without in some shape receiving ade-

<|uate compensation, is so evident as to require littls

enforcement or illustration. Thus much, however,
maybe said. Had it been the intention of the Creator
that individuals or classes should derive their means
of support from other sources than theii' own exer-

tions, would lie have bestowed upon all the same
powers and the same desires? Had He indeed re-

stricted to a certain favoured poition of the human
race, those intellectual and material advantages now
offered, with bounteous and unsparing hand, to all,

then would the claim of assistance, coming from their

less favoured brethren, be not only admissible but im-

perative. But the reverse is the fact ;
" God has

made of one blood all nations of men ;" as He has

favoured one, so has He favoured all; what He there-

fore requires of one. He requires of all ; and any at-

tempt to avoid the duties and to shrink from the re-

sponsibilities thus imposed, is a direct opposition to

the Divine will, and consequently subversive of the

welfare of the human race.

W. T. W.
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LETTER 2.

It may be said that as mankind is, and always ha»
been divided into two great classes, it constitutes one
of the noblest prerogatives of the rich to alleviate the
sufferings, and to diminish the privations of the poor,

and that the not using this privilege, must be consi-

dered as an unfaihng sign of a cruel, at best of a
thoughtless disposition. Now, granting for a mo-
ment, that because such distinction has hitherto ex-
isted, it will therefore always exist, it must be kept
in mind that good intentions can never attain their

end, unless they are guided by the calm and unpreju-
diced exercise of reason ; that a man acting with the

best intentions may still be a highly mischievous mem-
ber of society ; and that it is only where good inten-

tions actuate a mind well informed on the laws which
regulate mind and matter, that the wished for good
can ensue. The surgeon who, disregarding the fears

of his patient, peifbrms a painful operation under the

consciousness, that if it be not performed, a greater

amount of pain than will result from the operation,

nay even loss of lite itself may be the consequence,
might be accused of cruelty by tho=e destitute of the

knowledge which he possesses ; while by those who
are aware of the fatal consequences, it is deemed an
act of pure mercy ; they know that at the expense of
a comparatively small amount of present pain, it will

rescue the patient from a far greater future amount of
protracted suffering and danger. He would be ac-

tually the cruel man who, following the dictates of a

blind, unenlightened benevolence, should, by pursuing
an opposite course, increase, instead of diminishing, the

aggregate of misery. This is only one of the nume-
rous examples which might be adduced to prove that

tlie true province of benevolence is not to demonstrate
what is right, but to stimulate to the performance of
what the intellect, unshackled by tiie feelings, has

discover;.'d to i)i' such ; ;iii(l also, that apparent cruelty
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and insensibility to suffering, or what appears such to

the imperfectly instructed, may prove in reality the

true and only possible kindness.

Thus we are led to see that gratuitous aid may be

yet more injurious to the receiver than to the giver.

When I make this assertion, I speak of physical, not

of intellectual wants, and the distinction must be
carefully kept in view. When we minister gratui-

tously to the body, we render self-exertion on the

part of the receiver needless, in proportion to the

amount of assistance given ; when, on the other hand,

the ministration is to the mind, then instead of ener-

vating and crushing, do we strengthen and stimulate

to a noble and ever increasing exertion. Experience

has demonstrated that reliance on others for the sup-

ply of bodily wants is pernicious, alike destructive of

the equality which should subsist amongst men, and
of the selt-respect and recognition of human rights

which should animate all : and although for a time
apparently increasing the happiness of the few. yet

ever subverting that of the many. He who can so

far forget his dignity as man, and abandon his duty to

himself and others, as to accept assistance for which
he either cannot or will not render an equivalent, can

never experience the feeling of honest and honourable
pride, which must animate him who rejoices in the

consciousness that by a proper employment of his fa-

culties, his own head and his own hand are sufficient

to provide for his independent maintenance, who
knows that he is performing a part at least of his duty,

and that the fault lies not in him, if the exertions re-

quisite for obtaining the necessaries of life engross

more of his time than he feels to be consonant with
justice, and the capabilities and aspirations of his be-

ing. But the case is widely different when we come
to speak of the imparting of knowledge, and herein

lies the difference. A given quantity of food can sa-

tisfy the wants of only a certain number of persons;

if, then, the numbers be increased without a corres-

ponding increase in the food, it is evident either that

some must starve, or that the amount required to sus-

tain the frame in health and strength must be dimi-

nished ; it is therefore equally evident that where you
give to one, you take away from another ; and that

the only true benevolence lies in increasing the amount
of food to be divided amongst the whole. Knowledge,
however, is free as aii, and confers her benefits the
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at her ever springing fountains. No one knows less

from imparting his knowledge ; on the contrary, he
gains more, and can realize more in proportion to the
number of those who partake of his knowledge. Let
no one, therefore, shrink from conferring or from re-

ceiving benefits of this description ; let no one consi-

der it a degradation to teach, or a humiliation to learn ;

rather let all assist in mutual endeavours to cultivate

the faculties of their minds, to improve the resources
of nature, and to win for themselves and others, and
when won, worthily to appreciate the whole extent
of that fair paradise, the intellectual world.

Intellectual wealth, then, is the only kind of pro-

perty of which the transfer without equivalent, is un-
attended by injury either to the bestower or the re-

ceiver, the only gift capable of imparting an increase

of mutual advantage and happiness.

With regard to the assertion that mankind must
ever continue divided into two classes, the rich and
the poor, I conceive that this division is monstrous
and unnatural, and that its continuance to the pre-
sent day demonstrates that man has not yet arrived at

a full knowledge of the principles which govern bis

existence ; which principles having been ordained by
an all-wise and benevolent Being, must, when dis-

covered and acted upon, be productive of the greatest

possible happmess of the greatest possible number,
that is of all. It proves that although man has been
g:ifted with admirable powers, and entrusted with un-
limited rule over the natural world, yet the best mode
of governing the one, and of employing the others, is

left for him to discover and apply. Every evil which
afflicts mankind, I hold to be the natural result of ig-

norance, and consequent infringement of the moral
and organic laws ; wealth and poverty are alike evils ;

they must therefore arise iiom ignorance, and be re-

moved by knowledge ; and removed they undoubtedly
will be. It cannot be the final determination of
the Creator as regards man, that while a small num-
ber of favoured individuals are born to the enjoy-
ment of every luxury, and the gratification of every
appetite, the great majority should consume life hope-
less and profitless, barely able to provide for the wants
of the passing hour. This state of things is truly ap-

palling, and scarcely less injurious to the apparently
favoured, than to those on whom the world looks down
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with pity, perhaps with contempt. It is injurious to

the rich, because it renders them, as^ji class, haughty,

overbearing, and thoughtless ; proud of adventitious

circumstances : setting the aristocracy of birth and
riches above the aristocracy of talent and knowledge ;

the zealous and bitter opponents of universal enlight-

enment; fearing that should such take place, theii'

own boasted superiority, which consists not in essen-

tials, but in accidentals, would vanish, and that they

would be compelled, like other men, " to be up and be

doing." It renders them slothful, sensual, and bigoted ;

slothful, because wealth constituting in their eyes, the

greatest good, they lack motives for exertion ; sensual,

because they are slothful ; and bigoted, because the

whole moral atmosphere in which they live, is a re-

fracting medium, which does and must bias tbeir^

judgment, and distort their ideas of right and wrong.
These are no slight ills ; but the evils incident on
poverty, who can fully appreciate, who tuUy describe?

On this subject I may be allowed to quote the words
of an eloquent writer; they will convey to the minds
of my readers a stronger impression of the sad reality,

than any I could use:

—

" The first and most unfavourable circumstance in con-

nexion with poverty is, that it must be considered a statfc of

ignorance. The result of this ignorance is vice. What-
ever tends to suffering, whatever limits enjoyment is vice.

It is from a lack of morality, that the poor do not make the

most of those means which they do possess for obtaining the

necessaries, and some of the comforts of life. What might
not be done by a combination of twenty, thirty, forty, or

fifty honest, however poor families ? AMiat a multiplica-

tion there mif-ht be, by their judicious co-operation of all

the means of shelter, of warmth, and the supply of food

and of clothing. How much better in every respect, better

in cleanliness, better in enjoyment, better in the training of

their children, better in their own bodily sensations, and
even in their moral state, from day to day, might they not

be, even by the union of the scanty pittances which they do

possess, and the power of which would be in<'reascd to such

an indefinite extent by this mode of co-operation. AVhat
prevents it? What but ignorance, which, in this view,

leads to the loss of happiness which might be realized, to

the enduring of sufferings which might be prevented, and
which therefore bears the character of vice and immorality.

"Again, to what but ignorance can be ascribed that

blind desire to aid themselves by acts of violence on the

property of others, which has sometimes been manifested.

:md which, beyond ihe acUinl perpetration, or even the ap-
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proval or palliation of violence, has extended itself in a di-

rection of opinion and feeling that is most deeply to be la-

mented. It IS result of ignorance, that they think of bet-

tering their condition by a mode that could only make that

condition worse, and aggravate tenfold, a thousand fold,

whatever of endurance they are at present exposed to.

—

The notions which so closely connect in their minds the in-

vention and application of machinery with their own dis-

tress, are among the results of a want of knowledge, most
devoutly to be deprecated. Could the machinery of this

country be by one stroke of a giant arm annihilated, what
tongue can tell the results, the tremendous results of misery

that would instantly be realized ? Earth has never yet

seen, no siege of a city, however protracted, no war, how-
ever bloody and desolating ; no revolution, however wild

and ferocious, has ever shewn a parallel for the misery that

would instantly descend upon the heads of millions, could

any such idea be realized. The means not only of clothing,

but of food and of migration, would instantly fail us ; we
should be shut up from the rest of the world ; we should be
reduced to a state in which it would not be strange if even
cannibalism were to ensue. The hostility to machinery to

be consistent, must be universal. Each class of workmen
has the same right, and if the agricultural labourer be jus-

tifiable in destroying the threshing machine, the weaver
has a right to destroy the power loom, the printer's press-

men would be right in destroying the steam press, the wa-
terman would be right in dismantling the steam vessel ; and
so throughout the whole compass of society, we should be
thrown back into a state of privation, helplessness, and
utter barbarism.

" Another unfavourable circumstance is the pressure of

want. In extreme cases, the operation of this is much the

same upon all classes. The most educated man is a savage
under the pangs of continued hunger. A boat full of philo •

sophers turned adrift on the Atlantic for a week, without
any stock of provisions, would feel at length something like

the longings of the cannibal arise in their bosoms. But, if

in extreme cases, such is the effect on the best instructed,

how wearying, how irritating, how destructive of whatever
ii beautiful and good, must be the continual pinching and
stinting foom day to day, to which so many thousands, un-
educated thousands in this country, are necessarily subjected.

The constantly finding the meal come short of the desires,

of the craving desires of the family, the continually having

to submit to sensations which in their continuation are tor-

ture—what can this produce but irritation, ceaseless irrita-

tion, tending to the destruction of every feeling of gentle-

ness and kindness, and sometimes aggravated into the dark-
est emotions of which the human frame is capable.
" Another unfavourable circumstance continually operat-

c
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ing on poverty, is the Sense of inferiority—a deep sense of

inferiority unconnected with that respect for others which
makes inferiority not painfully felt. The condition of a man
existing in one of the subordinate castes of the East, must
be considered unfavourable to morality. He looks around
him, and sees in every direction, men living in comparative

ease, and on the resources of others, whilst he himself is

subjected to the same toil in which his father dragged through
Hfe before him, and in which his sons must drag ^through

Hfe after him. And though we are told that in this coun-
try any man may bettor his condition, that there is here no
distinction of caste—that any man may rise in life—yet iti s

to be remembered that rising in the world is too often a

process which does not tend to disarm tlie moral tendency
in question : but on the contrary, gives it greater strength,

being accomplished by means of the servility which is the

curse of ignorance and poverty in their degradation ; and if

so, carries a blight with it into the ranks which are above,

and spreads through them all either a false estimate of

worth, or a conscious and base postponement of moral good
to external appearance, which ought only to be found, and
there only to be deplored, in those whose situation is of the

most abject description."

These are a few only of the evils described by this

writer as incident to poverty; evils which undoubtedly
render poverty itself an evil. Such being the ills

which, equally to rich and poor, arise from thisdivision

of classes ; and as evil springs, not from God's wis-

dom, but from man's ignorance, on man is it incum-
bent, by removing the causes of so much needless suf-

fering, to fulfil the intentions of his Creator, which
comprehend his emancipation from misery, and his en-

joyment of complete happiness. To this end inde-

pendence of each other as to their material concerns,

and mutual assistance as to their intellectual progress,

are the first requisites ; an unbiassed search after

truth, and a fearless application of that truth when
discovered, cannot fail in securing the wished for con-

summation.
W. T. W.
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LETTER 3.

The second aspect under which the subject may be

regarded, is, independence of opinion ; that is, of the

good or bad opinion which others may hold respect-

ing us, in consequence of the views we entertain, and
which we conscientiously think to be true, on any
subject.

All opinion is founded on evidence, and as on most
subjects, evidence of a condicting nature must be
liable to present itself, the justness of the opinions we
form on that subject, will consist in bringing impar-

tially befoie our minds in relation to it, all that can

be said for and against, and in giving due weight to

each article of evidence as it presents itself. Now
this is a process which few comparatively give them-
selves the trouble of going through. The generality

remain satisfied with enquiring, not for proofs, but for

opinions. Is it then necessary to say, that few enter-

tain opinions which can be called their own ? Is it

necessary to say, that those who search for truth in

the way in which alone she can be found, are few in-

deed ? The mistake consists in the supposition, that

belief in any given proposition is a matter of choice

that we can beheve or disbelieve at pleasure, and that

as a consequence, blame is attachable to our belief or

our disbelief. More human blood has been shed from
this delusion than from any other cause ; and every

drop of that blood rises up in judgment against it,

and bears witness that it is a delusion ; for no truth

could have produced effects so horrible. If blood be
now no longer shed in the civilized world for this

cause ; if in the nineteenth century, we have so far

advanced, that a man may entertain opinions of his

own forming, and yet live ; still with all our advance,

we have far to travel before we reach the blessed goal

of universal liberty. Those who think differently

from the ruling power, those who form opinions with-

out being content to take them at second or third
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hand, are still cruelly persecuted, bitterly hated.

—

Witness the millions of the Irish nation, who, because

they are Roman Catholics, are still loaded with the

most opprobrious epithets, and who are actually taxed

to support a Church in whose doctrines they do not

agree, and of whose services they consequently never

desired to avail themselves. Witness the hatred

which the various sects of Christians, forgetting the

fundamental principle of their religion, charily, bro-

therly love, and mutual forbearance, too often enter-

tain towards each other. Witness the obloquy en-

<lured by all who dare to hold and to publish opinions

at variance with those entertained by the community
at large, and consecrated by custom. All this hatred,

all this cruelty (lor cruelty in its most refined shape

it is,—intellectual cruelty) arises from not knowing,
or wilfully keeping out of view the grand principle,

that not for the opinions which they hold, but for the

manner in which they have dealt with the evidence

which has led to the formation of those opinions, do
people deserve praise or blame. He who takes up his

opinions from those around him, without first weigh-

ing scrupulously and impartially the evidence on both

.sides, and thence drawing his conclusions, may, by
chance, be actually right, but he is, and must be mo-
rally wrong ; for he cannot render a reason for the

tiiith that is, or rather, that he thinks is, in him

:

while on the other hand, he who arrives at a sincere

and independent conviction, on any point, may be

actually wrong on t]iat point, but he is morally right.

Who can for a moment doubt, which of the two is

the wiser and the happier man ? The one is a slave

to the thoughts of others, without ruddei or compass
ojr the wide ocean of opinion , the other is indepen-

dent and self-relying ; having carefully sifted and cri-

tically examined, he rests in the secure harbour of his

own honest convictions, blown by no wind, and tossed

by no wave. Cannot and ought not such a man to

disregard, or simply to pity, the sneers and vitupera-

tions of those, who, envying his perfect and self-ob-

tained repose, and conscious that to themselves all is

vanity and vexation of spirit, endeavour to persuade

him that theirs is the happier lot, and that it he will

follow their guidance, he may yet regain the right

path ?

The fact is this ; reason was either given to man
for a certain pin-pose, or it was not ; if it was not.
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then are none entitled to use it, for here all are upon
an equality ; if it Avas (which few will have the bold-
ness to dispute) then has no man, how learned or wise
soever, a right to dictate to his brother, what he shall

believe or disbelieve; upon all who have received the
gift of reason, is it incumbent to cultivate and em-
ploy it upon the formation of their own opinions.

Before concluding, I will slightly touch upon an all-

important subject, in which the notion that belief is

voluntary, is productive of much error and much
misery. I mean Religion.

Religion, the offspring of the highest faculties of
the mind, was intended as a blessing, and it has been
too often converted into a curse ; it was bestowed
upon man as a means of his purification and exalta-

tion, and it has frequently sunk into the grossest su-

perstition, and been made the instrument of the direst

cruelty. In short, if it may be doubted whether it

has not caused more misery than happiness, it is,

nevertheless certain, that the good which it has called

forth is as nothing, in comparison to that which it may
and will call forth. Why has this been the case ?

Why has not religion been the strengthener of good
resolutions, and tlie handmaid of virtue ? Why has
religion become a trade, and an unwillingly and ill-

performed duty ? Why does man satisfy his con-
science by being, or pretending to be religious on one
day alone of the seven? Why are forms, dogmas,
and creeds elevated and prized above the spirit and
spiritual influences of Religion ? Because the power
and true province of Religion is misunderstood ; be-

cause what a man believes is considered of more im-
portance than the manner in which he believes, be-

cause systems of man's devising have been set up by
the crafty and the deluding, have been set up like the

golden calf in the wilderness, and worshipped without
knowing why, by the ignorant and degraded multi-

tude. The truth is not, and ought not to be con-
cealed ; religion in its present state, bears no faint

resemblance to the embalmed bodies which antiqua-

rians have discovered in the pyramids of Egypt ; the

form is there, but tlie spirit which once animated and
can alone beautify it, has fled, leaving only an un-
sightly and disgusting carcase. Among the many
pi oofs which might be adduced of this separation of
FORM and SPIRIT, I will state one. In an extensive

and populous parish in this neighbourhood, the service

c 2
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in the Parish Church, being like all others in the

Establishment, called the Church of England, the

remnant of a bygone age, and consequently unfitted

to meet the wants, and to satisfy the aspirations of a

higher state of cultivation, is thinly attended. What
is done in this emergency ? It is evident that this

^tate of things cannot be allowed to continue ; for it

will endanger the existence of the emoluments on
which the Church has hitherto waxed fat. What is

done ? Is the nature of the instruction altered, im-

proved, and elevated? Is it rendered more in con-

formity with the spirit of the age, more practical ?

—

No, recourse is had to charity ; benevolence is called

upon to lend its aid in obtaining recruits to fill the

ranks of a Church which is anxious above all things

to keep up appearances, to make a goodly show, re-

gardless of the means by which this attendance is se-

ciu'ed ; and the following lure, constituting one of tlif

rules of the " Provident Society," is accordingly

held out to enti'ap the ignorant and the needy. " ]\leni-

bers who, living within a reasonable distance, shall be

negligent in attending the Church, will have their de-

posits returned to them without any addition." And
is it come to this? Has religion degenerated into an

affair of pounds, shillings, and pence ? Is man to be

bribed to secure his eternal salvation ? Are these the

pure, lofty, and spiiitual motives which the ministers

of the Gospel hold out to their flocks in order to draw
them into the fold ? Is the worship of Mammon set

up in the Temple, in conjunction with the worship ot

God ? Is it inculcated that ye can worship God and
Mammon ? It has come to this ; and they who can

propose, as well as those who can accede to such a

bargain of filthy lucre, under the mask of religion, will

be deserving of the deepest commiseration. Every
shilling thus received, rivets the bnads of dependence ;

every shilling thus received, makes it more dilKcult

for the receivers to be men,—freemen, not dependent
on others' bounty, and slaves to their caprices : and
in an intellectual point of view, I can conceive nothing

more injurious, nothnig more dangerous to true eleva-

tion of mind, than going thiough solemn forms un-

touched by the spirit that should influence those forms

;

nothing more liable to confound all ideas of right arid

wrong, than the performance of a high and exalted act,

not from a desire of the rewards which that act natu-

rally and inevitably biings in its train but from a de-
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sire of rewards purely accidental and arbitrary.

Oh! if Jesus Christ were to re-descend on this earlii,

wouhl He not have cause to utter the memorable
' words which burst from his inmost soul when lament-
ing over and denouncing the abuses and pollutions

which disgraced the holy temple;—"My house is a

house of prayer, but ye have made it a den of thieves."

How can all tliis be ? Are people become incapable

of religious feeling ? Have they lost the power of re-

verencing their Creator, of adoring and striving to

imitate Him, as the great ideal of goodness and wis-

ilom ? No ; but tiiey mistake in their notion of what
constitutes religion. They imagine it to consist in

forms and ceremonies, in the belief of certain ortho-
do.">L doctrines, in going to a particular church, on a
particular day, and listening to a sermon. They be-
lieve all this, and therein lies their error ; and an error

it is fatal to true religion. The mistake arises from a
general want of self-dependence ; from not perceiving

that he who endeavours to force himself to believe

anything, merely because others do so, can believe

nothing ; that what is termed orthodoxy, is the great-

est infidelity ; that since none are created with minds
similarly modelled, and therefore, since no one, it he
possess a faith which has a real vitality within him,
can believe precisely as others believe, all sects in re-

ligion are so many evidences of different forms of in-

fidelity, infidelity proportioned to the amount of con-
formitv required. When the true nature of religion

shall become better understood, every one will form
his own belief, and be his own sect ; when in the heart
of every one shall be his holy of holies, every one will

be his own priest. Religion will be considered a state

of mind; it will no longer be made to consist in a
conformity with another's creed ; in a compL'ance with
heartless forms, and spirit crushing ceremonies ; in a
prostration of the intellect to human authority; each
will expound for himself, in accordance with convic-
tion, that which each has an equal right to expound,
the divine law written on the heart, and re-written in
the word of God. A Sabbatical day may then become
to all a blessing; a periodical rest from worldly care and
toil, of contemplation and repose to some ; to others,

of social happiness and active recreation amid the
glories of nature ; of intellectual self culture ; of in-

struction imparted and received ; of works of benefi-
cence ; in short each by enjoying the boon as may best
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befit his inward feelings, and his outward circum-
stances, will practically evince his faith in the decla-

ration of Christ, that a day of rest was given for the
benefit of man, and not, as some teach, that man is to

be sacrificed to a sabbath of human fabric. The re-

ligion of Christ is essentially a religion offreedom and
of equality ; it came to heal the broken-hearted, to set

tree the captive, to abase the pride of the rich, to raise

and support the fallen, to do justice to all. Widely
have the instructors of religion, the franiers of hard
sabbath observances for the poor and the toil-worn,

while they would leave untouched the rich and the

idle, departed from the letter and the spirit of Christ's

doctrine and example ; they would degrade a religion

of mercy, of love, of boundless sympathy, into a nar-

row sectarian observance of form ; they would add to

the already too heavy burdens of the injured and the

oppressed, they would widen the barrier that separates

the lofty from the degraded, whom it was more espe-

cially Christ's mission to unite into the great human
family. Christianity is, 1 repeat, the manifestation of

love, of freedom, of justice; and when knowledge
shall become, as it will eventually become, all-per-

vading, the spirit of Christianity will be understood ;

the illumination and the manifestation of this spirit

will burst the bonds of mental, moral, and physical

slavery, and open the road to universal freedom and
universal happiness ; the thoughts and actions of man
will form one continued adoration ; and in an en-

lightened performance of the divine will, in the happi-

ness of the whole human race, there shall ascend to

the throne of Almighty beneficence, the true and ac-

ceptable tribute of praise and thanksgiving. " The
hour cometh when ye shall neither in this mountain
nor yet at Jerusalem worship the Father. But the

hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshippers

shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth ; for

the Father seeketh such to worship Him. God is a
spirit, and they that worship Him, must worship Him
in spirit and in truth."

I hope that sufficient argument has been advanced
to convince every one of the imperative necessity of
maintaining independence of mind, and that sufficient

warning has been given of the evils which will inevi-

tably arise from a surrender of powers bestowed for

self-improvement, and of the employment of which
jiowors an individual account will be required at that
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hour wlien no reference to human authority, how high

soever, will avail.

Allow me earnestly and strenuously to advise my
readers, on matters of fact to avail themselves, by all

possible means, of the minds ot others ; but in mat-

ters of opinion, to trust to none but themselves; to

avoid, in the conscientious search after truth, every

stumbling block which the interested and the bigoted

may, and will seek to cast in their path. They may
rest assured that this is the only mode ot securing that

inward peace and holy calm of mind, without which
religion is an empty name, and happiness a vain sha-

dow. I would place before them as the highest and
brightest exemplar of independence, and as a stimulus

to the attainment of that peace which passes all under-

standing, the character of Jesus Christ, the author of

our faith, who, knowing the truth of the principles He
taught, and their incalculable value in securing the

temporal and eternal welfare of man, endured not

merely without complaint, but with rejoicing, the

scoffs and persecutions of men, even the cruel and lin-

gering death on the cross, rather than betray his sacred

trust, by a sacrifice of those principles to the preju-

dices of the selfish and the rich, by giving up the ac-

complishment of that good to the many, which in the

fulness of time He foresaw they would produce. Has
Christ, the beloved and appointed by God, lived and
died in vain ? Do we need another Christ to convince

us that the opinions and the authority of man are to

be disregarded, when set in op[)osition to the dictates

of divine truth engraven on the heart, and proclaimed

in the word of God ? W. T. W.



ON THE

PRINCIPLES OF MORALITY.

LETTER 1.

Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil, that

put darkness for light, and light for darkness ; that put

bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter."

—

Isaiah 5, 20.

Human happiness has no perfect security but freedom ;

freedom none but virtue ; virtue none but knowledge."
—Address to the Citizens of Boston, Sept. 11 th-, 1830,

bt/ Josiuh Quincey. Fuge 33.

Mankind have always agreed in considering morality

excellent and worthy ot inculcation both by precept

and example ; but, if a few of the wisest have at-

tained to just ideas on this point, if they have dis-

covered in what morality consists, the discovery has

influenced their practice only, and has not enabled

them to draw a line between right and wrong, for the

I est of mankind. The philosopher who asserted that

pleasure was morality, was right as regarded himself,

for his greatest pleasure was derived from his highest

faculties ; but wrong as regarded the majority ot man-
kind, who knew no pleasure but what was derived

from their lower faculties. He spoke the truth, but

not the whole truth : to the evil arising from the

omission, the name Epicurean bears witness. Jeremy
Bentham was the first who reduced the before con-

fused and chaotic materials into some degree of

order and system, but by ueglecting the light which
has been recently shed upon the science of mind, he

has necessarily proved less successful in iiis moral than

in his legislative labours. To frame a good code of

laws, it is requisite to know how tlie mind acts uiuler

given circumstances ; to produce a true system of
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morality tlie constitution of the mind itself must lu:

known.
The woild lias not yet attained to a standard of

morality, adapted to every possible state ot existence,

but has rested satisfied with that which chance has

presented to view, or which circumstances have dic-

tated. Various are the systems which, in successive

ages, have been either promulgated by philosophers

and followed by the multitude, or whicli have been
instinctively deduced by all the members of a com-
munity, from the circumstances attendant on the origin,

and influencing the development of that community.
In a primitive state of society where man gains his

subsistence by hunting, and where the scarcity of food

gives rise to excursions tor plunder, and these in their

turn to others for revenge ; the bodily vigour and
agility necessary to render the chace successful, and
undaunted courage in battle, are almost the oidy re-

cognized virtues. Each man's powers sutfice for the
supply of his few and simple wants ; the way of lite

of one, is consequently the way of life of all ; and
their ideas on morality as on all other subjects are

necessarily circumscribed and unsatisfactory.

But as civilization advances, and as the distiibution

of employment and wealth becomes more unequal,

giving rise to distinct and permanent classes, such as

the rich and the poor ; to professions, such as the

legal, the clerical, the medical, &c. ; and to trades

and manufactures innumerable; so do standards of
right ami wrong multiply, and mould tliemselves ac-

cording to the wants and occupations of each distinct

class.

Again : individual organization, Avhich, in the savage

state, merges into general character, exercises in a

state ot incipient or growing civilization, a remarkable
intiuence in the production of various criterions of
right and wrong. We have thus another equally cer-

tain, though perhaps less immediately perceptible di-

vision, in which the classification proceeds not ac-

cording to external, but according to internal rela-

tions ; not according to ciicumstances, but according

to mind.
Once more : in the formation of a true system of

morality, both external and internal relations, both
circumstances and mind, require to be taken into ac-

count ; not, however, one class of circumstances, or

one class of minds ; but the universe of circumstance.
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and the universe of mind. For on tlie breadth of the

foundations of such a system will depend the strengtli

and enduringness of the superstructure.

On the notions taking their rise Irom the influence

of circumstance, such as the admiration of courage,

of wealth, of rank, of power, of sincerity, of piety,

and of other mental qualities for their own sake, ex-

clusive of their actual or probable effects, I shall not

dilate. These are popular errors, which can deceive

only the grossly ignorant, or the culpably unthinking;

the experience of the worthlessness of all qualities ex-

cept as means to one great end, will form a sufficient

antidote to the apparent attractions ot any system

which may seek to elevate them into ends.

That argument must, indeed, be cunningly devised,

which shall convince him whose system of morality is

derived from his individual organization, of the insuf-

ficiency of the foundation on which he builds. That
to which a man is naturally inclined, he thinks must
be right ; what he dislikes must be wrong; and thus

it may be in legard to himself; but let him not expect

others to adopt his standard, let him not expect others

of their own free will to lie down on this Procrustean

bed which he prepares for them. The misfortune

indeed is, that the mass of mankind are too prone

blindly to assent and submit to the rule of dogmatism,

without looking for the evidence or arguments by which
it should be supported. Their assent seems rather to

be proportioned to the terrors presented to their view
if they decline obedience, than to the reasons which
would justify obedience. Of dogmatists, the most
dogmatic have at all times been the religious ; with

them, assertion and denunciation have supplied the

place of persuasion and argument ; they have assumed
that they possess unlimited powers over the eternal

welfare of the soul, and by means of this assiunption,

imsupported by an iota of evidence, have they ruled

the world with a rod of iron. They are the type of

tyrants, substituting their own arbitrary caprices for

universal and eternal laws ; and where they profess to

tbllow these, allowing no interpretation but their own.
It is not, then, tyrants, but their victims that can

be convinced. Every one must learn that he has an

equal and inalienable right to interpret his own nature

and the laws of God ; and that human terrois are im-

potent, as long as Divine punishment is felt to be un-

deserved.
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The examination of our universal nature, ol tlie

capabilities and tendencies of humanity, can alone con-

duct us to a true system of morality ; while the ex-

clusive examination of our own individual nature, will

enhance the uitliculty, and postpone the time of its

attainment. For it assumes as landmarks, not so much
the points wherein we resemble, as those wherein we
differ from the rest of mankind. We elevate qualities

wherein we excel, into guides and monitors; and can

scarcely persuade ourselves that those in which we are

tieticient, speak to other men in a voice no less dis-

tinct and authoritative. We expect that others shall

bend the knee to that which we deem worthy of reve-

rence, without sufficiently considering whether the

grounds of that reverence are intrinsic and therefore

universal, or whether they be exclusively derived

From our own mental peculiarities and conceptions.

Thus,—
" One man says he has a thing made on purpose to

tell him what is right and what is wrong, and that it

is called a moral sense ; and then he goes to work at

his ease, aiid says, such a thing is right, and such a

thing is wrong—Why ? because my moral sense tells

me it is." " Another mati comes and alters the phrase ;

leaving out moral and putting in common in the room
of it. He then tells you that his common sense teaches

him what is right and wrong, as surely as the other's

moral sense did ; meaning by common sense, a sense

of some kind or other, which he says is possessed by
all mankind : the sense of those whose sense is not

the same as the author's being struck out of the ac-

count as not worth taking."
'• Another man says, that as to a moral sense indeed,

he cainiot find he has any such thing; that, however,

he has an understanding, which will do quite as well.

This understanding, he says, is the standard of right

and wrong; it tells him so and so. All good and wise

men understand as he does: if other men's under-

standing differ in any point from his, so much thi*

worse for them ; it is a sure sign they are either de-

fectiveor corrupt." " The fairest and openest of them
all is that sort of man who speaks out and says, I am
of the number of the elect ; now God himself takes

care to inform the elect what is right, and thai with

so good effect, that let them strive ever so much,
they cannot help, not only knowing it, but practising

it. If, therefore, a man wants to know what is right

D
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and what is wrong, he has iiotbiiig to do but to come
to me."*

These are, among many others, the conflicting doc-

trines which have been entertained by pseudo-philo-

sophers, and to which they have expected and indeed

gained the adherence ol their unreasoning fellow-ciea-

tures. Had reason been the test of truth, this could

never have been the case ; for not one of these imagi-

nary standards will bear the scrutiny of unprejudiced

argument. Take one or two as examples. The
moral sense, what is it but a monitor which prompts

to the performance, or raises its voice against the per-

petration of actions on whose propriety or impropriety

the intellect has already determined, but which of itself

can determine nothing ; which encourages the practice

of virtue, and the avoidance of vice, but leaves untold

the qualities and the acts which constitute both the

one and the other ? What practices so contradictory,

that conscience has not sanctioned ? What deviations

so obvious from true morality, that the moral sense

has not enjoined? What in one age is performed and
praised, may become in another an object of contempt
or detestation ; what is shunned now, may, centuries

hence, be universally prized and sought after. No
folly, no tyranny, no cruelty but may at one time have
sought and found refuge under the sheltering wing of
conscience. Theft was permitted, nay, encouraged,

in Sparta ; at the present day, it is considered, in all

civilized countries, a crime. Was there not a moral
sense then as well as now ? Amongst the JMexicans,

at the time America was discovered, the sacrifice cf

human victims was regarded as not only innocent, but
as a necessary propitiation of the Deity ; and lands

which even then prided themselves on their superior

civilization and enlightenment, have sent up the smoke
of such sacrifices on the altar of superstition ; deeming
them a peace offering to an offended God. Who at

the present day does not shudder at the very idea of
such iniquity ? Do we possess a stronger moral sense

than the barbarous Mexicans, or than our scarcely less

barbarous forefathers; or has an increase of knowledge
etfected the changt; ? The moral sense of grave and
learned judges once allowed them to witness the ex-

aminacion by torture, and the final burning or drown-
ing of certain of their fellow-creatures, who having

* Bentham on Morak.
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llie misfortune to bs women and aged, were reputed
witches. Old women are now no longer either tor-

tm-ed or burned. Is it that they have ceased their

dealings with the Evil One, or that such dealings are

now believed to be fabulous ? Either way, what has
the conscience to do in the matter ? All thesj con-
trarieties in thought and action, and others innumera-
ble, has the moral sense sanctioned. Why ? Be-
cause it is an instinct, and nothing more, which lends

its aid as eagerly to evil as to good ; like mercenary
troops which inquiie not the cause in which they are

to do battle, but, right or wrong, light for the pay-

master of the moment, and consequently against all in

turn, if so required.

Again : when we hear of the understanding being
the criterion of right and wrong, may we not inquire

whose understanding? and this ascertained, may we
not extend the inquiry as to how one m.an's under-

standing, or oven that of a class of men, can ever
suffice as a standard for that of mankind ? If the un-
derstanding of every one be different from that of his

neighbour, how by these means can we arrive at a

universal standard? It is impossible. This would
be indeed the apotheosis of reason, making it intui-

tively omniscient and omnipresent. The understand-

ing is the means by which to acquire knowledge, but
not knowledge itself ; the instrument for attaining an
end, but not that end itself; and by observing and
drawing conclusions from the phenomena which pass

in review before it, may deduce a standard which shall

be equally suitable for those to whom the same ma-
terials are open.

The truth is, all these terms and systems are but so

many expressions of egotism. My moral sense in-

forms me that such a thing is right ; another man's un-
derstanding, as plainly tells him that it is wrong .

Who shall decide between us ? If we refer to the ad-

vocate of Divine election, he will say perhaps that

neither can be right, for we belong not to the number
of the elect. God, he says, has told him what to per-

form, and what to leave unperformed ; he alone, there-

fore, can be, and is, right, together with those who
follow him. Who will believe his assertions? No
one certainly, or none but the blindly credulous, the
willingness of whose belief in a proposition is com-
monly in the inverse ratio of its probability. And
thus, to the end of time, may we proceed from one
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pgotism to another, iiiitil at Iciigtli wearied with tii«

profitless search, we either selt-eomplaceiitly returu

to our own from whicli we started ; or, employing our
reason as it ought to be employed, we deduce from
the chaos of conflicting evidence, one grand and har-

monious principle, even as the Creator, at the fiat of
his will, formed, out of the chaos of pre-existent

matter, one grand and harmonious Universe.
A system of morality, if it is to be a universal rule

of conduct; if it is to guide mankind in the various

conditions io which they may find themselves placed,

in every transaction of their lives ; if it is to have equal

weight in the palace of the king, and in the cottage of
the peasant ; in the season ot prosperity and rejoicing,

and in the hour of trial and adversity, must be based
on a principle which includes within its range all pos-

sible states and vicissitudes to which man may be sub-

ject : in other words, on a knowledge of human na-

ture and human destination. What then shall we say

to those who found their system upon the peculiarities

of their own minds, upon a jingle of words, or upou
a foolish and impious assumption of exclusive Divine
guardiansliipand direction? The convictions of such,

can never become tlie convictions of mankind ; but
must end where thev began,—with themselves.

W T. W.

LETTER 2.

Religionists of all sects concur, 1 imagine, in assert-

ing that it is in the revealed word of God that man is

to search for the only true and unfailing guide lor con-

duct, and that there alone it is to be found. The an-

swer to this assertion is similar to that which reject*

the elevation of the moral sense into such a guide.

How can that prove a guide which every one inter-

prets differently ? If a true system of morality be one

which enjoins the necessity of the same conduct, un-

der similar circumstances, how can that be such a sys-

tem, which, when read and interpreted by man, gives

an equal sanction to the most opposite courses ? On
the supposition that portions only of the Bible a<re tu
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be considered as the direct emiuciution of the will of
God, and that others are purely human, an equal dif-

ficulty occurs ; for the very existence of a doubt im-
plies the insufficiency of internal evidence to settle the

point satisfactorily. Is the Divine code contained in

the Old, or in the New Testament? If miracles can
be brought to support the one, they are no less avail-

able in regard to the other. If at Cana of Galilee

water was turned into wine, if the lame were made
to walk, and the blind to see, if what was the ordi-

nary nutriment of a few, was made to suffice for thou-
sands, in support of the doctrine of peace and good-
will towards men ; the old dispensation could like-

wise boast of its miracles, though in support of far

•other doctrines, inculcations, and acts. On Mount
Sinai, God delivered to Moses the Jewish law, face

to face ; an exclusive law, requiring obedience inde-

pendent of the will, and surrounded by forms, rites,

and ceremonies ; the earth opening to swallow up the
sinner ; and the sun standing still, for the prolonged
slaughter of human beings. The appeal to superna-
tural occurrences is no stronghold for the Christian
faith ; the Jew shall produce occurrences still more
numerous and wonderful. It is vain to assert that

the new dispensation was intended to supersede the
old; prove it, or the assertion will not avail. If you
change your ground and say that the morality of the
New Testament appears to be better adapted to the
wants of human nature ; this is a plain proof that you
do not assent to it because it is of divine origin, but
that you believe it to be of divine origin because you
assent to its doctrines. It is not, then, a rule of con-
duct on which you can rely in every exigency, but
one of which you avail yourself only when it suits

your preconceived notions. Truly this kind of mora-
lity, which may be taken up and laid down at plea-

sure, may suit present convenience, but can never pro-
mote ultimate welfare.

But suppose that no doubt existed as to which is

the code ; suppose it to be the New Testament.
Have we yet got to the bottom of the matter? Does
reason, even here, go hand in hand with injunction ?

that is, are the natural inducements to an act pointed
oat, at the same time that the act is enjoined ? If not,
we have advanced not a step. For reasons are plastic

and universally applicable ; injunctions rigid and un-
yielding.

d2
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" Blessed are the meek, for tliey sliall iiiTierit tire

earth," is a Christian precept. Is it to be followed
in every instance? If not, when and where to be
transgressed? Does the New Testament answer
these questions ? Which, however, must be answered
in that which professes to be a pei'fect code of morals.

Where is it there shewn that meekness is a means to

happiness ; but that in circumstances which point out
the necessity of the opposite quality, the lesser may
and must be sacrificed to the greater good ? Luther'
was not meek, when he called aloud to the spirit of
Christendom to awake from its long slumber, and to

oast off the fetters in which it lay enthralled under the

baneful shade of human infallibility ; when against the
might of consecrated prejudice, and the terrors of the

* I cannot resist the temptation of presenting to my read-

ers the following beautiful character of this jrreat man, ex-

tracted from Henry Heine's " Hints for a History of Phil-

osophy and Religion in Germany ;" a work, the translation

of which into the English language, would, in my opinion,

be of signal service in dispelling the delusions of a worn out

superstition, and m unmasking the artifices of an unholy
priesthood •

—

" Our history presents no character so great or so tho-

roughly German as that of Martin Luther. He might be
said to represent Germany, since all the national virtues, as

well as all the national failings, were united in him on the

grandest scale. He had peculiarities which we seldom find

m the same individual, and which we commonly look upon
as incompatible contradictions. A dreamy mystic—he was
also a practical man in public life ; a cold scholastic word-
splitter—he was also an inspired God-excited prophet.

—

After spending the day in laborious dogmatical distinctions

.ind discussions, in the evening he would snatch his flute,

turn his eyes heaven-ward, and dissolve in melody and devo-

tion. The same man who could scold like a fish-wife, could

.ilso be effeminate as a tender maiden. Now like the storm
which uproots the forest-oaks,—now like the zephyr which
plays with the humble violet. Although filled with the

profoundest love of God and veneration for the Holy Ghost,
although capable of abstracting himself at will into the pure

legion of spirit, he yet well knew, and worthily prized, the

beauties which this world offers : out of his mouth proceeded

the celebrated proverb,— ' he who loves not wine, woman,
and song, remains a fool all his life long.' His thoughts

had not only w'ings but hands ; he spote, and as he spoke

so he performed. Glory to Luther ! Eternal glory to him
who saved our noblest property, and on whose good decdi;

we still live and prosper 1'"
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papal anathema, he marshalled in battle array the

voice of reason and the resistless impulse of spreading

eidightenment ; when he assailed and levelled with
the ground the chosen strongholds of ignorance, su-

perstition, and bigotry. Hampden was not meek,
when he raised his voice against the aggressions of
power ; that voice destined to resound through all

lands, and through all ages, causing the tyrant to quail

in tile midst ot his tyranny, making glad the heart of
the oppressed, and giving vigour to the arm of the li-

berator. Milton was not meek, when he denounced
with unsparing severity the enemies of free thought
and free speech ; when he opened men's eyes, strip-

ping off the sheep's clothing which disguised the
wolves' nature of those who, by their traditions, made
" the word of God of none effect," who sought to en-
close all men in one common fold, that they might at

leisuie devour and wax fat on their substance.

These great men were not meek in the common ac-

ceptation of the term ; they could not passively see

the immortal spirit of man crushed beneath creeds,

ceremonies, and superstitions ; they could not suffer

liis rights to be invaded and trampled on ; could not,

without a protest, see the welfare of humanity sacri-

ficed to the pleasure of individuals. Were they right,

or were they wrong, in thus transgressing the letter

of the precept ? V.'ould they not have failed in their

duty, had they pursued an opposite course ? Pos-
terity, that unprejudiced and unerring judge, from
whose decision there is no appeal, has pronounced
tliem to have acted nobly and righteously, as men ac-

tuated solely by the desire of promoting the well being
of their race ; and the incense of their sacrifice on the
altar of humanity, shall perfume the moral atmosphere
around us, with a sweetness ever growing purer and
holier ; as our appreciation of the blessings of personal
and mental liberty shall become more intense and more
vital.

" Do unto others as ye would they should do unto
you," is another precept whose beauty and even prac-
tical worth, I am far from wishing to dispute. But
it is an instruct'on to the moral, not to the intellectual

part of our nature. Every one entertains the best
intentions with regard to Iiimself ; but do these inten-
tions always produc; the actions most consonant with
his own interest ? Decidedly not ;—where, then, can
be the benefit of his perf'oi-miiig, in regard to others,
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wliat has failed of its wished effect, as regards him-
self? We daily behold unenlightened benevolence
multiplying the evils which it would fain annihilate.

—

It is ignorance of right, not the wish to do wrong,
which is to be deplored. This proposition may be
illustrated, in the followirig manner :— I set out on a

journey to a distant place, naturally desirous of reach-

ing my destination as speedily and as pleasantly as pos-

sible, and as naturally seeking the requisite informa-

tion from those best acquainted with the country.

—

What will be my feelings, if instead of direct answers
to my inquiries, I receive oidy warnings of the dangers

to be encountered if I err, and promises of the plea-

sure to be enjoyed, if I arrive in safety ; il instead of

information to keep me right, I obtain only threaten-

ings if I go wrong? Thus it is with mankind. En-
gaged in the joufney of life, they are undoubtedly
solicitous to keep the right path ; in other words, to

promote their own welfare : the Bible holds out pro-

mises of enjoyment if they do well, threats of punish-

ment if they do ill ; but grievously must they have
been disappointed, if they have expected to find there

definitions of right and wrong. But this disappoint-

ment, this discovery of the fallaciousness of their ex-

pectations, is the first harbinger of hope for them

;

tlie first intimation that they are at length opening
their eyes to see the difference between exhortation

and information, between denunciations against wick-
edness, or promises to righteousness, and instructions

which shall enable them to practice the one, and to

avoid the other.

It appears astonishing that man should have attached

so much greater authority to the partial declaration of

the will of the Almighty in his written word, than to

that universal declaration which his works when fully

understood, and rightly interpreted, will be found to

contain ; that the vast and glorious volume of the

Universe should be considered of small moment as a

vehicle of instruction, compared with the mere ap-

pendix, which professes not to impart positive know-
ledge, but simply to point out the frame of mind in

which the volume itself must be studied.

Is the Universe less a work of Omnipotence than
the written word of God ?f Are the precepts incul-

j" This is on the supposition that the whole, or any part
of what we designate the Bible, is actually and directly a.

work of inspiration : on the supposition that it is purely

human, the argument gains infinitely in streiigth.
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cated by the one, precepts only initiatoiy, to be reve-

renced and obeyed, tliose by tlie other whieli are final,

to be feared and disregarded ? Is man to remain for

ever actuated by the desire of performing what is

right, whilst he wilfully shuts his eyes on the true

means of discovering what constitutes right; to live

for ever with the sword suspended over his head,
while refusing to take the steps necessary to secure

his safety ? No ; for the knowledge of danger is only
so far beneficial, as it leads to the discovery of the
means by which it may be avoided ; without this, it

creates evil, unredeemed by a counterbalancing amount
of good.

But, it may be asked, if the word of God, neces-

sarily the highest authority in all matters of which it

does treat, gives no information on this subject, to

whom must we apply, on what human authority can
we rest? I ask in return, for what purpose has man
received powers of observation and of reasoning, of
collecting facts and thence drawing conclusions, which,
when well ascertained, become piinciples; if it be not
that these powers be fully and fairly exercised by all

who possess them, and on every subject influential on
the welfare of mankind ? Too long, trusting to the
direction of feelings and prejudices, have we neg-
lected the precious boon ; too long preferring the dawni
of semi-enlightenment to the perfect brightness of the

meridian sun, have we congratulated ourselves on the
strength of our vision, and the extent of our view
Let us no longer enact so foohsh a part; having eyes,

let us see ; having reason, let us diligently cultivate,

and sedulously employ it; let us know nothing, believe

nothing, which it refuses to sanction ; let not wealth,

let not principalities, let not powers, seduce us into

the desertion of a single principle of whose existence

it has convinced us. And here, I would earnestly ad-

monish my readers not to accept on trust a single

opinion which I or any other individual may put forth

;

weigh carefully in your own minds the importance of
every fact, and the soundness of every argument ad-

duced in its support. Such is the course to be pur-

sued with all you read, with all you hear. For how
are you benefited, even supposing your opinions to

be correct, if you be not in your own minds con-
vinced of their correctness ? if you be not prepared to

defend your position against the assaults of all oppo-
nents ? To compare things immaterial with materi;d.
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)oiir mental state will resemble the condition of the

fommander of a fortress who in possession of the

strongest disposable garrison and of the most im-

pregnable position, is unaware that he possesses these

advantages. Wanting the confidence imparted by the

knowledge of strength, he surrenders to a besieging

force inferior to his own, when, if better informed, 4ft;

might have defied every attack. Thus it is in matters

of opinion. Better a modest building founded on a

rock, than the most splendid superstructure based in

sand. The opinions of others nuist not, cannot be-

come your own, until yoii also have gone through
the process which in others had led to their formation.

Having, I trust, succeeded in shewing that the

principles of moral science are far from being univer-

sally recognized ; and that consequently when they

are acted upon, the merit is to be ascribed rather to

chance than to the intentions of the actor, in my next

letter I will proceed to inquire in what these princi-

ples consist. W. T. VV.

LETTER 3.

The questions to be answered before morality can be

placed on a rational and enduring basis, are 1st. What
is the purpose of man's existence ? And 2nd. VVhat

are the means of fulfilling that purpose ?

1st then, what is the pui'fjose of man's existence?

God is at the same time infinitely powerful and in-

finitely benevolent. Benevolence delights in the con-

templation of happiness, and omnipotence renders that

contemplation possible, on a scale of infinitude. Every
part of the universe, with which we are hitherto ac-

quainted, bears marks of design, and proofs that that

design however manifested, is an emanation from one
and the same ruling mind. The same law which guides

the planets in their course, causes the feather to fall

to the ground ; the sun which diffuses light and beauty

through our world, gladdens other worlds also with
its rays; and is itself but the type of countless other

Bims illumining countless other worlds. One common
bond of union unites the physical universe; one hand
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maintains in their place its largest masses, and its mi-

nutest integral portions. If, then, we can discover what
is the design of any single point, we shall arrive at the

intention of the whole. This, it is true, is -du a priori

argument, and therefore as far as proof is concerned,

more applicable to those parts of the creation whose
design we cannot discover by direct investigation,

tlian to those whose purpose is unfolded by their in-

trinsic mechanism and its results. But even in this

last class, it may be usefully employed as confirmatory

by indirect means, of the truths of which investigation

Las, by direct means, in some measure convinced us.

Let us suppose then a total ignorance of the purpose

for which man exists. If we find that the forms of

organized matter which manifest conscious existence,

that is some trace of mind, however inferior to that

displayed by man, are constantly so moulded as to be
capable of pleasurable emotion ; if we find that plea-

sure is a necessary condition of their being ; if we lind

the capability for pleasure enlarged in proportion as

we pursue our investigation in the ascending scale ;

the conviction must force itself upon us, even previ-

ous to examining the highest links of the chain, that

these also are capable of pleasure ; pleasure greater in

amount, in proportion as the organization is superior.

Kecurring to the truth, that creation is the work of
one ruling mind, we see that if happiness be the end
of the inferior organization, it must for a still stronger

reason be that of the superior. Look abroad on a
bright summer evening, mark the countless throng of
busy beings which people creation, and make glad the
face of nature. " Swarms of new born flies are trying

their pinions in the air : their sportive motions, their

wanton mazes, their gratuitous activity, their conti-

nual change of place without use or purpose, testify

their joy, and the exultation which they feel in their

lately discovered faculties."* The eloquent music of
the feathered tribes, the outpourings of genuine feel-

ing, proclaim their happiness as no language can pro-

claim it. The beasts of the field enjoy existence with
a more quiet and sober enjoyment, basking in the
blight sunshine, reclining in the shade of some wide
spreading tree, or standing knee deep in the clear

stream, whose waters at the same time quench their

thirst, and afford protection from the attacks of their

* Natural Theology.—Palcy.
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insect enemies. All luituro teems with life ; ami liow-

ever the maiiifeslHtioiis of happiness may vary, hap-

piness is in all that life ; enjoyment in comparison with

which, the few and accidental instances of its contrary

which may be brought forward, are as nothing in the

balance. Pleasure is the rule, pain the exception.

Such being the case with the inferior animals, how
striking would be the anomaly were man, the lord of

the creation, whose bodily and mental constitution so

exceedingly surpass theirs, to form an exception in the

scheme of Providence ; were man not destined to en-

joy, and were he not capable of enjoying hap))iness as

unalloyed as theirs, whilst infinitely surpassing it in

amount. The God of the Universe created man ;

that God, all whose other works overflow with marks
of benevolent design ; he therefore created him as an

actor in the spectacle of that felicity which is the de-

light of Omnipotence ; as a dweller on a fragment of

that system which itself fills but an infinite fraction of

boundless space, whose soul, whose vivifying principle

is as boundless love. From my inmost soul do I loathe

and abjure the fanaticism, which under the mask of

piety, betrays the malignity of its nature, in its impious

representations of the divine character ; which makes
the Deity either view with savage delight the torments

of his creatures, or unable to avert the misery he vain-

ly deplores; which regards him either as a fiend omni-
potent, or as a finite power with infinite benevolence.

Such doctrines, did not history shew their evil effects,

we should have pronounced too absurd and revolting

to be dangerous. At the present day we dismiss them
with a passing notice, grateful those who hold them,

no longer possess the power of exemplifying in their

conduct, their admiration of the Moloch which their

hearts enshrine in place of the holy ideal of divine

love.

Yes! happiness is the end of all conscious existence,

and therefore of mairs; happiness not offered re-

luctantly and sparingly, but freely and in overflowing

measure. For the attainment of this end, is all na-

ture created. The breeze rich with the perfumes of

flowers; the thunder storm rolling in terrific majesty

over our heads ; the lake smiling in unruffled calm
;

the ocean dashing its proud waves against earth's

every shore ; the song of birds, the roar of the cata-

ract, the verdure of the valley ; the snow which

clothes the mountain top ; all that exist, all that live,
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and move and breathe, are created with a view to this

great end. And is not an end like this, worthy of

infinite power ? Is not a divine purpose thus fultilled,

a dehght meet for infinite love?

This may be termed an argument by anticipation.

In one part of the creation we see proofs of design,

we note the purpose to which the contrivance is ap-

plied, and thence infer that in other parts also, the

same design and the same purpose will manifest them-
selves. And this is a legitimate deduction : so much
so, that if we can suppose beings endowed with a

higher organization than our own, we must likewise

suppose them to be capable of a superior amount of

happiness ; the end of all organization being happiness.

But there exist minds of so practical a nature as to

be incapable of comprehending such an argument

—

To them, facts cease to be facts, when they no longer

appeal to external sense. Their constant cry is, " give

us facts ;" but they do not perceive that their idea of

fact is limited and one sided. Their definition of fact

is, whatever produces an effect on the powers of ob-

servation ; to me the true definition appears to be,

whatever in any way produces an effect on any mental
faculty. Each faculty has its own peculiar class of

objects of which it takes cognizance, and these all

equally constitute facts and realities, notwithstanding
that the supremacy of external sense in the majority

of mankind, prevents them from perceiving and ac-

knowledging the truth. But in deference to, and for

the benefit of the practical, let us briefly examine the

constitution of man himself. The facts of observation

will be found to confirm those of argumenc. And first

of his bodily structure.

The human frame unites in the highest degree

strength, freedom of motion, and beauty. It is made
up of bones, caitilage, muscle, internal and external

organs. The bones are the scaffolding of the struc-

ture, fixing the general shape, and giving firnmess and
strength to the whole. It would occupy too much
space to describe the endless and beautiful variety of

contrivance lavished on this important frame-work
alone ; the admirable manner in which the nature of

the mechanism is adapted to the destined uses of the

part ; and in which strength is sacrificed where plia-

bility and grace are more needed, and the reverse.

—

Let one example suffice. The brain is at the same
time the most delicate and the most important organ
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in the whole body. It is the organ of mind, perhaps
the mind itself; but so fragile that the slightest touch
deranges its healthy action. If this so essential part
bad been left uncovered or without adequate protec-
tion, we should have spent a life of misery in en-
deavouring to shield it from danger, and unsuccess-
fully too, for all our efforts could not have protected
an organ in so exposed a locality. But the very le-

veise of this is the case. The main protection of the
brain consists of bone, in the form of an arch, that
form which is universally recognized as the strongest.
'I his bony covering is not one and indivisible, but is

made up of seveial bones, whose serrated edges fit

closely into each other, forming what are termed
sutures. By this arrangement a double purpose is

gained, increased strength, and the impossibility of
fracturing the skull by any one blow not sufficiently

heavy completely to crush the whole head. Had the
skull consisted of one bone only, the fracture might
have spread from one end to the other ; but formed as

it is, of many, the injury cannot reach beyond the
boundaries of the single bone on which it is inflicted.

The line of beauty and the line of strength here illus-

trate each other. Cartilage is a tough, flexible, and
elastic substance. Its uses are, firmly to unite the
bones, to allow freedom of motion, and to soften the
shocks which on the slightest movement, would prove
without its intervention, fatally prejudicial to the vital

organs. Without it, our movements would be rigid,

laborious, and ungainly ; every step would so shake
our whole frame as to preclude the possibility of com-
fort ; with it, all is unconsciousness, ease and grace.
Muscle is a soft and pulpy substance. lis uses form
one of the most beautiful illustrations of the manoer
in which the Creator has in numberless instances

united beauty with strength. What is it which gives

to the human form that graceful and flowing outline

which constitutes one of its chief beauties ? It is the
muscles ; by their softness they prevent the possibility

of a sharp angle. But this substance, in its own na-

ture so yielding as in some instances almost to merit
the term liquid, becomes, when endowed with vitality,

the lever which sets the whole body in motion ; which
renders possible the performance of feats of agility

and strength, truly wonderful, if the natuie of the
means be considered. By what process a substance,

in its own nature so weak, should yet, through the
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influence of the vital current, become the immediate
source ot :ill human strength, still remains one of the

many unexplained wonders of the creation. Of the

subserviency of the internal and external organs to

the production of pleasure, I shall presently speak.

But I must first call attention to a fact well worthy
of notice. In all the parts which are exposed to view,

beauty is no where sacrificed to strength and imme-
diate utility ; they uniformly accompany each other.

The immediate use of the eye is vision ; but its beauty,

its power of expression, its silent yet eloquent

language are uses not less important, and not less art-

tully provided for. In the organs which are concealed

from view, skill expended on appearance would be
skill thrown away, it could by no means produce an
increased amount of pleasure. We accordingly find

that all the contrivance is lavished in making these

organs subservient to their immediate purpose. The
internal organs are not sightly objects ; nor is it neces-

sary or interrded that they should be so. But they
perform their functions perlectly, and with unerring
regularity, and this is all that can be required of organs

so situated.

Again :
—" Had the eye, besides transmitting rays

of light to the optic nerve, been rendered sensible of
the successive passage of each ray through its sub-

stance, the impression excited by luminous bodies,

which is indispensable to vision ; the ultimate object

of the instrument, if not wholly lost, must necessarily

have become obscure, in direct proportion to the
acuteness of this sensibility. The hand of the mu-
sician could scarcely have executed its varied and
rapid movements upon his instrument, had his mind
been occupied at one and the same instant with the
process of muscular contraction in the finger, and the
idea of music in the brain. Had the communication
ot such a twofold consciousness been possible, in no
respect would it have been beneficial, in many cases

it would have been highly pernicious ; and the least

of the evil resulting from it would have been, that

the inferior would have interrupted the superior
faculty, and the means have deteriorated the end
But adjusted as our consciousness actually is, inva-
riably the point at which the organic process begins,

is that at which sensation ends. Had sensation beeii

extended beyond this point, it would have been
productive of paiu : at this point it uniformly stops.
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Nevertheless, by the indirect connexion of sensation

with the organic processes, a vast amount of pleasure

might be created ; a special apparatus is constructed

lor the express purpose of establishing this communi-
cation. There is thus the twofold proof, the positive

and the negative, the evidence arising as well from
what they do, as from what they abstain from doing,

that the organic processes are, and are intended to be,

sources of enjoyment."
•' But the production of pleasure, commencing at

this lowest point of conscious existence, increases

with the progressive advancement of organization and
function."

" The appetite for food, and the voluntary actions

dependent upon it, may be considered as the first ad-

vance beyond a process purely organic. The function,

by which new matter is introduced into the system

and converted into nutriment, is partly an animal and

partly an organic operation. The animal part of it

consists of the sensations of bun er and thirst, by
which we are taught when the system requires a fresh

supply of aliment ; together with the voluntary actions

by which the food is introduced into the system.—
The organic part of the function, consists of the

changes which the food undergoes after its introduc-

tion into the system, by which it is converted into

7iutriment. Sensations always of a pleasurable nature

arise indirectly in the manner already explained, from

the due performance of the organic part of the func-

tion ; but pleasure is also directly produced, by the

performance of the animal part of it. Wholesome
food is grateful ; the satisfaction of the appetite for

tood is pleasurable. Food is necessary to the support

of life i but it is not indispensable to the maintenance

of life, that food should be agreeable. Appetite there

must be, that food may be eaten ; but the act of eating

might have been secured without connecting it with

pleasure. Pleasure, however, is connected with it

;

first, directly, by thegratetulness of food ; and secondly,

indirectly, by the due digestion of the food. And the

annexation of pleasure in this twofold mode, to the

perfoiinance of the function of nutrition is another

case of the gratuitous bestowment of pleasure ; another

instance in which pleasure is communicated for its

own sake, and rested in as an ultimate object. Man
may regard such pleasures with comparative indif-

ference, because he is endowed with faculties which
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ulFoi-d him gratitic;itions superior in kind,* and larger

in amount ; but it is no mark of wisdom to despise

and neglect even these ; for they are annexed to the

exercise of a function which is the first to exalt us

a()ove a merely organic existence ; they are the first

pleasures of which, considered as merely sentient

creatures, we are susceptible ; th-y amount in the

aggregate to an immense sum ; ami they mark the

deptli in our nature, in which are laid the fountains of

enjoyment."!
Can contrivances so admirable admit a doubt as

regards the purpose to which they are subservient V

Can it be conceived, that, in so careful an elaboration

ot inorganic into organize!l, aiul of organized into

sentient matter, the Creator had any other design than

the production of pleasure ? Of such careful elaboia-

tioii is man's whole physical nature an evidence ;
and

the more it is examined and unfolded, the more fully

and gloriously do the mighty designs of wisdom and

benevolence display themselves. Every new step m
the field of discovery reveals the beauty ot the re-

gions already explored, gives presumption of still sur-

passing beauties adorning the uncertain horizon, and

accumulates proof upon proof, that the God ot wisdom

is also the God of love.

And if in endowaienrs purely physical, man is so

liighly favoured; if the mechanism of liie inferior part

of his nature calls forth our admiration and our grati-

tude ; if even here the provisions are so numerous and

interwoven as to require a life of study in order to mas-

ter the details ; must not admiration he lost in wonder,

when we contemplate that splendid edifice, the intel-

lectual constitution of man ? Whether it be regarded

as a spiritual, independent essence ; or as the necessary

consequence ot a certain arrangement of matter; the

conclusion at which we arrive is still the same ; that

here again is further and still nobler proof of wise and

* Strictly speakinsj, pleasure is always of one kind, and

the distinction of high and low is, when applied to if, un-

founded. Pleasure is the result of healthy action of an or-

gan or faculty ; and the amount of pleasure anne.'.ed to that

action is proportioned to the utility of the organ or faculty.

Distinctions of amount then, not of degree, are those only

which are justly apphcable to pleasure. The common fal-

lacy on this point arises from confounding the ultimate with

the immediate object of the faculties.

t Philosophy of health, vol. i., p. 82,—Southwood Smith.
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heiievoleiit design. Who tliat attentively and under-
staiidingly contemplates the human mind itself, the

beautiftd order and symmetry of its various faculties,

and their adaptation to the sphere of their action, can
fail to recognize the hand of Almighty beneficence as

the source of capabilities for happiness so extended

;

can resist the conviction forced upon him by evidence
so complete, that the intellectual, equally with the

physical constitution of man, is intended to be, and is

capable of being, at the same time the vehicle of com-
uiunication of happiness unalloyed, and the means of

its realization ? In thus examining the physical and
mental nature of man, we discover the end for which
be exists ; from the construction of the mechanism,
we infer its intended purpose.

Pleasure, then, being provided for in every part of

our nature, not as a means, but as an end, must
necessarily be good : pain, for which no provision is

made, which does not itself arise from the susceptibility

to pleasurable emotion, must as necessarily be an evil.

Pleasure is the result of healthy, pain of unhealthy
action ; pain, therefore, in whatever way manifested,

whether coi'poreally or mentally, is an evidence of

aberration froin, or opposition to tiie laws of our nature,

as pleasure is of accordance with them.
W. T. W.

LETTER 4.

How docs the conclusion at which we arrive, from
the investigation of facts, agjee with the doctrine of

those, who also adopt facts as the foundation on
which they build; a doctrine which inculcates the de-

pravity of the human race, and their inability to avoid

suffering in the present state of existence ? The at-

tempt to reconcile such doctrines must ever prove
vain. The one rests on the miseries caused by the

abuse of facidties ; the other, oir their happy effects

when rigbtly employed. Which is the better induc-

tion ? Let us take a closer view of the question at

issue. Man (it is said) is by nature sinful, incapable
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of good, except tliioiigli Divine aid directly vouch-

safed. Incapable of good ? Where, then, is the

wisdom and goodness of the Creator? By the nature

of his work is the artificer known. How then can

He be worthy of adoration who has created a being

(and that being the highest in the scale of known ex-

istence) whose whole nature is a mass of corruption ;

who can entertain no good thought, perform no good
action, but by the diiect prompting of his Creator ?

What do we think of the mechanic who produces an
instrument unable to perform its allotted functions,

without his constant supervision ? We think, and
justly, that his intelligence is unequal to the task he

has undertaken. And does not the argument which
holds good when applied to finite power and wisdom,
also hold good, in its application to the infinite, to the

source whence all power ami wisdom flow ? Un-
doubtedly. Here then is a double dilemma. On the

supposition that human nature is defective, the Creator

is either malevolent or imwise : on the supposition

that the Creator is infinite both in wisdom and good-
ness, human nature must be considered perfect in its

allotted sphere of action. Between these two sup-

positions there is no midway.
In what other of God's works, I would ask, do we

see the wisdom in which they are framed, thus by im-
plication, called in question ? Is man then an excep-

tion to the general order of nature, a faihire in that

system all whose other paits are allowed to display

perfection ? The attributes with which we invest

the God whom we adore are utterly at variance with
such a belief. Either the belief is unfounded, or the
attributes undeserved. In vindicating, however, the

claims of iiumanity to perfection, I would guard against
misunderstanding. The term human nature may bear

two significations ; 1st, the capabilities physical and
mental with which man is endowed ; 2nd, the fruit

which these capabilities have brought, and are bring-

ing forth, as manifested in the past and piesent con-
dition of mankind. Taken in the latter sense, I am
far from claiming for human nature the attribute of
perfection ; taken in the former, no alternative re-

mains, but to allow the claim without reservation

If it be asserted that man has not yet solved the
problem of conformity to the laws of his existence

;

the assertion has my entire concurrence ; when, how-
ever, it is said that these laws themselves are defec-
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tivc, and subservient only to the production of sut-

t'ering, I catniot but shudiler at the glarinj,' impiety.

vVgani : it is alHrnied tlint man requires Divine as-

sistance. Miracles apart, how is it possible to prove
that such assistance is ever rendered? On what
ground does the assertion rest ? Manifestly on none
but the ipse dixit of the assertors. To induce belief

they will be required to prove their exclusive posses-

sion of sources of information ; to prove that they
have been favoured with direct inspiration from heaven
in confirmation of tlieir statement ; this they must do,

or their assertions fall to tlie ground ; for who that

employs his reason, will embrace a doctrine which
I'equires supernatural evidence in its beliidf, as long as

tliat evidence is withlield ? What a wretched system
of patchwork would they have us believe is the master
work of Omnipotence ; is the being after whose crea-

tion God rested from his work, and declared it very
good. First, the work itself is constitutionally de-

fective, ever prone to evil, and unable to avoid suf-

fering ; and then the evil, which on this supposition

was either not foreseen or unavoidable, is to be reme-
died not by an alteration in the system (that hypothesis

would be sufficiently derngatory) but by the rectifica-

tion, not universal, but partial, of individuals. Is this

a manifestation of those attributes which cla'm our
love and our veneration ; this apart of the universal

system on which we found ourbelief in a ruling power
infinite in wisdom and in goodness ; this the inestima-

ble boon, in gratitude for which we are called on to

raise our hearts in praise and adoration ? No ! if this

indeed were tiue, we should rather have cause to

curse the day and the hour in which man first drew
his breath ; to murmur at the permission of misery
thus gratuitouslyinflicted, thus gratuitously prolonged.

Tiiose who hold such doctrines should hesitate ere

they arrogate to themselves exclusive claims to the

reputation of piety ; for they sap the foundation on
which all piety rests, the belief of a Providence ruling

all things for good. They apply to Omnipotence a

lower standard than that by which they test the intel-

ligence of their -own race. The wisdom of mortals

may fail to attain its purposed end ; it is therefore con-

cluded to be finite. Supposing the wisdom ot God at

any time thus to fail, while we persist in assigning to

it the attributes of infinity, where is the parity of

reasoning in the two cases ? l>ut in the absence of
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known causes to justify in the one case, the denial of

a conclusion univeisally admitted in the other, what
we helies'c and allirin to he true in tiie latter, must
necessarily he so in the former. Our belief then is

that God formed man in perfect wisdom, foreknowing
him to he fidly capable of working out a certain pur-

pose through the sole instrumentality of the powers
originally bestowed upon him. Aiul since God is

benevolent in the same measure as he is wise, that

purpose can be no other than the realization of hap-
piness complete and universal. For benevolence is

nothing, can be nothing but delight experienced in the

contemplation of happiness ; aiul wisdom is nothing

if it be not the power or ministering to that delight.

Happiness then being the end of man's existence,

wliat are the means of its attaimnent?

Man is not endowed with an inborn inclination for

that wliich is conducive to, ami disinclination for that

which is destructive of his welfare. His knowledge is

the fruit of experience : he has no warnings previously

to acting in opposition to the laws of his being; his

only information is subsequent to the act. The i?i-

ferior animals on the contrary are endowed with moni-
tors or instincts which precede experience, and derive

lio additional force from reason ; and on this account,

unconsciously acting in accordance with their consti-

tution, reap the full sum ot etijoyment of which they

are susceptible. They act rightly without the aid of

experience, while man, infringing through ignorance,

the laws of his being, brings upon himself as an inevi-

table consequence, an amount of misery proportioned

to the importance of the law infringed, and to the ex-

tent ot the infringement. All actions, before their

consequences are kriown, must appear equally good,

and the chances in hivour of the performance of each

are equal. Their consequences form the only real

criterion of their quality. If then, effect were always
immediately and clearly traceable to its producing

agency, it would manifestly not require a long time to

arrive at an infallible rule of conduct. The axiom,

once established, that from tiie same cause flow the

same effects, it would only be necessary to remember
the former consequences of an action, in order to affirm

or deny its propriety. Take a familiar instance,—he

who has experienced or has learned from the expe-

rience ot others the effects of fire, needs no further

admonition respecting its danger. At the sight of
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combustion, in whatever shape, memory recalls the un-

pleasant sensations foimeily experienced, and reason

anticipates the same effect from tlie same cause. This
is a lesson soon learned and easily remembered ; the

effect following so closely upon the cause, cannot be
attributed to any other agency, and the mind icadily

associates together as inseparable, circumsrances asso-

ciated in regard to time. But it is evident that in

many cases, the effect cannot be thus instantly refer-

able to its real cause ; cases where intervening circum-

stances concur to perplex the judgment. A person in

ill health takes a medicine whose qualities, with regard

to his paiticular disease, are unknown, and shortly

after expires. Is this result produced by the medicine,

or is it the natural termination of the disease? To
decide without further evidence would be illogical in the

extreme. The apparent, may not be the real, effect

of a given operation, but only an accidentally con-

curring circumstance : the real can only be discovered

by the constancy of its presence ; and the further re-

moved is its manifestation from the operation of the

producing agency, the more difficult will it be to dis-

cover the precise nature of their connection. Another
fertile source of error, the difficulty of distinguishing

at all times cause from effect, arises either from not

having access to, or fiom the neglect of dates, where
both cause and effect are simultaneously in operation.

Of this kind is the fallacy of accounting for the charac-

ter of a people by peculiarities in their laws and cus-

toms, when it is evident thiit the character must have
existed before the laws, and could not therefore be re-

ferable tothat source. Itisnot lioweverahvaysthuseasy
to trace the mutual relations of contemporary agencies ;

the difficulty of the task increasing in the ratio of the

number which present themselves to the mind as in

any way related.

Such are a few of the obstacles to the discovery of
truth ; obstacles which must always be present even
when the mind of the investigator is the least preju-

diced, the most conscious of comparative ignorance, and
the most desirous of adding to knowledge already ac-

(juircd. 13ut a state of total ignorance presents obstacles

still more formidable. He who knows something h.as

already advanced a step towards finding how little he
knows; he who knows nothing concludes there is

nothing to learn. Those only who have seen the mists
which obscure the vision partially dispelled, can appre-
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ciate, however inadequately, the glories of the land-

scape beyond. Those who have not been thus favoured

remain satisfied with darkness, unconscious of the

blessings of light. Such, we have reason to believe,

was man's state when first placed upon this earth.

Consider now, the advance which he has since made
in knowledge ; consider the apparently boundless plain

which lies before him, the horizon receding as he ad-

vances ; consider (unguided as he is by instinct) the

absolute necessity that he should know every thing re-

lative to his own nature, and the world on which he
dwells, before he can enjoy the happiness of which he
is capable ; and own, that his ignorance will sufficiently

account for the errors into which he has fallen, and
the unhappiness which he has endured. Here, then,

exclusive of those inherent in the search itself after

truth, lies the difficulty. It is neither known, that

any thing is to be learned, nor how to learn. No one,

it is true, can exist a day without acquiring some know
ledge, or arriving at conclusions sometimes true ; still

oflener perhaps false. Observaiion and reflection are

necessary conditions of man's being ; but it is by no
means necessary that the observation be sufficiently

extended, and the reasoning correct. Before a true

method of investigation is arrived at, how much error

must be hailed as truth ; how much truth shunned and
ridiculed as error ; and of how much misery must this

unjust exhaltation on the one hand, and depression on
the other, be productive. A systematic method of

enquiry must be entered upon before enything can be
laid down as certain. This is true of all science, pre-

eminently true of moral science, and the problem, why
man (comparatively with the period of his existence)

has made so little progress, maybe thus solved: instead

of seeking to acquire knowledge by investigation, com-
parison, and reason, he has too often sought for it by
retreating into his own feelings and prepossessions.

Little more than 200 years since, Francis Bacon, the
father of science, and one of the greatest benefactors

of the human race, pointed out to succeeding ages (his

own heeded him not) the key, which was finally

to unlock the treasures of Creation, and to render
them available in elevating the condition, and increas-

ing the happiness of mankind. This key is the in-

ductive method of investigation : so simple, that the
wonder now seems, not that the discovery was then
made, but tliat it was not employed from the beginning;
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so simple, as to be available for the minutest ; so com-

prehensive, as to grasp the most extended subject of

enquiry.

As man is the highest of God's known works, so

the discovery of the laws which govern human nature

is the noblest product of the inductive method of in-

vestigation. Man, unguided by instinct, can only

fultil his destiny by a knowledge of these laws ; their

discovery is, therefore, the first step towards a uni-

versal rule of conduct. Without this knowledge, man

cannot but transgress against, with it he cannot but

conform to, the will of his Maker. For since these

laws are so many emanations from infinite wisdom and

infinite benevolence, they must, when understood,

point unerringly to complete happiness ; and who will

be found to refuse a demonstration so consonant with

his most ardent aspirations? Who, when clearly

shown the road to happiness, will be unwilling to

follow it? W. T. W.

LETTER 5.

Until the science of Phrenology came to enlighten

us on the subject of mind, all was uncertainty and

darkness. Where the mind resided, in what it con

sisted, what were its faculties, all was unknown and

unexplored. But this science, though necessarily still

imperfect, presents us with a basis on which to rest a

system of morality : it unfolds the mechanism of mind,

aiid the means by which that mechanism is adapted to

the realization of happiness.

The mind is not, as hitherto supposed, one and indi-

visible, manifesting itself differently at difl!'erent times ;

but consists of a luimber of powers or faculties, ever

in simultaneous action, and all by their action pro-

ductive of pleasure. All then are in themselves good,

and worthy of exercise, on their legitimate objects.

But since none are productive of an equal amount of

pleasure, those affording the lesser, must be made sub-

servient to those which afford the greater amount. If

no positive evil were the result of the inferior faculties

reigning supreme, there would be this disadvantage
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attending the subversion of the order; the whole being
would not enjoy the happiness of which it is capable.

Suppose a life spent in the exercise of those faculties

which are productive of the least pleasure, whilst those
which might have produced the greatest, remain in

abeyance. What vast capabilities are here thrown
away ; what an incalculable amount of happiness which
might have been enjoyed, has never come into existence

!

The next enquiry then, is, what are the faculties which
are productive of the greatest pleasure ? In this

enquiry the progress of civilization will afford material

assistance ; since all that man knows is the fruit of ex-

perience, knowledge must necessarily be progressive;

good is not recognized, nor is evil shunned, until the

fruits of experience have inculcated their salutary les-

sons. In what do the pleasures of the savage consist?

Gratifications purely sensual and selfish : the destruc-

tion of the inferior animals and of his own species, and
gluttonous feasting constitute his chief delights. In
his ideal of a future state, what are the component
parts? Vast hunting grounds where game shall ever
abound ; and the power ot working his will on his eue-
mies, fearless of retribution. He beholds no beauty in

thefaceof nature, hears no music in the groves; the ties

of family sit loose upon him ; the voice ot friendship

appeals to him in vain, justice is unknown ; benevo-
lence never moves him ; religion is with him supersti-

tion, a pander to his basest passions, cruelty and re-

venge ; his whole existence is an outrage on the laws
of his nature, and therefore productive of misery to
himself and misery to his fellow men.
Look at a man in a state of comparative civilization.

How many faculties have been brought into action

;

how many sources of happiness have been opened ; of
happiness produced by family affections, by friendship,

by well-earned fame, by the examination and admira-
tion of the works of God ; by science, by the fine arts,

by enlightened religion ; by working out and contem-
plating the improvement and the happiness of others.

In the progress of man from barbarism to civihzation

are many discoveries made, but none equal in import-
ance to the discovery, that the highest faculties afford

the greatest amount of pleasure. The stage of civili-

zation at which we have arrived, induces an uncon-
scious and partially practical recognition of this truth

;

but ages may possibly elapse, before its theoretical

and universal acknowledgment. Few and far between
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even now, are those who perceive that virtue is neces-

sarily coincident with happiness, vice with misery.

But, even without a knowledge of the faculties, thus

obtained by actual experience, the goodness of the

Creator would warrant our coming to the conclusion

a priori, that the faculties are productive of pleasure

in exact proportion to the worth of the objects on

which they find their exercise. The faculty which

takes delight in the happiness of others, must bring in

its train higher rewards than those which regard self

alone ; those which enable us in some degree to com-
prehend the will and the works of the Creator, must

be more pleasurable in their exercise than those which

minister to the animal wants of our nature. That such

is actually the case, is demonstrated by the fact, that the

greater advance man makes in wisdom, the less does he

allow his happiness to arise from animal gratifications,

and the more does his inclination tend towards refined

pursuits and lofty contemplation. But because the in-

tellectual part of man's nature yields the most abundant

harvest of gratification, he is not on that account to

neglect the pleasure arising from inferior faculties. It^

is only by the harmonious exercise of all the powers,

on the legitimate objects, that the full amount of hap-

piness of which he is capable can be experienced.

Morality is enlightened, immorality unenlightened

selfishness. Morality is the subjection of the lower

to the higher faculties, and is therefore the means of

procuring for the individual practising it the highest

amount of happiness. All our actions spring from our

own feelings, and are consequently all selfish. If we
follow the dictates of the lower feelings, we receive

the appropriate reward indeed, but a reward how in-

ferior to that resulting from actions in accordance with

the higher feelings. He who has passed his life in

enriching himself, reaps pleasure through the medium
of his acquisitiveness; but a pleasure unspeakably in-

ferior to that enjoyed by him who has devoted his

thoughts and his actions to promoting the welfare of his

fellow creatures : but the pleasure is in both instances

equally enjoyed by the individual, and is in point of fact

therefore, equally selfish

If we enquire why a jutt or a benevolent action has

been performed, we shall find that it is not from dis-

interested motives, but because the action was felt to

be in accordance with, and pleasing to the iiaculty of

conscientiousness, or of benevolence ; and that had it
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not been performed, pain would have resulted from the

omission. In fact the division of motives into selfish

and disinterested is a fallacy, without the slightest

foundation in nature. One set of actions regards self;

a second regards others ; but the motives to each,

originate equally in self. Now all motives are resolv-

able into the hope of pleasure, or the fear of pain : the

act therefore which benefits others can no more be
called disinterested, that is, involving a secrifice of in-

dividual enjoyment, than that which is purely self-

regarding. Had it not promised a greater amouTit of

pleasure than any other, it would not have been per-

formed. It is a law of our nature that we seek our

own happiness; however we may talk of human dis-

interestedness, and point out supposed examples tor

imitation and admiration, this is nevertheless certain,

that it is a word representing no reality, a chimera
aiising from mistaken notions of human nature. The
true meaning of the term disinterestedness is, the sacri-

fice of one part of our nature for the gratification of

another ; this is all that can be intended, or the term
has no significance ; but in this there exists no act of
self denial ; it is either a calculation of self interest,

or an impulse to which resistance is unpleasing, per-

haps vain. The good consequences may indeed be
great, but this consideration no way affects the nature

of the motive.

The actions of men therefore should not be con-
sidered as deserving of praise or blame, but as evidences
of enh'ghtenment or ignorance, in proportion as they
proceed from the supremacy of the higher, or from the
unbridled sway of the lower faculties. Actions in ac
cordance with our nature bring their own reward ;

those at variance with it, inflict their appropriate
punishment ; those hostile to the interests of the human
race are subversive of individual happiness ; and the
highest individual happiness is derived from the con-
sciousness of happiness bestowed upon others.

But from ignorance of human nature, the reverse of
this proposition has very generally gained the credence
of mankind. The path of virtue is supposed to be un-
inviting and thorny ; that of vice strewed with allure-

ments und flowers. Pleasure itself is become almost
synonimous with vice ; pain with virtue. Now the sole

test of actions is the effect which they produce upon
the welfare of mankind; those productive of happi-
ness, are virtuous ; those productive of pain, vicious.
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But the reward of virtue is said to be pain, ot vice

pleasure : therefore in order to secure enjoyment to

the community, suffering is to constitute the lot of

each individual : the happiness of mankind is to be
promoted by the misery of men. When each individual

shall have attained the power of self-denial, that is,

the denial of happiness to self, the aggregate of all

these self denials shall produce perfect happiness ! In

other words, the multiplification of a negative shall

produce a positive quantity. Is a moral rule like this,

in accordance with our ideas of wisdom, is it rational,

is it possible ? Suppose a legislature to annex pleasure

to the performance of actions subversive, and pain to

those productive ot social welfare, would not every

impartial observer raise his voice against so palpable,

so dangerous an absurdity ? What would be the in-

evitable result of enactments providing reward for

crime, and penalty for virtue ? The hand of every one
would be turned against his neighbour ; society would
become disorganized. A system based on this prin-

ciple contains within itself the seeds of destruction ; it

can exist only for a season ; and that season, troubled

and fearful. The wise lawgiver proportions the re-

ward to the beneficial, the penalty to the injurious

tendency of the action ; and the inducements held out

to abstain from the one, and to perform the other, are

precisely such as to promote individual, whilst promot-

ing general happiness. If we concede to the Deity,

the attributes of wisdom and benevolence, we expect

to see the' same wisdom manifested in the moral govern-

ment of the world. If God be good, he must wish the

happiness ofmankind ; if he be wise, he must have made
virtue consistent, and vice inconsistent with happiness.

Those who assert the pleasure of vice, and the pain-

fulness ot virtue, seek to escape the implied absurdity

by pointing to a future state as the sphere of rewards

and punishments ; by maintaining that the present is a

state of action, the future a state of recompence. But
they escape from one difficulty to fall into a greater.

Not to dwell on the absurdity of eternal fruition for

temporal action, I would enquire whether it is pro-

bable that a just being should at one time reward the

performance ofan action, which he punishes at another
''

Is it probable that he should decree temporary pain to

be the only means of purchasing eternal pleasure?

Stated thus plainly, few will be found to assent to

such a proposition, which however follows as a neces-
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sary consequence oi the assertion that virtue is in itself

repugnant to man's nature, that is, painful and requir-

ing self denial. Further, punishment is only useful,

inasmuch as it serves either for reform or prevention

:

but if, as in this case, the punishment be inflicted on,

and be witnessed by those only who have no longer

the power to offend, both reform and prevention are

alike impossible ; and the infliction bears the character

not of justice but of vengeance. If it be asserted that

this mode of punishment being promulgated by revela-

tion, mai/ serve as a warning to deter from evil ; I

answer litst, that this revelation was not vouchsafed
until countless generations had lived and died upon
this earth. If it were intended as a warning, why was it

not published from the beginning ; why was it so long

withheld ? The first requisite after the framing of

laws is publicity, more especially a requisite, when
the ills caused by ignorance of their enactment, are

irremediable. But the fact that so many wise and good
men have existed before this sanction came into opera-

tion, forms to my mind a sufficient proof that virtue is

productive of pleasure to the individual, and involves

no sacrifice of self. Every act arises either from im-
pulse or from calculation; but to them, calculation

would have no certain basis applied to a future state ;

it must therefore have had relation to the present.

Whether then the immediate cause of their conduct
were impulse or whether reason, the mediate must
have been pleasure ; or the first supposition the in-

tuitive, and on the second, the rational conviction, that

pleasure to themselves would ensue. Secondly, That
many either from defective information, or from pecu-
liarity of mental constitution, do not believe in the

revelation, when it lias been vouchsafed. It is unjust

in the highest degree, to punish irreversibly for defects

or peculiarities of understanding. Had the revelation

of a future state been intended as a warning from evil,

and as an inducement to good conduct, it would have
been so bestowed and so framed, as to have been im-
mediately and universally comprehensible and available;

not a shadow of doubt would have rested on its truth.

If such be not the case, it is most beneficial to those

who need it least. Thirdly, Among those who do
sincerely believe in a future state of rewards and
punishments, what proportion regulate their conduct
according to their expectations ? The immber is not
sufficient to produce a perceptible effect on the morals

F -2
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ot society at large. The condemned criminal on the

eve of his exit from this world, thinks on the next and
shudders : did he cast a thought npon it, hefore per-

petrating the deed he is about to expiate ? No ! he was
weighingthechancesofan ignominious death against the

the gratification of his revenge, or the enjoyment of his

booty. A nd yet how light is the most painful death, in

comparison with an eternity ofmisery. The tyrant whose
life has been an outrage upon human rights and human
liappiness, may quail on the bed of death at the dark
perspective which lies stretched out before him ; may
tremble at the thought that the entire sum of misery
of which he has been the cause, shall be as nothing
in comparison with that which he is about to endure :

but in the full tide of health and strength, did thoughts
like these ever cause him one feeling of compunction ;

ever save one victim of his poWer and his cruelty ?

—

Is it the hope of heaven that vivifies the fervour of
the pious, that stimulates the zeal of the philanthro-

pist ? No ! the hope and the fear have relation to ob-

jects too remote, and therefore too uncertain, to ex-

ercise any such influence. Constituted as human
nature is, the certainty and the proximity of the dis-

pensation, rather than its magnitude, are essential to

its efficacy. How opposed then to the constitution of
the mind, is the scheme which makes pain the imme-
diate and certain, pleasure the distant and uncertain

consequence of virtue ; which rewards vice in this

life, and punishes it only in the next. Strange, that

man should be thus prone to ascribe to God, conduct,

the absurdity and ill effects of which are obvious when
followed in affairs purely human. No ! even supposing

a future state to be a chimera, a dream of the visionary,

the present existence would still contain within itself

a complete and perfect system of government ; of re-

wards and punishments proportioned to the nature of
every act, and inevitably consequent upon its per-

formance.

Man is at present acquainted with a few sections

only of this code ; he sees the inadequacy of those

sections, and hesitates not to deny that the others

exist ; to impugn the wisdom of the Author as produc-

tive of an imperfect work. He already perceives that

the allurements of sense, the pursuit of riches, the de-

sire of fame, the love of self, bring their pleasures,

but he sees not that justice, benevolence, religion, and
reason are productive of the highest. He still re-
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quires arbitrary rewards for the exercise of these, con-

ceiving them to be conducive to tlie general welfare

at the sacrifice of individual happiness. Does a man
perform a deed of justice or of benevolence, he is

considered unfairly treated, if he be not rewarded
through his acquisitiveness or his love of fame : ac-

cording to the language of the world these two facul-

ties alone are capable of aflfoiding real gratification ; a

sacrifice of either to the dictates of nobler faculties is

lauded as in the highest degree praiseworthy, as a re-

nouncement of individual to the promotion of general
happiness, and as requiring rewards extrinsic and ar-

bitrary. Riches and fame are the idols before which
man bends the willing knees, to which he will make
any sacrifice, and under whose propitious auspices he
deems his happiness complete. Oh ! that man would
understand the worth and the majesty of his owji

nature ; that he would prize that which is within
him and inalienable, above that which is without and
passeth away ; that he would perceive his happiness

to be dependant not on what he possesses, but on
what he is ! What a maligning of Jesus Christ was
the saying,—" he pleased not himself, but went about
doing good." What ! was doing good no pleasure to

him? It was his highest pleasure, and therefore he
did it. Say rather, he pleased himself, for he went
about doing good. What pleasure could he have ex-

perienced, in being clothed in purple and fine linen, in

faring sumptuously every day, in holding the reins of
empire, and in receiving the homage of crouching vas-

sals ? How light in the balance are the pleasures of
sense, of ostentation, of power, when weighed against

those of justice, and benevolence ; as a drop compared
to the great ocean. The comparison may be extended:
the drop evaporates, leaving no trace of its existence ;

the ocean rolls its mighty flood through countless ages,

mocks at time, and reflects eteinily. Behold the man
of boundless possessions, rich in earthly distinctions

;

his slightest wish anticipated : his frown the terror,

his smile the joy of thousands: the world calls him
happy, he may be so. Behold him at the end of a few
short years, a lifeless corpse, he has entered on a new
existence ; of what avail are now his wealth, his

honours, and his power ? They delight him no more

;

for him they have ceased to exist ; his mind is now
his only wealth. If during life he diligently fostered

the germs of liis divine nature, what riches ; if he
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neglected and spurned them, what poverty can com-
pare with his? Mankind will one day learn this

truth, which individuals have already learned and ex-

emplified, but which still remains to the majority a

hidden treasure. They will then perceive the fallacy

of placing happiness in external instead of internal

wealth ; they will feel that pleasure is coincident with

duty ; that virtue ensures its own reward, vice its

punishment ; they will reverence their own nature,

and prove by their actions, that it is worthy of reve-

rence.

When the Divine laws, which are eternal and self-

suflficient, shall be fully discovered and unfolded, then

will human laws, which are provisional, cease to be

needed, and therefore cease to exist. Each will clearly

understand his own interest, and follow it without
hesitation or error ; and the interest of each will be

the interest of all. It is the opposite notion, the no-

tion that if one man gains, another must necessarily

lose, combined with ignorance as to what constitutes

true happiness, that has caused and is yet causing in-

calculable mischief. Were the conviction universal,

that titles and wealth form but a poor security for

happiness without the possession of qualities which
" make not themselves wings and fly away," should

we behold integrity, peace of mind, humanity, sacri-

ficed at the shrine of a vain and worthless ostentation ?

Should we witness the degrading spectacle of men
eagerly grasping at the lesser pleasure, when the

greater lies within their reach ? Civilization has

hitherto effected little for man in comparison with the

good she is destined to accomplish. Material com-
forts, wealth, luxury ; mere gratifications of sense oi

of the lower faculties, she has lavishly conferred; but
she has yet for him in store a far nobler gift, without
which all others sink into comparative worthlessness ;

—the discovery of his own excellence, his own great-

ness, his own sublimity. Man is not yet appreciated

as man. What difference would the addition or the

subtraction of a drop of its waters make in the ocean ?

What difference does it make in ahuman being whether
he be titled or obscure, rich or poor ? There he
stands, his greatest wealth that he is a man ; his

highest distinction that he proves himself such. If

he reverence his own nature, if he be conscious of his

inherent nobility, how shall the receipt of human de-

coration increase his happiness, or augment his self
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appreciation ? God has sealed the patent of nobility

on the whole human race. What after this are the

highest earthly titles and distinctions ? And even as

regards external wealth, what proportion does pro-

perty strictly so called, bear to that which is common
to all ? Does a diamond exceed in beauty one of the

myriads of stars that illumine the vault of heaven ; or

does the most costly picture equal the variety, beauty,

splendour, and majesty of God's painting ? " Behold

the lilies of the tield ; they toil not, neither do they

spin : yet Solomon in all "his glory was not arrayed

like one of these."

Look at the condition of mankind : all are equal in

the sight of God ; and yet what differences to the eye

of man. The titled and the rich, envied, courted,

and emulated ; not because they are better, but be-

cause they are richer ; the poor toiling unceasingly to

provide those riches, and to sustain those titles, neg-

lected and contemned ; the few pampered and inso-

lent ; the many suffering and subservient : the few
unhappy notwithstanding their wealth ; the many
miserable and degraded notwithstanding their toil

—

Tyranny on the one side ; on the other hatred and re-

venge : behold the picture of our boasted civilization.

The many have been kept in ignorance that they

might become the tools and the slaves of the few

,

while these have themselves remained in ignorance of

their true interest ; for no one can attain elevation by
the degradation of his species; in degrading their fel-

low creatures, they have effectually degraded them-
selves. But thus it will not always remain. Know-
ledge, the engine destined to work the cure, to sweep
away factitious distinctions, corrupt institutions, and
debasing superstitions, is silently but surely at work.

Already is the dawn at hand, the harbinger of coming
day, in which every one shall clearly discern his ap-

pointed way, unimpeded by the mists ofignorance and
prejudice; when every one shall understand and obey
the laws of God implanted in his breast, and require

no other law: when evil shall be banished from the

moral horizon, and man shall form no exception to

the rest of creation, but shall prove in his thoughts

and in his actions, that " all the ways of wisdom are

ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace."

W. T. W.
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